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Some Few Recent Catalogs Advertised at a Price

^T^HESE and many other catalogs noic being sold at a fixed price are described in Mr. Johnson’s article,

’'When and Why It Is Desirable to Put a Price on a Catalog,” which appears on pages four, five and
six in this issue. The number of catalogs which specify a certain sum of money tchich must be sent with

each request for a copy is increasing. This has raised a question regarding the desirability of still giving

away the expensive catalog which Mr. Johnson answers in his article. Manufacturers of food products^

furniture and ready-cut houses are prominent users of this style of book or catalog. Engineering and
machinery companies are also the publishers of numerous board-bound books which are offered at a price.
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"A Certificate of Award” for Exceptional Work

in the Production of All Fine Printing

S
OME authoritative recognition should

be made every master printer who is

helping to maintain, through the ex-

cellence of his own work, the highest stand-

ards of craftsmanship in the field of the

Graphic Arts. This need of an award of some

kind has long been realized. Our various

Societies of Printers and Graphic Arts Asso-

ciations have often discussed the matter. Up
to this time, however, nothing definite in this

direction has ever been accomplished.

As a result of this feeling among the more

thoughtful men in the printing trade, it has

been suggested that the Paper Makers’ Ad-

vertising Club confer a series of medals or

certificates on printers who produce work of

exceptional quality. And so our executive

committee has devoted considerable thought

to this important matter and has finally voted

to take this action.

At least four and possibly five awards will

he made quarterly. The award will be in the

form of an engrossed certificate of distin-

guished character which will be suitable for

framing. It will be entitled simply, "A Cer-

tificate of Award.” It will be given for ex-

ceptional excellence in the production of

any of the various forms of printing, letter-

headings, circulars, announcements, folders,

booklets, catalogs, and house organs.

[

While this club will confer the award, it

will have nothing to do with judging the ex-

amples of work submitted, or in selecting

the printers who are to receive it. That im-

portant decision will always be made by a

permanent committee ofjudges which is now

being determined. In our next issue we shall

announce the names of the judges who have

consented to undertake the work of passing

on the merits of all specimens of printing

that are sent to us. We think these names

will afford the printers of the country an

ample guarantee of the high character and

standing of this undertaking.

In conclusion we wish to make clear that

the "Certificate of Award” will not be in-

tended to single out any particular specimen

as the one best piece of work of the kind that

was done during the preceding quarter.

The judges will accept no such responsibil-

ity. When they give an award, to a pamphlet

or to a letterhead, for example, it will be be-

cause the specimen itself merited the dis-

tinction, and not because they are prepared

to say that pamphlet or that letterhead was

the very best produced in the country.

Look for full details about these awards,

with names of the judges, in our next issue.

In the meantime, begin now to mail us

samples of all good work you produce.

3 ]
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When and Why It Is Desirable

to Put a Price on a Catalog

Should Expensive Catalogs Still Be Given Away? Former Editor "The Printing Art”

Answers This Question— Collects Many Catalogs Offered at a Price— Generally

Opposes Price Policy—Charge Only Justified by Amount of

Information of Value Books Contain— By Henry Lewis JOHNSON

R
ead the advertising pages of publications

dealing with fashions, foods, architecture,

j machinery, building materials and other

general fields and you will find a considerable

number in which catalogs are offered at a price.

The great majority of catalogs are sent free to any-

one who asks for them. But catalogs cost large

sums to make and if a price will help in a more

discriminating distribution and perhaps do some-

thing more than cover the postage, then this ques-

tion is well worth looking into. Here is a subject

on which every printer and every buyer of print-

ing should at least be fully informed.

A Boston inquiry recently brought a Sears-Roe-

buck & Company catalog with forty-two cents post-

age on it. Perhaps there have been some figures

published showing the printing cost per copy but

without this information a reasonable guess is at

least $1.00. Yet these are sent East and West, North

and South to anyone who asks. There are catalogs

of a single line in the electrical field, such as that

of Crouse-Hinds & Co., Condulets, said to cost

$2.50 a copy and it is a guess that Curtis Com-

pany’s catalog of Woodwork costs around $5.00

per copy.

Some of the largest catalogs made are in the

wholesale hardware field and a number of these

look like several dollars per copy. There are many

other catalogs of building materials, clothing,

boots and shoes and automobiles costing $1.00 and

more per copy in large editions. In some of the

trade fields it requires a large and expensive cata-

log to list the goods. The other type of high-cost

catalog in which design, color work, fine papers

and substantial bindings are used for advertising

purposes must more logically answer directly for

its cost.

The best in craftsmanship, in design, engraving,

paper making, printing and binding are now go-

ing into catalog making. The finished products

compare favorably with some of the best period-

icals and books in the publishing field. Should all

this fine workmanship and the best of materials be

given out freely? There are several answers to this

and they can best be reached by classifying all

catalogs into several groups.

A price on a catalog must mean that there are

elements of general value to the purchaser. If a

catalog is merely a listing of merchandise, any

price would be like asking the customer to pay a

salesman’s carfares or even his salary account.

All catalogs are printed salesmanship instead of

personal. If a catalog gives real information

about styles, ways to do certain things or technical

data, it may have marketable value. It is then a

question of amount of value and policy which

governs asking a price or not.

This is easily demonstrated under present war-

time conditions by looking into the advertising of

foods. Just now, there is an avalanche of new food

literature. Trade-marked foods are figuring more

largely in this country’s diet and nearly all man-

ufacturers are advertising new and more economic

ways of using their products. Read the advertise-

ments of foods and you will find that many of

them offer you a war-time recipe book. Armour,

Swift, Welch Grape Juice and Jell-0 send abso-

lutely free pamphlets with many recipes and il-

I
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lustrations in colors. To an increasing extent, how-

ever, food manufacturers are putting at least a

nominal price on finely made recipe books, as

shown by the following examples:

Send to us the carton and 4c in stamps for the Mapleine

Cook Book, showing 250 ways to use this wonderful flavor-

ing. D. A. Crescent Mfc. Co., Seattle, Wash.

Send 10c in stamps addressed to Dept. A, California

Packing Corporation, .San Francisco, California, for Good

Things to Eat—a 64 page book in colors of new and un-

usual recipes.

A book for today’s needs

—

Balanced Daily Diet will

lielp you choose foods that aid in keeping you in trim,

mentally and physically. It is illustrated in color. It con-

tains the interesting story of Crisco. Published to sell at

25c, we will send a copy for 10c in stamps. The Proctor

& Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Putting a higher price on a food book is in-

stanced in the Ryzon Baking Book which is a sub-

stantial, square-backed volume. The advertising of

this book says:

More than a million housewives are using the Ryzon

Baking Book today. The second edition is now ready and

is beautifully illustrated throughout in colors. It is even

more elaborate than the first edition, containing not only

bread, cake and pastry recipes but timely and economical

savory meat and vegetable dishes. The Ryzon Baking Book

is priced at one dollar, but by sending us the user’s certif-

icate (packed with the one-pound can of Ryzon) and eight

5c stamps, you will receive the book postpaid.

So much for pricing food publications, and now

let us look at sales literature for household furn-

ishings and building materials. The basis of many

of these publications is to provide the prospect

with authoritative data on styles and color schemes.

Many of these publications must compare favor-

ably in the size and quality of illustrations and

color work with the high standards in architectural

literature. Here are some of the final admonitions

in current advertising:

The book The Art of Home Furnishing and Decoration,

by Frank Alvah Parsons, with portfolio of de luxe color-

plates of home interiors for 20c in stamps. Armstrong
Cork Co., Linoleum Dept., Lancaster, Pa.

Special offer—75c value for 40c. Go to your nearest

dealer. He will give you one of Ekin Wallick’s 50c books.

The Attractive Home, and a 25c bottle of Colorite for

40c. A beautiful book in eight colors. Tells how to arrange

furniture, rugs, etc., how to make simple pieces of furni-

ture at little cost. Carpenter-Morton Co., Boston.

Send 14c for book No. 23 of Karpen Furniture, showing
suites and single pieces in both modem and period designs.

S. Karpen & Bros., Chicago.

An important series of catalogs-with-a-price is

published by Berkey & Gay, Grand Rapids, Mich.

One of the titles is The Style of Knoleworth for

25 cents. A Leaflet Library of three portfolios—
“Dining-Room,” “Sleeping-Room,” “Living-Room

and Hall” is offered for $1.00. It is not practical

in this space to go into a discussion of all the

finely made catalogs in the building materials and

hardware fields.

Engineering and Machinery Books

The most important business literature with a

price is in the engineering and machinery fields.

One of the best-known examples is that of

Mechanical Draft edited by Walter B. Snow and

published by the B. F. Sturtevant Company,

copyrighted in 1898, and the copy at hand is the

fourth edition, 1902. This book is made up of

twelve chapters on such subjects as Fuels, Com-

bustion, Chimney Draft and Mechanical Draft.

It contains a large amount of tabular matter re-

garding volumes of air, velocity, temperature and

the equipment necessary to produce desired re-

sults. All the illustrations are of Sturtevant equip-

ment. This book was given to engineers and

architects of recognized standing and was sold for

$1.50 a copy to others. A price of $1.00 per copy

for ten or more was made to classes of students in

engineering. Copies of this catalog are now obtain-

able occasionally in second-hand book stores, the

writer having paid 50 cents to obtain this ex-

ample of permanent value. This firm also issues

another book now in general circulation. Heating,

and Ventilating, at $1.50.

The Carnegie Steel Company has a thin paper,

leather-bound book with illustrations of steel

shapes and a large amount of technical data about

sizes and strengths. The price of this book is $2.00,

although it probably costs $4.00 to make it. The

Buffalo Forge catalog. Fan Engineering, is priced

at $3.50.

Another type of technical business literature is

in manuals such as The Starrett Book for Machin-

ists’ Apprentices and The Starrett Data Bbok for

Machinists at 50 cents each.

Portfolio-like illustrations of cities, mountain,

lake and seaside resorts may be so finely illustrated

I 5 ]
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that they are just as well worth paying for as

souvenir books. Trade publications on golf and

tennis, with rules and other reference matter, oc-

casionally carry a price. Somewhat allied to this

group are two new publications:

The Party Book—Dennison Mfg. Co., Boston .05

The Party Complete, 52 pages of fun—The Drezwell

Co., Inc., New York 15

A few years ago a board-bound book of one of

the suburban park developments of Baltimore was

for sale in book stores at $1.25 per copy, although

it was an advertisement issued by a land company.

It had no word of advertising in it but was a finely

illustrated publication of the streets and residences

in a new section.

A commercial book carrying special distinction

in its make is A Worthy Company of Watch-

makers issued by The Gruen Watch Co., Cincin-

nati, at $1.00 per copy. The body of the book is

buff antique paper and the illustrations are a series

of finely made drawings of exteriors and interiors,

tipped-on. The style of the book imparts a definite

impression regarding the high standing of The

Gruen Watch Co. and of the merits of Gruen

watches. The price of $1.00 may not be exacted but

the book looks to be worth it.

The Parsons Paper Co., Holyoke, Mass., issued

Parsons’ Hand Book of Letter Headings contain-

ing descriptive text, diagrams and fine displays of

letterheads. The book carries a price of 50 cents,

although it is sent to business firms who ask for it

on their office stationery.

An investigation of catalogs offered at a price

shows that the more such publications enter into

' 1#^
technical details the nearer they come to the border

line between advertising and publishing. They are

entitled to such price as the contents may warrant.

Cook books, style books, house plans and such

general publications are, in the main, combinations

of how to do certain things, based upon the use of

the advertiser’s goods. Such publications usually

carry only a nominal price. The Ladies’ Home

Journal for March has fourteen advertisements in

which books or portfolios are offered at a small

price. It is fair to assume that most of these carry

a price merely to cut off idle inquiries. If anyone

sends a small amount, it is proof that they have a

definite interest in the subject.

In some instances a price is merely camouflage

or at least it is one way of saying that the pub-

lication carries valuable reference material.

The sales manager of a building materials firm

recently said: “I am opposed to the price of $2.00

on our catalog. If anyone has any reason for

wanting the catalog, he ought to have it.” A
quartermaster abroad recently wrote to a friend in

a Boston hardware concern, asking for a competing

firm’s catalog. It proved to be a difficult matter to

get this catalog, probably from business jealousies

which, in any event, appear to be a short-sided

policy. Printing and advertising are ubiquitous.

They are the basis of business democracy.

There are real reasons for a price on some cata-

logs and general business publications and it is

probable that the number of such publications is

on the increase but the strictly merchandise catalog

is the modern day business vehicle which should

go to everyone everywhere who is a reasonable

prospect for the product offered for sale.

The four booklets put out on Direct-hy-Mail Advertising, together with the copy of Direct

Advertising, have been received. They are all chock full of splendid information that we
were interested in having.

These books are certainly a credit to your club, and we cannot over-express our earnest

appreciation of your interest in this matter.

Mr. Benj. Seward

The Hugh Stephens Printing Co.

Jefferson City, Mo.

[ 6 ]
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T'HERE is something fascinating about the little book bound in boards which the average man or

woman finds hard to resist. "'Good Printing,” the house organ of The Roger Williams Press of Cleve-

land, commented on this fact most interestingly in a recent issue. Mr. E. R. van Bergen, the editor, de-

clared that very few little books with stiff covers were ever thrown away. Just to show how true this state-

ment was, we immediately made up a collection of small books with hard covers that we had concealed

from time to time in various places about our offce. For we have found in our experience that it is im-

possible to keep a small book bound in boards in a printing office, unless you hide it. Otherwise some one

will surely carry it off. And so as a result of our having some deep places of concealment, we were able

to pose on top of our offce dictionary the collection of miniature books shown on this page.

D. B. Updike, W. A. Dwiggins, Will Bradley, Carl Rollins, Henry Lewis Johnson, and some of our other

leading typographers have always shown a particular fondness for the small, board bound booklet. All

have designed at different times miniature booklets of distinction. These booklets are preserved today in

homes and offces all over the country.

I 7 ]



The Gillette Blade

Walter Edward Kimber

Close Attention to Details ^Vins Promotion for This Young Man

T
his young man, whose picture we
print, is Walter Edward Kimber, who
has charge of the distributing of incom-

ing and outgoing mail, and carries on our
interdepartmental messenger service. He is

what w'e call our “Canadian Gillette Pocket
Edition.”

Walter was born .Tune 21, 1903, and on
finishing grammar school he was employed
liy Mr. L. A. Archambault who kept a
French book store at 162 St. Catherine
Street West, Montreal. Fortunately and un-
fortunately Mr. Archambault failed; unfor-
tunately for Mr. Archambault and fortu-
nately for Walter because he was employed
immediately afterwards by The Gillette

Safety Razor Company of Canada, Limited.
He was employed as messenger in our
stockroom on May 4th, 1917, but did not
last long in that position because of pro-
motion to the main office in November 1917.

After reading through the January issue

of The Gillette Blade he informed the

boys in the Shipping Department that his

ambition at the present moment is to own
one share of “Gillette” stock because of the

fact that he feels sure that this is a stepping

stone toward a position in life such as the

one now held by Mr. J. E. Aldred.

A boy’s training in the Boy Scouts is re-

flected in this young man by his strict at-

tention to business and the military imprint

on his deportment. His erect figure, military

stride and his coming to “attention” when
spoken to mark him as not only having
benefited by his scout work, but by his close

observance of the attitude and demeanor of

the older men who have left us to answer
the call at the Front.
Walter is too young to fight but he has

the right spirit and if the same is continued
he will make an able representative in years
to come of the Gillette Safety Razor Com-
pany of Canada, Limited.

The Gillette Blade," the inter-organizational house organ of the Gillette Safety Razor Company is distributed among all

employees of the three Gillette Companies in the United States, Canada, and England, and is sent also

to the stockholders. It is printed by George A. Haynes, Boston
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Controverting Bolshevik Ideas

with the Factory House Organ
Employees as Well as Customers Must Be ''Sold” on the Business — "Emergency Fleet

News,” Now Being Published by Shipping Board, a Timely Illustration— Why
Every Large Corporation Needs an Internal House Magazine

to Promote Better Understanding between Employer and Employees

O NE of the very best mediiuns for check-

ing the growth of Bolshevik ideas among

American workers is the factory or in-

ternal house organ. Employers realize that no great

business, manufacturing, jobbing, retailing, or in

the public service, can be established and main-

tained, unless it has the loyal cooperation of its

employees. To secure this necessary cooperation,

many of these employers are beginning to appre-

ciate the fact that the employees, as well as cus-

tomers, must be “sold” on the business and its

product or its service.

Winning the cooperation of the employees,

“selling” them on the idea that the firm they are

working for is “a pretty good firm after all,” has

come to be acknowledged as one of the vital prob-

lems confronting every great employer of labor.

Assuming that wages and working conditions are

equitable, how then is the interest of the employee

in his job to be developed? How can his support

be won for the business?

The problem cannot be illustrated better than to

cite the situation that confronts the Shipping Board

today. The success of our great shipbuilding pro-

gram rests on the support of labor. This support

which the Government must have from the ship

carpenters, steel workers, and other branches of

labor, has been sadly disorganized. Strikes have

been frequent. Restriction of output on the part of

the labor organizations has often been charged.

Bolshevik ideas ostensibly inspired by Russia or

the I. W. W. but clearly traceable to Germany have

been promoted by organized propaganda among

the working classes in this country.

[ 9 ]

And what has the Shipping Board done to win

the cooperation of the 450,000 men who are now

or soon will be working on ship construction? The

Shipping Board is publishing the Emergency

Fleet News, a house organ for ship workers. The

purpose of this new Government house organ is to

speed up ship construction—to promote a practical

sense of shipbuilding patriotism among all the men

who have any part in the construction of shipping.

The circulation of the News will cover all

executives and office employees as well as workers

in the shipyards. The Emergency Fleet Corpora-

tion now occupies fourteen office buildings in

Washington. These, of course, will all be covered.

Then the publication will be sent to all the workers

in the Government yards, and also to all the work-

ers in the private yards.

As a result of the intelligence carried by the

News, every worker on ship construction in any

part of the country will know what all the other

workers are doing. Every branch of the service will

know all about the other branches. A community

of interest and an esprit de corps among all work-

ers on shipping should unquestionably result from

the publication of the Emergency Fleet News.

Bolshevik and I. W. W. propaganda will have to

take the cover. And the vast majority of the workers

will render themselves, and will look to all other

workers to render also, a full, honest day’s work

every day as an act of patriotic loyalty to the Gov-

ernment.

It is even suggested that contests between the

workers in the various shipyards will be arranged,

just as similar contests are arranged in factory or

Sample of Fairfield Japan, White, Antique Finish, 2S x 36 70
manufactured hy Strathmore Paper Co. See insert in paper samples.
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internal house organs published by private cor-

porations. The contest plan with appropriate prizes

for the winners has long been one of the most

successful features of this form of house magazine.

With this example of the purpose served by the

factory or internal house organ, and the high re-

gard in which the Government itself holds such

publications, we now venture the prediction that

the time is not very far distant when every factory

in this country of considerable size will be issuing

a similar paper and for a similar purpose. A sur-

prisingly large number of mills and factories are

already putting out weekly or monthly papers for

their employees. Most public service corporations,

railroads, railways, and gas and electric lighting

companies long ago commenced the publication of

internal house organs.

The large department stores and jobbing houses

in nearly every section of the country have also

been quick to recognize the advantages of the in-

ternal publication. While these publications as a

rule are printed inexpensively, it must be acknowl-

edged that they admirably serve the purpose for

which they are intended.

A more recent development in the use of the in-

ternal house organ has been to use the magazine for

two purposes, to send it to all customers and pros-

pective customers of the house, as well as to the

employees. In all cases where this is done that we

have observed, the magazine is still edited for the

employees. No conscious appeal is made to the

customer. The magazine is sent to the customer sim-

ply to help sell him on the organization and its

product—to show him how the health and well-

being of the employees are safeguarded, how large

the organization is, and what interest and loyalty

the employees have for the firm and for the goods

the firm has for sale.

Probably the best editorial policy for an internal

or factory house organ is to take a good country

weekly paper as the model. Have a personal column

with the items about “Claudius in the shipping

room who was laid up last week with a bad cold,

Nellie in the transfer department who had a birth-

day party,” and include also the “expected an-

nouncement of an engagement between two popu-

' —
lar young people in the sorting room.” In other

words, make the factory house organ intimate and

personal and newsy. Build a community of interest

around the business. Cover every news and social

item, the same as a good weekly paper, that has

anything to do with the business or its employees.

And at the same time keep the firm in mind and

its interest. Let no good deed go imrecorded. Com-

ment particularly on all acts that were prompted

by loyalty to the firm. Encourage the right atmos-

phere in the factory. Stimulate the ambitions of

every employee to do better work. Publish when-

ever possible stories of boys and men who have

risen from the ranks of the workers.

No printer who understands fully the advan-

tages of the factory house organ should find any

serious trouble today in inducing most of the large

factories in his vicinity to start the publication of

factory magazines. The printing, of course, must

be simple and comparatively inexpensive, unless

the magazine is also to be sent to customers. But a

printer who specializes somewhat along this line

can no doubt secure the printing of a munber of

such house organs. If he has a service department

he can aid greatly in the editing of the factory

house organ. As far as possible, however, the em-

ployees should be encouraged to write a great deal

of the matter for their magazine. The editor should

handle the feature material and the editorials that

are intended to promote the policies of the firm.

He should induce the employees to send in the per-

sonals. The longer news items the editor can easily

secure by an occasional trip through the factory.

Charles M. Schwab said recently that labor

would very soon rule the world. So other men are

thinking also. The war is to be followed by many

revolutionary things, among which no doubt will

be a larger part and influence in our affairs by the

laboring man and woman. But unless intelligence

rules, our country will begin to go backward. The

fruit of wrong ideas among the people is illustrated

by the present fate of Russia. And the factory house

organ here fills a most important and timely place

in our industrial welfare, by promoting right ideas

among the workers, by encouraging cooperation

and cordiality between employer and employees.

I 10 1
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Thirty-Five Million Seed Catalogs

Are They Helping to Win the War?

Only About Two -Thirds of These Have Taken Advantage of the Appeal of Government for

More Food to Win the War— These Tell How to Plant and Plan a Small Garden—
Make a Helpful and Human Interest Appeal—Many Seedsmen

Still Unaware of War-Garden Opportunity—By J. HORACE McFarland

T
he Great War requires more ‘than men,

guns, aeroplanes, ships, cantonments, and

organization. It needs all these things,

but none of them can be had and none of them can

be used without food, and plenty of it. The Gov-

ernment must believe this, because it is using the

slogan “Food Will Win this War” right along.

Now food in America is different from food

anywhere else in the world. We have and eat more

of it, and of more kinds, than elsewhere in the

world. I was suddenly and disagreeably convinced

of this when going abroad in November, 1913, I

discarded in my casual American fashion the good

oranges and grapefruit left in my big steamer

basket, because I presumed there would be plenty

of fruit in London. If there was plenty I could not

find it. The oranges were orange in color, but not

orange in taste. One-half of one first grapefruit did

me for all my visit, because it was not only sour,

unpleasant and poor, but it cost enough to make me

stop. Pears and apples there were, but at prices

which if I had persisted in buying would have

made it likely that I could not have completed

payment of my passage home, needing to swim

part of the way for that reason.

The flesh food in America is rather definite in

quantity. We need not discuss it, because seed cata-

logs do not offer beefsteaks or lamb chops. The

vegetable food of the land is vast in variety, has

been excellent in quality, and is sometimes over-

poweringly great in quantity. Here again we may

make a distinction as between the grains like wheat

and rye, which make the bread we are now forbid-

den to eat; corn, which feeds the sunny south and

which we of the cold north will have to come to

eat; oats, which we have heretofore believed ought

to go to the horses; barley, which we shall have

to take from the brewers to avoid worse happen-

ings; and rice, with which we are not yet intimately

acquainted. We want to discuss the so-called vege-

tables, including cabbage, cauliflower, cucumbers

and the other summer succulents which chase

themselves through the rest of the alphabet down

to the turnips which I do not like but can eat if I

must!

Scan the average bill of fare or menu card of

the average first-class hotel in the average Ameri-

can city, and it wilh at once be apparent that the

gentlemen who operate these establishments are

strong on flesh foods and weak on fresh foods.

They must really hate vegetables, because they

have so few of them and charge so much for

them.

But go into the good homes of the country, and

vegetables at once begin to assume a different

relationship. Sweet corn or lima beans on my

home table have not even a speaking acquaintance

with the articles similarly named as served by any

hotel. What I grow in my garden is grown to eat;

what they offer on their bills of fare are cooked to

chase me to buying more meats.

Fortunately, most of us yet live in homes and

hope to continue so to live, if we win this war.

There has been no bar against the free use of vege-

tables, even though other foods are made to taste

less pleasantly, as we are told that if we did not

close our teeth upon them they might be helping

some man at the front. We can still skin a radish,

]
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eat mashed potatoes, enjoy cauliflower, gloat over

luscious lima beans, and feast like the gods on the

best canteloupes the world has ever known, if we

want to. We can do all this with just a little flesh

food, and without any if we must

Now the average user of vegetables grows them

mostly in the market or at the green grocers. I know

families very fond of vegetables who think of them

always in terms of the refrigerator. Such families

never have the best vegetables, or seldom have

them. But none the less as a nation we have not

thought of vegetables as close to the ground.

The troubles of transportation, the constant re-

iteration of war prophets, and the patriotism pro-

ducers make us now think we must stir up that

back yard and eat tomatoes from our own vines.

So there has come an astonishing interest in

gardening. War gardens have been undertaken, the

result in connection with which is nearly as painful

as on any battlefield. The bug crop in 1917 was

even larger than the beet crop, and many persons

raised more blisters than beans. They tasted fresh

vegetables, however, nearly every one of them,

and that started things with them. They want to

grow more food, not only for the value of it to

temporarily satisfy the craving of the inward call-

ing, but for the fun of it, and to boast eibout it, and

incidentally to think they are saving a little.

The seedsmen, some of them at least, have sensed

this situation and have gone after the man who

never gardened before. The old type of seedsman,

who is just the same as the old type of business

man anywhere—the type that carefully avoids

thinking and only goes forward because it got

started and doesn’t know how to stop—^has not

bothered to take advantage of the situation. The

live seedsmen are on it, after it, over it, under it,

and eibout it. They have simg the song, they have

beaten the drum, they have shaken the hoe, and,

what is distinctly pleasing to them and important

to the rest of us, they have sold the seeds.

One of my seedsman friends who sells in the

sunny south has just begun to draw long breaths

after the most phenomenal business in his history.

He was selling war gardens right along. Another

seedsman in the colder north reports the demand

more than double that he ever knew before. Both

of these men were actually aiming to have gardens

increased in size, quantity and quality, and to grow

food in order to help win the war. They did help

and they are helping not only the Government and

its members—^which means all of us—but them-

selves, for they make fine profits.

I cannot tell how many millions of seed catalogs

have been issued this year. The fingers of both

hands will not suffice to cover the quarter- and half-

million issues of which I know, and I should have

to use them over again and add my toes to reach

into the hundred-thousand class, to say nothing of

the numberless smaller issues. I will venture the

suggestion that in 1918 not less than thirty-five

millions of seed catalogs have been issued in the

United States, of which all of two-thirds have been

live and active in the endeavor to help win the

war by giving special suggestions and definite help

toward the prosperity of the gardens desired to be

this year made more efficient.

It might be asked as to how one catalog can

help win the war and another not help. I think I

can answer. I take one catalog in my hand and I

look at it. It is just now as it was ten or twenty

years ago. The business men who are selling seeds

have not noticed that the United States is at

war, except in their prices, which have taken full

notice of the fact. From end to end, from cover

to cover, there is “nothing doing” in so far as rec-

ognition of the situation is involved.

But I take another catalog in my hand. It starts

out with the suggestion of the small garden. It

prints pictures of how it may well be laid out and

cultivated. Its directions as to how vegetables can

be made to prosper are terse, clear and readable.

It ofiFers seeds in quantities and of kinds that the

imacquainted can use to advantage. It is inducing

and promoting that garden planting which we be-

lieve is helping to win the war.

I take another catalog in my hand. It relates to

farm seeds, and although these are not the major

part of our discussion, yet I see here that this man

starts out with the statement that he is going to tell

“the plain truth about the 1918 farm seed situa-

tion.” Then he does tell it. He tells what happened

[ 12 ]
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to the seed corn because of the late wet season and

the early hard frosts. He talks about the 1917 po-

tato crop and its relation to feeding the world. Is

it any wonder that he is doing all the business he

can possibly handle? He is “among those present,”

whereas the friend I have mentioned first is among

those who are just sitting around.

Another catalog opens before me. It has a novel

idea, because it sells strips of paper with seeds

pasted in at the distance necessary for their pros-

perous germination and continued growth. It talks

about “specially selected garden seed ready for

planting,” and it sings that song right straight

along through. It is no wonder that this catalog

man has had bunches of business and that he feels

"""

properly that he is helping to win the war. And

so it goes over the whole line. The man who rea-

lizes that he is in a new situation, that he needs

to think new thoughts and do new things in new

ways, is helping to win the war. “Dead ones” who

started some time ago and are yet on their way

without the least idea of where they are going, are

profiting by inertia, because they have seeds and

somebody wants those seeds; but they are not really

helping to win the war.

Let me, then, answer the question, speaking gen-

erally, and say that the seed catalog is helping to

win the war in just that proportion that it is issued

by wide-awake, live, able and progressive American

business men.

Lest We Forget to Do Our Part

They say, who have come back from Over There, that at night the troubled earth be-

tween the lines is carpeted with pain. They say that death rides whistling in every wind, and

that the very mists are charged with awful torment.

They say that of all things spent and squandered there, young human life is held least

dear. It is not the pleasantest prospect for those of us who yet can feel upon our lips the

pressure of our mother’s good-by kiss

But, please God, our love of life is not so prized as love of right. In this renaissance

of our country’s valor, we ivho will edge the wedge of her assault make calm acceptance of

its hazards. For us, the steel-swept arch, the stiffening cold—weariness, hardship, tvorse.

For you, for whom we go, you millions safe at home—ivhat for you? ....
We shall need food. We shall need care. We shall need clothes for our bodies and

weapons for our hands. We shall need terribly and ivithout failure supplies and equipment

in a stream that is constant and never-ending.

From you, who are our resource and reliance, who are the heart and hope of that hu-

manity for which we smite and strive, must come these things.

(Signed) Citizen Soldier

No. 258, th District, National Draft Army

[From a poster, with a string loop for hanging on the wall, put out by the J. G. White Company,

New York, and circulated among their employees.]

A Veritable Inspiration

Yesterday afternoon I was decidedly under the weather and so I went home and took

with me a copy of Direct Advertising.

That book is a veritable inspiration. It must be a real pleasure to he the editor of it. I

congratulate you upon it.

C. H. Handerson, Advertising Manager

The Cleveland Twist Drill Company and editor of Drill Chips

[ 13 ]
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Jack Carr Tells How
He Writes a Sales Letter

Says Only Hard Work Will Produce an Effective Letter— Used to Call Letter

Writing a Profession But Now Calls It a Trade — Simplicity and Common

Sense Essential Characteristics of a Good Letter—By JACK CARR,

Editor "Via Post,” Richard~Carr Advertising, Atlanta, Ga.

M y trade is the writing of business let-

ters. I used to call it a profession. I

styled myself an expert in the early

days. After twelve years, however, I’m inclined to

term it a trade, because I’ve found that only real

hard work will produce an effective letter. And

hard work seems to be putting on airs when you

call it a profession. I’ve forgotten the expert part

too. An expert is a man who knows it all. After a

few years writing letters—I foimd I didn’t! Today

I’m studying how to write letters and I expect to

go on studying until I’ve added the P. S. to my last

letter.

If it were possible for me to put on paper a set

of rules whereby anyone might write a successful

sales letter I’d make a fortune in one year. The

man who will cure dandruff, produce a substitute

for rubber, or rope and tie the Kaiser, will earn no

more than the man who will formulate the rules

of business-producing letters.

Just as your bank does not control all the busi-

ness, just as your firm does not sell all the trade,

neither do I produce all successful letters. Suppose

we say my average is as good as yours. I can’t

figure out an average, because I won’t live long

enough to see the final effort of the first letters I

ever wrote.

Yesterday I wrote a letter for a firm selling a

certain remedy for babies. Some mother is going to

buy that remedy. If it proves all that I claimed for

it, and I believe it will, or I would not have written

the letter, she is going to tell her neighbors. They

in turn will tell their daughters. The results will

go on after I’ve stopped. Catch the idea?

[

That baby remedy is as good a subject for my
talk as anything else. I’ll outline the method used

in writing that letter. To simplify I’ll list the

method of building imder six heads:

1. I wrote down the qualities of the remedy that would

appeal to me strongest were I the mother. I put myself

in her place. Here was my selling talk and the basis

for my letter.

2. I made no promises I knew that firm could not live up

to.

3. I gave the mother credit for having as much sense as

myself. She could see the real truth hidden in a mass

of words. Therefore I wasted no words and told the

truth as I believed it.

4. A letter may be perfectly worded and still dry. I at-

tempted to maintain her interest from start to finish.

5. Simplicity was the keynote. No technicalities were at-

tempted. She would not grasp in a short letter what it

had taken this firm years to leam.

6. She appreciates common sense, so I wrote my letter in

the same simple terms I would use for a child, a school

teacher or a scientist. There is a universal language

understood by aU.

In one of the great office buildings of my home city is

the sales office of a well-known concern. There twenty

salesmen have their desks. £ach man calls each day on

fifteen to twenty local prospects and customers, and the

twenty sold last year, I am told, eight hundred thousand

dollars’ worth of goods.

In a little ten by twelve office on the floor above sits

another salesman. He spends not one cent in traveling

expenses or hotel biUs. He seeks no interviews. He cools

bis heels in no buyer’s office. Yet, this one man talked last

year to more than a million men, in 5000 cities, towns

and villages, and he sold, I happen to know, two million

dollars’ worth of goods.

How did he do it? By knowing how to write a letter so

strong, so clever, so convincingly, that he can induce a

man a thousand miles away to buy goods he has to sell.

—

Chas. R. Wiers.

14 1
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A good calendar is a
good advertisement

for any printer. The
altogether unusual ex-

ample we reproduce

was designed by F. G.

Cooper and was put

out by the Wyhkoop,

Hallenbeck Crawford
Co., New York.

FEBRUARY
TUESMON THUR

Wynkoop Hallenbeck Crawford Co
Printers and Binders 80 Lafayette Street New York
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Building Good Will

with Monthly Blotter Series

How Wm. L. Fletcher of Cutting & Washington Sold Steamship Owners on the Use of His

Blotters— Used Inspirational Copy, Designed to Develop Enthusiasm and Loyalty

of Steamship Employees — Made His Own Advertising IncU

dental—Secured Requests for Many More Blotters— By Watson M. Gordon

T
O interest the busy heads of the leading

steamship companies in a simple type-

printed blotter would seem to be a diffi-

cult task. To interest them to such an extent that

they would take the trouble to ask for more blot-

ters would seem to be an impossibility. Yet this is

just the task that Wm. L. Fletcher, sales manager

for Cutting & Washington, Mfrs. of Wireless Ap-

paratus, set for himself—and accomplished.

Now while the subject of wireless apparatus

may be more or less interesting to many mem-

bers of steamship companies, it is hardly an at-

tention-getter when exploited on a blotter. Mr.

Fletcher knew this. So he made wireless a sec-

ondary consideration. Being a good psychologist,

Mr. Fletcher realized that to gain attention he

must pick a subject very close to the heart and

pocket book of steamship officials. So he put his

imagination to work. He pictured himself the

responsible head of a busy steamship corporation

with all the attendant horrors of freight conges-

tion. Work here, there, everywhere, and no extra

clerks. The answer was plain. The steamship offi-

cial’s problem was to inspire his employees and

to secure their intensive cooperation. It needed

very little thought to convince Mr. Fletcher that

if a blotter carried an inspiring message de-

signed to promote the loyalty of employees, it

would, if properly introduced, be welcomed with

open arms by the steamship officials.

The proper method of procedure was clear.

First: the blotters must be very carefully pre-

pared with the before mentioned features in mind.

Second: great care must be taken to see that

their purpose was clearly understood.

In preparing the blotters all the fundamentals

of good advertising were observed; a high grade

stock was selected, especial attention being paid

to its blotting qualities; it was of an unusual

color so that one could not overlook it among

the littered papers of a desk. The blotter was also

made large enough, 8x5, so that it fully pro-

tected the paper when the prospect wanted to use

it as a hand rest in writing. No great amount of

money was spent in the printing of these blot-

ters, just a simple, typographic treatment in one

color being used.

Each blotter carried a calendar and a very short

talk on the merits of Cutting & Washington wire-

less. The main part of the blotter was devoted to

a loyalty-building sentiment selected especially

with a view to promoting industry among steam-

ship employees.

Then—and this is the really unique and im-

portant feature of the campaign—the following

straightforward letter was written on engraved

stationery and mailed with a sample blotter:

Dear Sir:

At some future time—next week or ten years from now

—you will be in the market for wireless apparatus. When
this time comes I want you to know that Cutting & Wash-

ington build GOOD apparatus and that their organization

is the sort you like to deal with.

The question of how I can indelibly stamp these

thoughts on your mind without pestering you has given

me some trouble. My solution is a series of monthly blot-

ters which I hope you will find useful, attractive and

helpful

These blotters are the sort that blot properly—they will

not smudge your signature. The color is different from

that of most of the papers which come to your desk so you

can find them quickly when you want them. The calendars

are clear and easy to read.

I 16 1
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The most serious factor this Country
faces is that of merchant ships. There

are other serious factors but this is the most
serious one.

• • • • •

The man who delays a ship a day, for any cause what-

ever, does wrong to his Country. It is altogether

within reason that a single day’s delay in this war

—

that which causes it to last one day longer than it

otherwise would—may mean to this Country 1500

of her sons and §15,000,000 of her money wasted.

It is my duty, it is your duty, it is the duty of every

American to see afar, to see in advance—not when
the time comes, but before it happens—that every

possible cause of delay, certain or uncertain, proper

or improper, is taken out of the possibility.

From a speech hu SecrtUtry of Commerce Rjkdfi£U>

al a rec^ conference of ehipjnng men.

i»iT October >»>»

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRl SAT

1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31

Gutting ^ Washington
Wireless

sets can be installed on any boat— old or new, operated by a
member of the crew and paid for

out of the savings they effect.

CUTTING yWASHINGTON, Inc.

It Fortlind St, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

The degree of success which a man
attains in life is determined by two

things—character and knowledge. fVhat

we are plus what we know equals destiny.

Character is a product. It is the result of

five ever present influences: Heredity,

Environment, Health, Will Power and

Habit. Two of these factors. Will Power

and Habit, are personal factors— they

belong to and are wholly controlled by us.

To succeed as we wish we must strengthen

our character by making these factors

work for us. We must act the part of

the man we want to be until it becomes a

habit. We can if we will.

i»iT November i»it

SUN MON TUE WED THU FW SAT

12 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30

Gutting fis? Washington.

W^ireless

sets can be installed on any boat
— old or new, operated by a
member of the crew and paid for

out of the savings they effect.

CUTTING CfWASHINGTON. Inc.

26 Portland St., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Mi?. FLETCHER had his blotters made extra large, eight byfive inches, so that they would fully pro-
tect the paper when a prospect or customer wanted to use one as a hand rest in writing. He also

selected a heavy piece of blotting paper of good quality and had each month’s issue of the blotters

printed on the same shade and grade ofpaper. He felt that there was an advantage in his case in using
the same color of blotting paper month after month, as this gave his blotters an identity that everyone
would soon come to recognize. As will be noted from the examples we reproduce, Mr. Fletcher followed
out the same idea in the typographic arrangement of his blotters. They were all set alike.

[ 17 ]

Sample of Fairfield Japan, White, Antique FinUh, 25 x 38 ^ 70
manufactured by Strathmore Paper Co. See insert in paper samples.
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AMAN might have honesty, health,

initiative, knowledge of the business,

tact, sincerity, industry and open-minded-

ness, but without enthusiasm he would be

only a statue. Enthusiasm is the white heat

that fuses all of these qualities into effective

mass. To illustrate enthusiasm: I can take

a sapphire and a piece of plain blue glass and

I can rub the plain glass until it has a surface

as smooth as the sapphire, but when I put

the two together and look down at them, I

find that the sapphire has a thousand little

lights glittering out of it that you cannot get

out of the blue glass if you rub it a thousand

years. What these lights are to the sapphire,

enthusiasm is to the man. CUTTING ^WASHINGTON, Inc.

—HUGH CHALMERS 24 Ponland St., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

MU March «»«
SUN MON TUE WED THU TO SAT

1 2
3 4 S 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31

Reliability
in wireless apparatos coroes from
timpVicity and ruggalneu. C &W
sets are so simple and rugged that

they can be successfully operated

and kept in operation by anyone,
who knows the code

Mr. Fletcher was not

looking for immediate

results from his blot-

ters. He called them
good-will blotters and
he planned the series

to continue year after

year.

In my own work I have sometimes found it difficult to

keep my assistants in the enthusiastic, interested and op-

timistic frame of mind so necessary to a live business;

people seem to “run down.” The ideas expressed in the

mottoes are those which have helped me and the people

with whom I have worked. They are included with the

thought that they may stimulate constructive thinking on

the part of your subordinates and make them more valu-

able to you.

If you consider that there is a possibility that they may
accomplish this result and help some one or more of

your people I shall be glad to send you each month as

many as you can use to advantage. Possibly you would also

like some for use on your boats. Don’t bother to write

—

just use the card.

Most sincerely yours,

Wm. L. Fletcher, Sales Manager.

The results seemed to leave no question about

the desirability of selling literature to prospects.

Not only did these letters create widespread inter-

est in the blotters, but they brought numerous re-

quests for more blotters of the same nature, and

incidentally were the cause of some immediate

sales of Cutting & Washington apparatus.

Mr. Fletcher planned to send a letter with each

blotter. The replies to No. 1, however, were so

numerous that only one more letter was sent. A
transcript of it follows:

Dear Sir:

At the present time, good employees are very hard to

get and nearly every organization has some members whose

[

attitude towards their company and their superiors is not

all it should be. With such people, good advice and sug-

gestions coming from their superior officers are discounted

to a much greater extent than similar suggestions from

outside disinterested sources.

Ninety-three executives of progressive steamship com-

panies in the United States and Canada are using our

monthly blotters to stimulate constructive thinking on the

part of their assistants—and they tell us that these blotters

exert a good influence on their people whether they seem

to need it or not.

It will give us pleasure to supply you also with these

monthly blotters, if you desire them and will personally

see that they are properly distributed among your people.

There is no string to this offer—no salesman will calL

Just sign and mail the card now while the matter is fresh

in your mind.

Sincerely yours,

Wm. L. Fletcher, Sales Manager.

The result of this was another deluge of re-

quests, proving the soundness of the plan.

This good-will blotter and letter scheme is one

that could be used with fine results in many fields.

Good will is the only real asset behind most busi-

nesses and the methods employed by Mr. Fletcher

can be depended on to secure a great deal of good

will with a comparatively small appropriation.

But such a series must be planned as Mr.

Fletcher planned his blotters—to continue regu-

larly over a long period of time. Blotters that are

designed to build good will should be adopted as

a permanent advertising feature.
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Why Buffalo Business Men Know
All about Direct Advertising

Recently Completed, Local Educational Campaign of Buffalo Graphic Arts Association Set

the Town Talking about Direct Methods of Advertising— Plans Now Being Made

for Another Series— Campaign Was Executed by James Wallen

Under Direction of R. T. Fiske, Secretary, Buffalo Graphic Arts Association

T
he Buffalo Graphic Arts Association spent

$5000 last year advertising the advantages

of Direct Advertising to the business men

of Buffalo and vicinity. The campaign was suc-

cessful and is to be continued this year.

With this article we are reproducing a number

of the mailing pieces that were used in the Buf-

falo Graphic Arts’ campaign. One month a folder

was sent out, the next month a booklet, the third

month a mailing card, and so on. In addition, a

series of advertisements was published in The

Live Wire, the official organ of the Buffalo Cham-

ber of Commerce. These advertisements dealt in a

large constructive way with the benefits of adver-

tising of all kinds, and then lead into a discussion

of the exclusive advantages of Direct-by-Mail Ad-

vertising.

One advertisement carried a table of figures from

The London Economist showing the net profits

earned annually by seventeen great London stores,

from 1913 through 1916. This table showed that

business was substantially back where it was when

the war began. In addition The Economist was

quoted as saying that 1917 would show a still bet-

ter record.

With this as the text, the advertisement of the

Buffalo Graphic Arts went on to say that Amer-

ican business men must advertise as the English

houses do, if they intend to maintain their position

and their prestige during the war.

Another of these periodical advertisements was

entitled, “Advertising Reduces Selling Costs.” This

advertisement gave the annual advertising appro-

priation and the selling cost of four leading cloth-

ing manufacturers for 1910-11, as follows:

Hart, Schaffner & Marx, $85,000, selling cost

21/2 to 3%.
Kuppenheimer, $49,000, selling cost, 4%.
S. W. Peck & Co., $29,000, selling cost, 6%.
Alfred Benjamin, $24,000, selling cost, 7%.
The advertisement then quoted Professor Paul

Cherrington of Harvard as saying, “Here is one

of the most powerful object lessons ever tabulated

regarding the relation of advertising and sales

policies. In almost perfect proportion to the ex-

penditure for advertising, the selling cost has de-

creased, and volume of sales increased. Those cloth-

ing manufacturers named above are all advertisers

—there is an endless number of other manufac-

turers whose names are little known to consumers,

and whose selling cost ranges all the way from 6

to 9 per cent. They are getting neither the reduced

cost of manufacture which comes with larger vol-

ume of sales nor the decreased selling cost which

comes with trade-marking and advertising to the

consumer.”

The conclusions drawn in this advertisement

were as follows: “The proof of the permanency of

advertising values is the fact that the leading clotli-

ing houses are now spending as high as five times

their total appropriations of 1910. We have cited

the early instances for the benefit of those Buffalo

business men who have not yet commenced to ad-

vertise their business.

“Begin to advertise during the present month,

and we are willing to accept your testimony in

January, 1919, as evidence of the business-creat-

ing power of publicity.

“Direct Advertising forms a substantial portion

of the work of the clothing makers. Some of the

[ 19 ]



The makers of Paris Garters decided that

to know is better than to merely believe.

So George L. Louis, their advertising man-

ager, went on a journey to the retail stores

handling Paris Garters, with a view to discov-

ering the dealers’ opinions on the twin subjects

of sales methods and advertising.

Mr. Louis visited

800 retailers in towns

of every size. In this

four - year jaunt he

"gathered some
mighty tangible evi-

dence of the value of

direct advertising to

interest the dealer.”

We will let Mr. Louis

tell the story

:

" In a great many
instances I saw these

merchants receive and
go tlurough their mail.

I was impressed with

the care and thought

that was given to al-

most every piece of

literature that came
from the manufactur-

ers and jobbers. Upon
being questioned they

told me that the mat-

ter sent directly to

them, and their trade

journals, were the two
main sources of infor-

mation as to the goods, styles and prices that

were in vogue.
" I saw many of these retailers file away let-

ters, cards and circulars for future use. I was
very much surprised to learn that a goodly
percentage of direct matter has considerably

longer life than I had ever expected.
" I remember one retailer who showed me a

circular which illustrated and described some
sort of a woman’s apparel novelty that he had
received four months previously. On the day I

was wth him, he was ordering a supply.He told

me he was not prepared to buy when he re-

ceived the circular but he was impressed with
the offer, so he filed it away until he could buy.

" It was intensely interesting to study the ef-

fect of direct advertising as a prelude to sales-

men’s visits. I recall a typical incident that oc-

curred in a dry goods store in a Pennsylvania

town. While I was talking to the proprietor of

the store, a salesman came in and presented

his card. The retailer gave this salesman a very

cordial, hearty greeting. In the course of a half

hour he bought a fair-sized bill of goods.

"In answer to my
question I learned
that this was* the first

time the salesman had
ever visited this store,

that the merchant had
never met him before,

hut that several let-

ters and circulars had
been received before

the salesman’s visit.

"At a very trivial

cost this concern had
introduced itself, its

goods and its sales-

man, and the time or-

dinarily consumed in

introduction and pre-

liminaries was thus

saved.

"And I found where
direct matter was
mailed regularly be-

tween the gaps of the

salesman’s visits itwas

very difficult for com-
petitors to get the re-

tailer’s business. I

heard very decided impressions from the re-

tailers regarding the recognition of their im-

portance and dignity. As one western merchant
expressed it: 'If they want my business, let

them come directly to me for it. I refuse to be

forced to buy because they are advertising na-

tionally, or for any other roundabout reason.’

"It is only by means of direct advertising in

one or the other of its many forms that it is

possible to connect the dealer with your na-

tional advertising. When you have this connec-

tion— the red blood cooperation of the re-

tailer—you can expect the maximum sales at

the miTiiTTiiiTn cost.”*********
The Buffalo Graphic Arts Association can as-

sist you in building your direct advertising.

Our illustration shows the cover of this booklet, actual size, but does not convey the attractive character of this particular
mailing piece, as the black border shown here was printed in green, and the cover paper was a handsome gray. The text

matter from this Buffalo Graphic Arts booklet is only reproduced here in part on account of lack of space.

[ 20 1
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finest color jobs which come from the presses are

books of men’s fashions. Dealers are plentifully

supplied with mailing material.

“Take a leaf from the men’s style books and

apply the lesson of their successes to your own

business. The Buffalo Graphic Arts Association is

an orgemization of progressive printers devoted to

the development of more advertising, better print-

ing and engraving.”

The Direct Advertising mailing pieces, however,

were the main artillery in the Buffalo Graphic

Arts’ campaign. These mailing pieces were them-

selves actual demonstrations of Direct Advertising.

And each mailing piece, as will be seen from the

full page reproductions that follow, discusssed the

advantages of Direct Advertising in a specific and

convincing manner.

This unusual campaign of the Buffalo Graphic

Arts Association was handled by James Wallen.

It was entirely a new departure for a printing

organization to attempt to use advertising to in-

crease the volume of printing, and the results are

in every respect most creditable, not only to the

Buffalo Graphic Arts, but also to Mr. Wallen.

Furthermore, the campaign sets a very high stand-

ard for other printing organizations to follow.

In addition to the facts already stated, Mr.

Wallen writes us to say that the literature should

itself tell the story of the campaign and should

also convey a correct impression of the purpose

of the Buffalo Graphic Arts Association.

“The only thing you would not be able to dis-

cover from our various advertisements is the ef-

fect of the campaign. To my mind the results

have been altogether good. In the first place the

printers, engravers and paper merchants in the

Association were more fully awakened to the pos-

sibilities of advertising their own business. This

inside result is no small accomplishment and the

members gladly acknowledge that what I have just

said is true. At luncheon clubs, I have observed

that the Graphic Arts campaign has occasioned a

good deal of discussion of Direct Advertising

among business men.

“We have on record cases of where manufac-

turers, merchants and bankers have directly started

mail campaigns because the Graphic Arts literature

converted them to this method of publicity. Many

such people asked Secretary Fiske for informa-

tion as to how to go about advertising direct.

“Some business houses which have connections

with advertising agents and counselors, as well as

printers, have insisted on a further knowledge of

what might be done in extending their trade by

the means we advocate. The campaign had an in-

fluence early in bringing Direct Advertising as an

issue before advertising practitioners, who have

not urged our way of doing things.

“The printers who most deeply benefit from this

work are those who early set their houses in order

and established Direct Mail facilities. There are

a number of such progressive men in the Buffalo

Graphic Arts Association.

“We are planning for the coming year with

even more assurance than we started, believing

that in this age of waste-elimination, the economy

of Direct Advertising must appeal to the sensible

business man.

“When travel is so difficult. Direct Advertising

ought to prove a reliable substitute salesman, and

is likely to supplant the regulars who do most

of their big deeds in the smoking compartment of

the Pullman. This wasteful use of man power

should be stopped by the silent salesman.”

Some of the mailing pieces used hy The Buffalo Graphic Arts Association are reproduced

with this article, one on the preceding page, and two others on pages 22, 23 and 24 following.

The Knoxville Council Tennessee Printers Federation and the organization printers of

St. Louis both ran educational campaigns to promote Direct Advertising a year or more ago.

It is our impression that the Buffalo Campaign may he more extensive than either of these

previous efforts, hut the credit for having been the first printers^ organization to promote

Direct Advertising must go either to St. Louis or to Knoxville. If we are wrong in any of

these assumptions, we shall be pleased to receive further enlightenment from Buffalo, from

St. Louis, or from Knoxville. Editor.
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Mr. Hurley Uses It

On these two pages we show pages 1 and 3 of another mailing piece in the series issued by The Buffalo Graphic Arts Asso-

ciation. On page 1 there was the halftone of Mr. Hurley with the caption above. The only other copy was on page 3 which

we reprint opposite.

[ 22 ]
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Direct Advertising

Is Economically Efficient

Edward NASH hurley, new chairman of the shipping

board, former chairman of the Federal Trade Commission, author

of “The Awakening of Business,” is the manufacturer of the Thor
Laundry Machines and Vacuum Cleaners.

Mr. Hurley lets the world know about his products largely through the

medium of direct advertising. He is a big user of catalogs, booklets,

folders, mailing cards and other items directed to the trade and the

consumer.

Dealers say that the selling helps furnished by the Hurley Machine
Company are so excellently arranged and printed that they are almost

equal to a journey through the factory.

One of the many Hurley Catalogs is illustrated with colored plates and

blue prints demonstrating the scientific planning of home laundries.

Mr. Hurley believes in good printing.

The chairman of the shipping board is by common consent America’s

foremost advocate of “intelligent cost accounting.” His utilization of

direct advertising is equal to an endorsement of the fact that direct ad-

vertising reduces selling costs for manufacturer, retailer and consumer

alike.

The printers, engravers, binders, type-founders and paper merchants who
cooperate as The Buffalo Graphic Arts Association, believe that the ac-

tive testimony of Edward Nash Hurley is a great tribute to direct ad-

vertising.

Author, banker, railroad director, manufacturer, originator and devel-

oper of the pneumatic tool industry and government official, his pene-

trating mind sees in direct advertising the main motorway of publicity

— the direct route to advertising success.

Ask Secretary Fiske to send you the other literature in this series.

fhe Buffalo Graphic Arts Association

J2/f. Chamber of Commerce Seneca y.yyy
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“10,000 Dresses When
You Want Them''

There is a concern named Lahm & Deutz, located in New York, at

35 West 34th Street, in the business of making dresses for womett A few years ago, this

house arrived at the stage of their progress where they felt entided to call attention to the

fact that they had achieved the greatest dress business in America.

^ You may never have heard of this concern, but every buyer of
women’s dresses in America, as a retailer, knows Lahm 6- Deutz like a next door ndgh'
bor. They became acquainted thru the mail.

Lahm 6- Deutz had a very important message to merchants—they en-
gaged a brilliant advertising counselor, Philip Goodman, who put the story on paper. Then
broadside after broadside went forth to the world of buyers—beaudfiilly printed pages they

were, illustrated with half-tones as faithful as photographs of L &• D models.

The Goodman put it this way:
"A buyer of dresses shmid be a buyer of dresses and not a fortune idler I He diould know everything

hat concerns the selling of a dress, but he should not be expected to read the future.

Yet that is exactly what a dress buyer is, who ' loads up' eatfy in the season and then prays that he

has guessed rightl

When you make your first purchase from us your name is enrolled along with other ' geMhere ' retailers

who are entitled to Lahm & Deutz Service And Lahm & Deutz Service consists of this:

There is a prize stock of 10,000 dresses behind you at any time in the season. We do not ask you to

'gamble' at the beginning of the season—the dresses are here for you when your trade starts ini
"

Q And so Lahm & Deutz became a potent factor

in their line. Direct-by-mal-advertising was the

sole publicity vehicle on which they speeded to

success.

9 There is probably a slant on your business that

vVould achieve like results. There are plenty of

good printers who will be glad to dress your

message in dashing style, and yet artistic.

The members of the Buffalo Graphic Arts

Association believe in the power of advertising

thru the mail.

O nc e a

month a

story of suc-

cess with the

assistance of

this medium
will be sent

you gratis.

This folder was 12 by 18 inches and was printed on white, double-thick cover paper.
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Printing versus Typewriting

for Long-Winded Form Letters

When Matter Runs Over a Page, It Should Be Put into Circular, Folder, or Booklet

Says This Writer— Avoid Starting with a Question or Broad General

Statement W hich Betrays Process Character—from ''Good

Printing,” House Organ of Roberts & Son, Printers, Birmingham, Ala.

T
ype is more pleasant reading than either

duplicating or typewriting print, especial-

ly where it runs over several pages. For

a matter of 400 or 500 years in all the printing

that the world has done there has been constant

effort to produce type faces that would effect the

most legible and convenient reading. Typewriter

type is at best a make-shift for these. If this book

was printed in typewriter type you would long

since have tired of the reading of it, no matter

how interesting the things it might contain. There-

fore, where material is essentially folder material

have a folder printed. Do not put it either on the

typewriter or on your duplicating device!

Ask yourself this question—For what I am about

to say, is a booklet, a folder or a letter the proper

vehicle?

Make your decision. If it’s a booklet, go to your

printer, if a folder, have it printed, but if it is a

letter, and you want it opened, read and remem-

bered, make a real letter and not an imitation.

We have said that more things than typing,

filling-in and signing contributed to make the real

letter. Here are a few hints about wording and ap-

pearance of a letter that have been found good.

Write as you feel—always—not as you think a

form letter ought to sound. Look over the carbons

of the letters which you have actually dictated and

note how few of them begin with a question or

with a broad general statement. These are the in-

delible brands of the form letter. This article will

make no attempt to give you advice as to how to

word your letter beyond saying what you have to

say as the thought takes verbal expression in your

mind. Bulky books on letter writing purporting to

show scientifically how to get the thought across,

no matter what it is, are the lineal descendants of

the “complete letter-writer” with which our grand-

parents were prone to do their courting.

The business letter can no more be standardized

than the love letter, and if a thing is said in an

unusual way, even though it be slightly crude, it

is better that the letter bear this indication, that

it be written by a real man than to have it appear

that it was written from directions in a book.

In every letter, no matter whether it is one that

goes to many or is sent to but one person there

should be some word or phrase or thought which

brings the message close to the man to whom it

is addressed.

There are many men who write good letters

who have one big failing—their personal letters,

even though well phrased, sound like form letters

because they lack the faculty of “getting close.”

This does not mean getting familiar or insinuat-

ing, but it means saying the thing to each luan

in a way you would not say it to everybody else

writing on a similar topic.

No ordinary letter should run over three-quarters

of the length of a page. No man likes to read a

letter longer than this. If circumstances seem to

require that a letter run over two or more pages

it is up to you to decide whether this matter is

sufficiently important to justify you writing a letter

which may tire the reader. There are, of course,

times when a letter must run several typewritten

pages. There is nothing to justify any process or

form letter doing this.
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e\^erformulated

eJELL'O
FOR SALADS AND DF.SSERTS

No. 12 THRIFTY SALAD Recipe Ins.Oc

A- SKIN -YOU

LOVG-TO-TOUCH

These package booklets are all shown here actual size. An increasing number of manufacturers of nationally advertised

products are now using package booklets. As the package is usually not very large, it is necessary to make the package

booklet small. This however in no way lessens the value of the booklet. In fact the miniature size gives added distinction.
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Choo Ling Now Making Shoes

for ^^Chinese Gents of First Quality”

Story of Why He Sold Out His Laundry in East Cambridge Divulged for First Time

Knew His Countrymen Like Melican Shoe with Plenty Yellow on the Bottoms

Used This Information and Some American Bottom Finish

to Establish a Successful Shoe Factory in Ham Chow, China

I
MPORTANT results often hinge on trivial cir-

cumstances. Take our foreign trade with China

;

we probably would not have been doing a

cent’s worth of business today with the Celestial

Empire if it hadn’t been that the foreman of our

wax factory used to take his laundry every Tuesday

night around the corner to Choo Ling’s laundry.

Choo Ling, the founder and proprietor of the Chi-

nese-Melican Shoe Factory, Ham Chow, China, you

see, ran a laundry here in East Cambridge for years

and years, right off Potter Street, within a stone’s

throw of our factory.

Dear old Choo! There wasn’t a starched shirt

in the entire district between the canal and the East

Cambridge Court House that he wouldn’t have

recognized and named the owner from a piece of

the wrist-band. He knew us all—^how many shirts

we had, how many children; whether, we parted

with our pay-envelope on Saturday nights at the

Two Charlies on L Street or took the coin straight

home to the wife and babies. And for such shirts

as were our portion, couldn’t he launder them

though, with a shine on the bosom that rivaled the

gloss on a shoe-bottom finished with Russet!

But this is not a story of sentiment; it’s a strict

business chronicle. Choo was an ambitious China-

man. He saved his money—no fan-tan for him

—

and laid low year after year for the day when he

should be able to go back to China and enter busi-

ness. From his little scraps of conversation with

our foreman he learned that we made blackings

and dressings and finishes in the big red factory

for shoe manufacturers. The idea that we could

make a bottom finish in any color or shade inter-

ested him greatly. He got some old pieces of

leather and asked for some samples of our Russet.

After trying them out, he asked for a strong yel-

low finish which we made for him especially.

“Chineeman buy Melican shoe if she hah yel-

low bottom.” That was the scheme Choo was work-

ing out; to go back to China and start a shoe

factory. He came over to the factory and talked

about it on several occasions. Last March he sold

out his laundry to a Chink from East Boston and

went back to Ham Chow, China.

Before us as we write lay three orders from the

Chinese-Melican Shoe Company of Ham Chow,

China, for Russet Bottom Finish, bright yellow.

The last one is for 63 gallons and is dated July

24. We place the following letter in evidence:

Blacnig Boston & Cpy.

Honorable Gents,

Two orders hab receiv alredy Russet nice yellow finish,

for which much thanks. Chineeman likee Melican shoe

with plenty yellow on bottom. For him I make already

pretty much 200 pair day. My boys in factory I pay seben

cents daily. My under boss twenty-two cents. No money
in East Cambridge likee money in making shoe with pretty

yellow bottom for Chinese gents of first quality. To me
rush barrell full Ryssett Bottom Finish. For quick pas-

sage of same 1 hereby throw myself at your feet. May
your days be like the Sunrising and for you all 1 hope you
be buried in mahogany cofBn with much magic.

CHOO LING,

Chinese-Melican Shoe Cpy.,

Ham Chow, China.

This article was published first in the house organ of the Boston Blacking

Company. As it tells an interesting story about foreign trade, it was repub-

lished widely in the newspapers. This feature of a good house organ— the

advertising value of the matter from it that is reprinted in other publications

— will be the subject of an important article in an early number.
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Booklets Tied with a String

Popular Now as in Olden Times
Still Many Classes of People Besides Farmers Who Prefer Primitive Method of

Filing— Hang Up Useful Literature on a Nail on the Wall in the House,

Shop or Factory— Who These People Are and the Kind of

Booklets That Should Carry a Loop of String— By H. L. SoMERS

A N almanac without a string loop in the

/% upper left hand corner is almost unthink-

f able. From time immemorial almanacs

have been so made that they may be hung from a

shelf, or from a handy nail driven in the wall. If

ever an almanac were made for popular use that

did not have the loop attachment, it is safe to

assume that most people who received it, who

wanted to preserve it for future reference, punched

a hole in the corner, tied in a piece of string, and

hung the book up under the clock shelf in the

kitchen, or on a nail behind the pantry door.

The telephone book, imless it is bulky, comes in

the same category. Convenience demands that it be

made to hang from a hook in the side of the desk,

or in some other place where it will be in plain

view and readily accessible. In many places even

large telephone directories are treated after the

same manner, though very likely a chain is used

for so ponderous a volume.

There is a definite and logical reason for the

loop in the corner of the almanac and the telephone

book. The loop is a standing invitation to hang the

book up; a telephone book and an almanac are

each made to last a long time, and the man who
owns one wants to preserve it. By hanging it up he

puts himself in a position to know just where it is,

and also insures the book’s safety. Once dropped

on the floor or on a table top, it is the easiest thing

in the world for a small booklet to disappear.

The loop, then, has its uses so far as telephone

books and almanacs are concerned. Has it any

definite advertising value, and if so, what is that

value?

If a string loop is a good thing for an almanac.

it is obvious that it is a good thing for any book-

let that performs a service comparable to that ren-

dered by the almanac.

In general, almost any booklet that goes into the

home stands a far better chance of being saved if

it has a loop in the corner. The patent medicine

companies long ago recognized the desirability of

having their printed salesman in the home to press

their claims at all times. For that reason they print-

ed almanacs, and ran a loop through the corner.

They also supplemented the almanacs with other

small booklets advertising their nostrums and con-

taining information of greater or less value that

would help to induce the householder to hang them

up by the string that was tied in the corner.

Catalogs that go into the home took a tip from

the almanac as well. The mail order houses, except

for the largest ones, whose catalogs are as large

as a dictionary, sent out literature equipped with

string loops so that the farmer or working man in

Maine, Texas or California could hang it in some

place for quick reference.

Farms are a great field for such booklets. The

farmer has no filing cabinets, but he does have

shelves for the clock and for the kerosene lamps.

And every shelf has a pair of braces with iron-

work knobs that invite the almanac and the mail

order catalog with a string loop attachment.

An example of a catalog for farm use that

hangs by a string is that put out by the manufac-

turers of a spraying device. Not only does this

booklet contain a price list and full information

regarding merchandise the company offers for

sale, but it also gives a great deal of really val-

uable information on how to combat insect pests.

1
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Booklets like this one of Fleischmann’s, con-

taining receipts and intended for use in the

home, should carry a loop of string attached

through a hole in the upper left hand corner.

While a chef in a hotel may never hang such

a booklet up on a nail, the average cook or

housewife is likely to do so. In no way does the

string prevent the book from being filed or

preserved in pantry drawer. The point in its

value is that it is there, if the housewife wants

to hang the booklet on a nail. It is an extra

convenience that will make the booklet more

serviceable, and also more, likely to be pre-

served, in many of the homes where booklets

of this kind are mailed.

As Mr. Somers says, the string symbolizes the

service the booklet is intended to render the

recipient. It implies that the booklet contains

matter of permanent value, that the recipient

will doubtless w int to refer to again. And we

thoroughly agree with Mr. Somers when he

says it would be a good thing if there were

more booklets tied with a string. By this he

means that it would he a good thing if there

were more booklets that contained matter of

such value that those who received them would

want to preserve them for future reference.

A booklet along similar lines is put out by the

makers of steel fence posts. This attractive book-

let shows by many illustrations the varied uses

of the steel posts, but does not by any means de-

pend on the price list alone to keep it in the farm-

er’s hands. In the book are several valuable articles

that furnish real information to the farmer—also

showing the superiority of steel posts over wood.

The little yellow loop in the corner, added to these

inducements, is more than ample to insure the

hook’s preservation.

Bakers, manufacturers of cooking or kitchen

supplies, furniture dealers and the many other

business enterprises that want to reach the house-

wife’s attention and hold it have been quick to

appreciate the advantages of the string-loop book-

let. The greatest yeast-cake makers in the country

send out a most attractive booklet containing prob-

ably 100 recipes and many illustrations in color.

The booklet itself is so well made that any house-

wife will want to keep it. The loop shows her how

to do it; a nail in the kitchen solves the whole

problem. As a result, the booklet is in her sight

365 days in the year, a constant reminder that the

yeast-cake, small and inexpensive as it is, has a

highly important place in the domestic economy.

The home and the farm by no means exhaust the

possibilities of the string-loop booklet. Price lists

that go to warehouses and storerooms are almost

certain to bring better results if they have the loop.

In such places files may not be available for pre-

serving books not made to hang up in some con-

venient place. The looped booklet has this big ad-

vantage over all others—it can be filed away as

well as any other pamphlet, so that it cannot be

less acceptable than the non-looped booklet under

any circumstances; and also it has its peculiar

claim, not the smallest feature of which is that the

loop itself exerts a psychological pressure that is

not relieved until the booklet is actually hung up.

The average shop or factory foreman has no

place to store booklets, but when he wants sup-

plies he wants them promptly and usually insists

on having just what he specifies. There are hun-

dreds, if not thousands, of price lists that can be

sent to shop and factory workrooms, and that will

f 29 1
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The old household or farmer’s almanac was
probably the first booklet to be tied with a

loop of string. The almanac then was a stan-

dard tcork of reference in nearly every home
on the planting of crops, the weather, sick-

ness, and human morals. As the places were
limited where such books or pamphlets could

he preserved safely and conveniently in the

rude homes of this early period, hanging up
on the wall by a string was the most usual

method for keeping valuable literature.

Although we have changed greatly from the

primitive conditions that originally led to the

attachment of a loop ofstring to the corner of
the oldfarmer s almanac, still the need exists

for the string, not only on almanacs, but on
many other kinds of literature as well. Take
a booklet on automobile parts, or one giving

instructions about the repair or assembling of
a motor car; this also should be tied with a

loop of string, because the logical place to

keep and use such a booklet is in a garage^

and there the recipient would most naturally

want to hang it up on a nail on the wall. The
same conditions hold for any other booklet or

catalog intended for shop workers. It is still

incumbent on the advertiser to make it con-

venient for prospects to read his advertising.

be productive of good results if only their preser-

vation is assured.

That is where the string-looped booklet comes

in. Factories are not usually so well finished that

any great hardship is done by driving a nail or two

into a wall or a post. Nine times out of ten, the fac-

tory foreman will have no other place to put his

booklets, and will want no other, for there they

will be accessible when he wants them.

Many men in such establishments keep books

that they refer to constantly near the telephone,

perhaps on the same hook with their telephone

hook. It is then the simplest matter in the world,

when supplies are wanted, to look them up in the

catalog, and place an order at once by telephone,

provided the articles desired can be obtained in

the same city. Manufacturers of such supplies will

need no blue-prints to prove to them the desira-

bility of getting their booklets into such a position.

The loop of string shows the way.

The garage presents another splendid field for

the looped booklet. Motor parts price lists, or any

of the innumerable special ties that appeal to the

[ 30

motor owner, can be kept before his attention if

the booklets advertising them are so prepared that

they can be attached to a nail or some other hand

projection about the garage. Newspapers occasion-

ally get out booklets of helpful hints to motorists,

with the idea of promoting their circulation. The

same opportunity is open to other enterprises, and

the success of the booklets will be better insured

if they are so made that they can be hung up in

plain view.

The looped booklet, then, can go anywhere

that any printed matter can go, and has a spe-

cial appeal to the housewife, the shop man and

the farmer. If the material it offers is such as to

induce its recipient to hang it up where he can

see it, the results it will bring are likely to be far

more satisfactory than those of non-looped books.

Even if the latter are preserved, it is the easiest

thing in the world to file a booklet away and

never look at it again. It would be a good thing

if there were more booklets tied with a string.

The string symbolizes service to the recipient, and

advertising literature of permanent value.

]



DIRECT ADVERTISING
— " jfa
7

This booklet was intended for the farmer
— hence the loop of string. Even though

the farmer of today may be the graduate

of an agricultural college and drive an

automobile, the string in one corner may
he the means ofpreserving the booklet you

send him, particularly so if the booklet

contains useful information. The same

thing is true of booklets intended for men
in shops and factories. As there are spe-

cial machines for punching a hole in the

corner and tying in a loop of string, the

feature can be added to a booklet without

much extra cost.

Aside from the price list of steel fence

posts that this booklet contained and the

information about the superiority of the

steel post over the wooden one, there was

added several articles giving valuable in-

formation to farmers. This was done to

give the farmer an e.vtru incentive to pre-

serve the booklet— to make him hang it

up somewhere on a nail. A nd this is com-

monly done in booklets of this kind. In ad-

dition to the advertising, considerable e.x-

traneous matter of value to the recipient is

included. In many cases the information

material occupies most of the booklet.

C. A. Ward, of Lockport, N. Y., a member of a

firm that manufactures a looping machine, holds

the opinion that all books having elements of per-

manence should he looped with a string loop. He

would include in this class patent medicine books

or others containing calendars, recipe hooks, and

catalogs of machinery and groceries.

“After many interesting talks with housewives

in stores where we have met them, we are con-

vinced that everyone of them wants a book with a

string loop in it,” he says. “They, with one accord,

have spoken of the convenience of the loop and

how very much easier it is to lay hands on a book-

let with a string loop inserted. There does not seem

to he any particular clientele that overlooks this

little matter.”

Importance of Good Copy

Sears, of Sears, Roebuck & Co., started selling

watches by mail.

By the strength of his copy, he built up a busi-

ness selling over .$80,000,000 worth of goods per

annum. He had no patent protection—no monopoly.

His merchandise was the kind of stuff every other

merchant is selling. His results were achieved by

advertising skill.

Every business has this opportunity if it links

up with the right kind of advertising.

It may begin small, and grow large; but grow it

will if the “copy” sent out convinces people it is

to their interest to buy from that firm.

There is enormous profit in selling pins if

enough of them are sold.

Don’t look at your business as it is, but as it may

become. Realize its infinite possibilities if you can,

but move the public to buy by the strength, logic

or heart winning qualities of what you mail.

For one concern, with a booklet costing less than

.$300, our writer produced $86,000. With three let-

ters, he produced, within sixty days, 1000 new

accounts with hardware dealers.

With another series of three letters, he sold a

tract of Southern timber land for $5250, though it

had cost but $300. When we do copy and printing,

we sell you results—frequently extraordinary re-

sults.

—

The Dando Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

]



COMPLETED
Our New Catalog of Detroit Twist Drills.

Within its two hundred and fifty some odd pages you will find

complete up-to-the-minute data and information covering sizes,

lists, usages, etc., on twist drills, reamers, cutters and other small

tools—representative of the best modern practice.

Helpful information in the form of rules and tables has been

incorporated with a view to making this catalog one of the most

complete and practical reference books of its kind ever issued.

Your copy will be mailed immediately upon request.

Detroit Twist Drill Company
Detroit, U. S. A.

Here is shown an effective example of the right way to feature a good catalog in trade paper advertisements. In some cases this

advertisement appeared on the front cover of the trade publications. Plate used through courtesy Detroit Twist Drill Co.
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OME bond papers are good, but the word bond in a sheet

of paper does not make the sheet good. SNOWDRIFT
is something different — a letterhead paper that is so

smooth, so white and so eminently refined, that it is in a class

by itself. It commands instant attention.

Hard surfaced bond papers make clear typewriting difficult —
SNOWDRIFT, with its smooth, hand-plated surface, makes it

possible to turn out sharp, clean impressions from worn or uneven

type. Printers all agree that the printing, lithographing and em-

bossing qualities ofSNOWDRIFT are surpassed by no other papers.

SNOWDRIFT may be had with Featheredge (Deckled) on

both sides— put up 500 Sheets in a box. For personal correspon-

dence or dignified announcements this paper is eminently correct.

Sometime YOU will use SNOWDRIFT. Investigate now

itlountain iWtU ^aper Company
LEE, MASSACHUSETTS

This is a Sample of

Snowdrift

22x34 — 48 Pound
Wove Velvet

Number Twenty-four

Price to Printers in

Case Lots

26 Cents a Pound
East of the

Mississippi
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Snowdrift Paper Carried in Stock

by These Agents

Hudson Valley Paper Company. . . .Albany, N. Y.

Dobler & Mudge Baltimore, Md.

A. Storrs & Bement Company Boston, Mass.

Alling & Cory Company Buffalo, N. Y.

Midland Paper Company Chicago, 111.

Whitaker Paper Company Cincinnati, Ohio

Kingsley Paper Company Cleveland, Ohio

Central Ohio Paper Company. . . .Columbus, Ohio

Southwestern Paper Company Dallas, Tex.

Carter Rice & Carpenter Paper Co., Denver, Col.

Carpenter Paper Company Des Moines, la.

Johnston Paper Company Harrisburg, Pa.

Southwestern Paper Company. . . . Houston, Tex.

C. P. Lesh Paper Company Indianapolis, Ind.

Antietam Paper Company Jacksonville, Fla.

Missouri Interstate Paper Co.. .Kansas City, Mo.

Zellerbach Paper Company Los Angeles, Cal.

John Leslie Paper Company. . . .Minneapolis, Minn.

E. C. Palmer & Company, Ltd., New Orleans, La.

J. E. Linde Paper Company New York City

A. M. Capen’s Sons (Export) New York City

Zellerbach Paper Company Oakland, Cal.

Carpenter Paper Company Omaha, Neb.

A. Hartung & Company Philadelphia, Pa.

Western Penn. Paper Company. ... Pittsburgh, Pa.

Pacific Paper Company Portland, Ore.

B. W. Wilson Paper Company. . . Richmond, Va.

Alling & Cory Company Rochester, N. Y.

Carpenter Paper Co. of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah

Zellerbach Paper Company. . . .San Francisco, Cal.

The Richmond Paper Company Seattle, Wash.

Mack Elliott Paper Company St. Louis, Mo.

The Nassau Paper Company St. Paul, Minn.

Buntin-Reid Paper Company Toronto, Can.

R. P. Andrews Paper Company, Washington, D. C.



Put Crispness and a Crackle
Into Your Booklets

and Folders
Use

“EAGLE A” INDENTURE BOND

COPIES SOI

,^Q\iEsn

With its line of White and Thirteen Attractive Colors, few papers offer such
opportunities to secure unusual effects

—

effects which will add emphasis and indi-

viduality to your customers’ messages.

-nifti

Get Sample Sheets of

Fac-Simile Water-Mark

AN “EAGLE A” PRODUCT

Make up dummies of Booklets or Folders—see how they look and note their

postage-saving weight and attractive character—in comparison with some of the

costly grades of Book Papers.

Incidentally, compare the saving due to the fewer pounds of Indenture Bond
required.

Write uSy or the nearest Selling Agents^ for Sample Book from which to order sample sheets

American Writing Paper Company
Manufacturers of “Eagle A” Trade-Mark Watermarked Papers

Holyoke, Massachusetts

THIS PAPER IS '‘EAGLE A" INDENTURE BOND, PRIMROSE,
It is but one of the thirteen attractive colors in which “ Eagle A” Indenture Bond is made.

1 7 X 2 2, No. 20
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SELLING AGENTS

0G^(5)iOTy(^i ©@(j'3(g)
Fac-Simile Water-Mark

An “Eagle A” Product

Baltimore, Md

Boston, Mass

Buffalo, N. Y

Harrisburg, Pa

Louisville, Ky

Minneapolis, Minn

New York, N. Y. ..

New York, N. Y...

Pittsburgh, Pa

Rochester, N. Y

Toronto, Ont

, . O. F. H. Warner & Co.

Cook-Vivian Co.

...The Ailing & Cory Co.

Johnston Paper Co.

.Southeastern Paper Co.

Paper Supply Co.

Bishop Paper Co.

Royal Card & Paper Co.

. . The Ailing & Cory Co.

. . The Ailing & Cory Co.

. .. The Buntin, Reid Co.

American Writing Paper Company
Manufacturers of “Eagle A" Trade-Mark Watermarked Papers

* Holyoke, Massachusetts

THIS PAPER IS “EAGLE A” INDENTURE BOND, PRIMROSE, 17x22, No. 20

It is but one of the thirteen attractive colors in which “Eagle A” Indenture Bond is made



Hochschild, Kohn ^ Company
3altiinores Best Store

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

Dear Madam;

—

It gives us pleasure to bring to your attention
something really unusual in fine aluminum ware for kitchen and
general household use—Mirro Aluminum.

This complete line is made by one of the largest
concerns in the world manufacturing aluminum ware—a concern
with twenty-four years' successful experience in this one

line of endeavor.

Not only is Mirro Aluminum wonderfully beautiful
and excellently made, it also has features of convenience
that will make a particular appeal to you. The three pieces
pictured on the following pages are fairly representative of

the superiority of the entire Mirro line. Note the tea kettle,
for instance, shown on the following page. See the wide self-
filling spout, the handle that moves to any desired position
without coming in contact with the side of the kettle, the
extra wide base that means quick heating and fuel economy,
the no-burn knob, the welded-on handle ears and spout.

Mirro Aluminum is being demonstrated at this store
and we would suggest that you make it a point to see it.

Mirro Aluminum is made in two styles— Colonial and
plain. It is a line that brings to you new ideas of house-
hold efficiency. Please come and see it. We will deem it a
pleasure to welcome you at this demonstration.

Sincerely,

HOCHSCHILD, KOHN & COMPANY

Printed on Certificate Bond, White, No. 24



Mirro Aluminum is also designed in plain, round style

T
his Mirro Tea Kettle has a highly ehonized, sure-grip, detachable handle

(1). Handle ears (2) are welded on. No rivets to cause leakage or to

work loose. One-piece construction throughout. Welded spout (3) means
one-piece construction here also. No leakage. Easy cleaning.

Slotted ears (4) permit handle to he shifted to any desired position without

coming in contact with kettle.

Rivetless, no-burn, ehonized knob (5).

Spout (6) made large enough for filling, without need of removing lid or

crowding kettle against wall. Also insures easy pouring.

Base (7) unusually wide. Greater heating surface. Fuel saving.

Flare shape (8) prevents flame from creeping around sides.

The famous Mirro finish (9) easy to keep like new.

And (10) the beautiful Colonial design.

'jfThe star features, 2, belong exclusively to Mirro Aluminum.

Printed on Certificate Bond, White, No. 24



Mirro Aluminum is also designed in plain, round style

T
he handle of this beautiful Coffee Pot (1) is designed to fit a woman’s hand
comfortably, with due regard for proper balance when pouring. It is highly

ebonized, is fashioned for a sure grip, and is detachable. Handle sockets

(2) are welded on. No rivets to cause leakage or to work loose. No crevices

to catch dirt. One-piece construction throughout.

Spout (3) is welded on. One-piece construction. No leakage. Easy cleaning.

Note the welded combination hinge and cover tipper (4). Nothing to work
loose or break. No crevices.

Rivetless, no-burn, ebonized knob (5) is another feature; while the flame-

guard (6) prevents handle from burning.

The finish (7) is the famous Mirro finish, a mirror surface that is easy to

keep like new. The design (8) is rich Colonial, always in style—always in

good taste.

Mirror Aluminum is also designed in plain, round style.

i^The star features, 2 and 4, belong exclusively to Mirro Aluminum.

Printed on Certificate Bond, White, No. 24



Mirro Aluminum is also designed in plain, round style

This Double Boiler has hollow steel handles (1) which prevent hands from
being burned when handling. The handles come together (2), insuring

easy lifting of complete boiler with one hand. Has a rivetless, no-burn,

ebonized knob (3). Cover fits both upper and lower vessels. The tightly-rolled,

strong beads (4) are free from dirt-catching crevices.

The finish (5) is the famous Mirro finish, a mirror-like surface, easy to keep

looking new. And (6) the beautiful Colonial design.

A CERTIFICATE BOND DEMONSTRATION
T'WERE is a striking example of the new extra-page letterhead. This one was used with splendid success by

J_J. the Aluminum Goods Mfg. Co.,for their various dealers, and was designed and produced by the Erwin

& fEasey Company, Chicago, to whom we are indebtedfor its reproduction here. As you see, it is printed

by direct halftone impression on Certificate Bond, which accounts for the accuracy of the halftones. You
can rely on Certificate Bond to go through the mails without cracking or becoming dilapidated.

Made by

CROCKER-McELWAIN CO., Holyoke, Mass.
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D esigners and Builders of Garden and Nursery Furniture

C5f)e Gartten ©fjop
Madison, New Jersey

Williams
a n a g e r

SAMPLE OF

©OM®
17 X 22-- 20

SALMON REGULAR FINISH
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Copy Goeei to the Seller

REQUISITION ON PURCHASING DEPARTMENT

Order No.

The above space for use of Parchasinj^ Department ONLY

Quantity Description Price

—

f"
'

f

•

r

1

j

——
'dered by

ate of Requisition.

hy Necessary

. K. Supervisor

„Dept. Deliver to

-19 When Required-

Charge to

Approximate Cost_

Head of Dept..

O. K. Head of Division- _0. K. Treas. Dept— -O. K. Stock Clerk-

emarks:

archasins Dept’s. (File Copy)
PRINTED FROM WAX EN6RAVINQ

USE
This form is filled out and sent to the Purchasing Department, a copy being retained fora /xtVlMfER'/V?/?

lord by the department making the requisition. Another copy goes to the seller and a third copy
» be receiving department.

THIS IS A SAMPLE
PRIMROSE BOND 17x22-20
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HAMPSHIRE PAPER COMPANY
South Hadley Falls, Massachusetts

MAKERS OF

Old Hampshire Bond
The Standard Paper for Business Stationery

)

i

Stocked in Standard Sizes

and Weights

White

Asilure

Blue

Cafe

Champagne
Corn

Goldenrod

Gray
Green

Pink

Primrose

Turquoise

Tuscan

SHEET of paper which intro-

duced a new element into busi-

ness correspondence; a factor

which the most progressive business men
take into account.

It gives to the letter that subtle touch of

agreeableness inadequately described as

‘Equality”; an impression, without a

recollection of detail, akin to that made
upon one by the well-dressed man. Busi-

ness letters on Old Hampshire Bond
have an atmosphere of refinement not

attained by ordinary papers.

OUR NEW PORTFOLIO FOR PRINTERS.
Better Business Letters”

A series of experiences, suggestions and recommenda-
tions on the more profitable use of the business letter, to-

gether with a plan for placing new customers on your books

will go forward without placing you under the slightest

obligation, if you will return the card enclosed with this

edition of Direct Advertising. Send for it.

This insert is printed on Old Hampshire Bond, White, 17 x 22—No. 24
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Spkingfield Safe DepOvSitand Trust Co.

A.LiXCOl.x, Presiclei\t

Gkouok H. Ke >rATK uAlce President

llAltlJ'V' L.I3 raT)I,E'\’', Treasurer
Irvixg S.PtTEClKEli.Trust Officer

?}r)WAR7> Kroxvali., Ass’t Treasm-er

C^VPITA-Iv {& 300,000

SIJRIM.US S 1,000,000

Sl*lJ INGFIEUO , >L\SSA.CHUSETTS

^^ntnp&\ntc iSl

t- WH ITE
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SUBSTANCE NO. 24SAMPLE OF OFFSET PRINTING
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Thit attractive subject which shows the Schenley High School^ Pittsburgh^ Pa,y was photographed and engraved by y, C. Bragdon

the well-known Pittsburgh engraver

e Print Halftones on

Tokyo Bond
First: We print halftones on Tokyo Bond to show that the possibilities in this

practically virgin field of the Graphic Arts are unlimited. Show these demonstrations

to your customers. There are orders awaiting you.

Second: We print halftones on Tokyo Bond because there is a fast growing de-

mand for a paper that will take halftones and yet present a fresh, uncracked surface af-

ter its journey through the mails. Tokyo Bond is also moderate in price and light in

weight, greatly reducing mailing costs.

Third .•We print halftones on Tokyo because everyone in your plant from appren-

tices up knows that to accomplish these results Tokyo must be an unusually printable

bond paper. They know that here is a real loft-dried bond that should be used when-

ever possible. Tokyo has for years been made with printing quality as its dominant

characteristic, which accounts for the position it occupies today in the minds of press-

men all over the country.

Printed on Tokyo Bond, Canary, No. 24



D irect impression of halftone plates is the severest test we know
of a loft-dried bond’s printing qualities. Specimens of this work

are shown here and in our new sample book, The Illustrated Letter-

head^ printed on Tokyo Bond. These demonstrations place Tokyo
in a class by itself. Printers will say, ‘<If Tokyo stands this test, it

will perform simpler printing processes without the usual obstinacy

of loft-dried bonds.” This is so. Once used, pressmen realize that Tokyo
is an exceptional loft-dried bond paper. It feeds easily and literally

flows through the press. Tokyo reflects the patient labor of years which

has persisted in building a bond that will print well without in any way
detracting from its other essential features. Halftones for printing on

Tokyo Bond should be made 133-line screen and should be deeply

etched. Your engraver can make these plates for you if you will tell

him they are for printing on Tokyo Bond.

!

4t

.,1



Halftone made by Wrigley Engraving Company^ Atlanta, Ga.

The halftone printing shown here is only one example of the

many uses to which Tokyo Bond is adapted. A price list on Tokyo
will stand months of handling. Used in a folder, Tokyo goes through

the mails unblemished. Tokyo catalogs are durable. Because of their

light weight, mailing costs are reduced to a minimum. Enclose enve-

lope stulfers with your letters, bills, statements, etc., printed on Tokyo.

They harmonize with a Tokyo Bond letterhead. A halftone reproduc-

tion of a product with a few words of description on a stulfer will go

far in making new friends, and stuffers are mailed without extra cost.



'\k Illustrated Letterhead

Being a Demonstration Sample Book of the
Direct Halftone Printing Possibilities ofTokyoI^Bond
for Illustrated Letterheads, Announcements, Circulars.

Folders. Booklets & Catalogs—and Showing
Can beDuplicatedonJob Pkss or Cylinder by any Pnnler
\vho uses Tbtsro which is made by the "C-Mc£' Process

Send for This Unique Book Today
Use the Card Enclosed with This Issue

In order to understand and appreciate the possibilities offered by Tokyo Bond, you
should have the only specimen book showing halftone pictures on letterheads and com-
bination letterheads which has ever been issued on a loft-dried bond paper.

This remarkable book will prove rich in

suggestion to every printer and every

buyer of printing. It shows halftone let-

terhead printings in from one to several

colored inks on each of the twelve colors

of Tokyo Bond and two on white. It

points the way to new and better letter-

heads and to a novel, impressive medium
for direct advertising.

Every good engraver knows how to make
halftone and other engravings which will

print well on Tokyo Bond. Every good
printer can secure fine halftone results on

Tokyo, whether he runs the job on a

platen or cylinder press.

Tokyo, which has a receptive surface for

all types, is a better typewriting paper,

just as it is a better printing paper. A type-

written letter on Tokyo Bond is not only

attractive to the eye because of the greater

sharpness and decision of the characters,

but the parchment-like, dignified charac-

ter of the paper itself is expressive of

worth and stability.

Tokyo is a worthy representative of any

concern.

Manufactured by

Crocker-McElwain Company
HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS

j

Printed on Tokyo Bond, Canary, No. 24



WATERMARKED

Made by

Chemical Paper Manufacturing Company
Holyoke, Massachusetts

^ BUYERS LEDGER offers surpassing value in a ledger paper at the

price; it serves adequately the requirements of ninety-nine users out of one

hundred.

^ BUYERS LEDGER will not suffer by comparison with ledger papers

costing double in price. It is attractive and uniform in color, is tub-sized and

constructed in texture and finish for best printing, ruling and writing results.

The erasing qualities are excellent.

^ BUYERS LEDGER is carried in the most popular weights and con-

venient sizes for cutting to the usual requirements. The complete stock in White

only is :

—

17 X 22 (24 lb.) Sub. No. 24 19 X 24 (293^ lb.) Sub. No. 24

22 X 34 (48 lb.) Sub. No. 24 24 X 38 (59 lb.) Sub. No. 24

17 X 22 (28 lb.) Sub. No. 28 19 X 24 (34 lb.) Sub. No. 28

22 X 34 (56 lb.) Sub. No. 28 24 X 38 (68 lb.) Sub. No. 28

17 X 28 (303^ lb.) Sub. No. 24 19 X 24 (39 lb.) Sub. No. 32

00 X 34 (61 lb.) Sub. No. 24 24 X 38 (78 lb.) Sub. No. 32

17 X 28 (353^ lb.) Sub. No. 28 16 X 21 (283^ lb.) Sub. No. 32

00 X 34 (71 lb.) Sub. No. 28 21 X 32 (57 lb.) Sub. No. 32

^ Present war time conditions with the resultant increase in produc-

tion throughout all lines of industry, creates an equally heavy demand for paper

in its various forms. Chiefly among these is ledger paper—the need of a clean,

well sized sheet, that will withstand the constant handling that is given to cost

sheets, shipping tickets, tax return blanks, office and department forms and, of

course, the usual bound and loose leaf ledgers and record books. At the same
time it is necessary that the initial cost be kept as low as possible without im-

pairing the strength and working qualities of the sheet.

This is a sample of Buyers Ledger, Substance No. 28



TUB-SIZED WATERMARKED
i

MACHINE-DRIED

^ For all siich purposes we earnestly recommend [BUYERS LEDGER
—the Utility Ledger lof Modern Business Methods. A practical paper at a pop-

ular price.

^ The thoroughness with which the distribution of BUYERS
LEDGER is accomplished throughout the country is shown in the following

list of Distributors.

Baltimore,: Md.
Birmingham, Ala.

Boston, Mass.

Chicago, III.

Cincinnati, Ohio
Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit, Mich.

Holyoke, Mass.

Kansas City, Mo.

New York City

Omaha, Neb.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Portland, Ore.

Scranton, Pa.

St. Paul, Minn.

Washington, D. C.

H. D. Mentzel & Co.

City Paper Go.

John Carter & Co.

The Berkshire Co.

The Standard Paper Co.

Pratt Paper Co.

Chope-Stevens Paper Co.

Judd Paper Co.

Benedict Paper Co.

J. E. Linde Paper Co.

Syrkin & Back

U. S. Paper Export Ass’n
(For Export Only)

Carpenter Paper Co.

Lindsay Bros. Inc.

Pacific Paper Co.

Megargee Bros.

The Leslie-Donahower Co.

Baum Paper & Stat’y Co.

Write to the nearest distributorfor samples and prices; or, ifyou

prefer, use the enclosed postcard

Made by

Chemical Paper Manufacturing Company
Holyoke, Massachusetts

This is a sample of Buyers Ledger, Substance No. 28



TUB-SIZED WATERMARKED MACHINE-DRIED

BUYERS ^EDGER OFFERS THE WIDEST VARIETY OF

LEDGER PAPER USES

An Ideal Paper

for

Record Books

and Loose Leaf

Systems of

all kinds

This is a sai^ple of BUFF Buyers Ledger, Substance No. 28

^ We do nolt carry this color in stock, but will fill orders of minimum
two case lots when mj^king. As we run quite frequently, we can supply almost

as prompt a shipmen^; as on the white.
I

,

^ This is oiir standard color, a shade that, after much experimenting,

we have determined ijo maintain. A distinctive color, pleajsing to the eye, will

not show the grime of handling quite as much as the white, and yet it is of suffi-

cient contrast to be
j

instantly recognized in systems requiring distinction be-

tween the white and buff. Thus it soon proves itself a saver in the many annoy-

ing and costly mistakes that today can be computed in dollars and cents.

^ Of the saijne excellent quality and finish as the white, tub-sized and

watermarked, we urg^ you to buy BUYERS LEDGER for that next important

ADDENDA
I

^ Since preparing this c()])V insistent calls make a stock necessary. So we
comply. Stock as folh ws ;

—
22 X .S4, Sub. No. D and 2H — 2S x .‘it. Sub. No. 28— 211 x .‘i8. Sub. No. 28.

Chemical

Made by

Paper Manufacturing Company
Holyoke, Massachusetts

This is a sample of BUFF Buyers Ledger, Substance No. 28
|l



TOTAL

(Memo.)

ACCOUNTS

Receivable

Debit

SALES STOCK

Credit

Pounds Amount

This sheet shows the ruling and printing qualities of

BUYERS LEDGeL

Made by

Chemical Paper Manufactijiring Comply
Holyoke, Massachusetts

Makers of (l^H) Products

GENERAL ACCOUNTS

(Analysis Totals)

Debit IT
ji

Credit

This is a sample of BUFF Buyers Ledger, Substance N'o. 28



LOFT DRIED QUALITY MADE BY MODERN
PROCESSES IN A MILL OF "SAFETY FIRST"

THIS IS A SAMPLE OF

STONEWALL LINEN LEDGER
Test Its Tear and Writing Qualities

The Owl Mark Is National

AND APPEARING IN STONEWALL
GUARANTEES SATISFACTION OR PAPER
REPLACED—THE USER TO BE THE JUDGE

ASK FOR SAMPLES AND THE ATTRACTIVE PRICE

NEENAH PAPER COMPANY
— Loft Dried Bonds and Ledgers Only —

NEENAH. WISCONSIN
Substance No. 30



LOFT DRIED QUALITY MADE BY MODERN
PROCESSES IN A MILL OF "SAFETY FIRST"

CHIEFTAIN

I bcInd

i
SIS

s

psaa

MORE THAN 500,000 POUNDS OF CHIEFTAIN
GRADE ARE MADE AND SOLD EVERY MONTH

TUB SIZED LOFT DRIED

NEENAH PAPER COMPANY
— Loft Dried Bonds and Ledgers Only —

NEENAH. WISCONSIN

THIS INSERT BUFF STONEWALL LINEN LEDGER. SUBSTANCE NUMBER 36



MEDIUM MACHINE FINISH

White and India
WATER MARKED

Made by

DILL & COLLINS CO.
ACTUAL MAKERS OF

High Grade Printing Papers
WITH AND WITHOUT A COATED SURFACE

Philadelphia



The use of illustrations like the above in connec-

tion with Suede Finish indicates great possibili-

ties in the making of circulars, booklets, brochures,

catalogues.

There is a distinct quality obtainable in the use of

this soft, uncoated paper, which offers an agreeable

contrast to the effects usually obtained in work of

this character.

Not every subject lends itself to this style of illus-

tration, but there are many which do. The printer

will find it to his advantage to submit ideas of this

sort to his customer.

DILL & COLLINS CO.*S

SUEDE FINISH
India Water Marked

25 X 38—60 lbs.



where’s the

SAVING?

r
HE striking effect shown above was used

as the outside page of a folder issued by us.

Suede Finish will be found an admirable

paper for work of this character. It has the

quality, looks and feel of a very fine paper

at an extremely moderate price.

DILL & COLLINS CO.'S

SUEDE FINISH
White Water Marked

25 X 38—60 lbs.



All of Dill k Collins Co. ’s papers are

sold under this trade-mark. It is a

guarantee of their excellence and the

evidence ofour assumption ofthe obli-

gation to maintain their quality at the

highest point.

It is likewise an assurance of fair deal-

ing. Dill k Collins Co.’s papers are

sold at uniform prices, the same to

everybody.

All of Dill k Collins Co. ’s papers are

brilliant in color, clean, soft, have an

affinity for ink, run easily on the press,

give rich effects, and possess an even-

ness of surface and a uniformity in

grade that are essential to all meri-

torious printed matter.



has written often and lovingly of the old buildings and the

life therein. In his last year at school he wrote to his mother

that though he is “terribly industrious” yet the headmaster

does not share his opinion, “There are,” he says, “370 boys

in the school and I wish there were only 369.” The famous

novelist carried away from the Charterhouse a very lasting

memorial of his time there in his broken nose, the gift of

a schoolfellow.

In the long list of boys educated at the Charterhouse are

manyfamous names, including RogerWilliams, JohnWesley,
Joseph Addison and Richard Steele,

DII.L & COLLINS CO.’S

The Charterhouse

The famous Charterhouse School of London dates back

to the time of King Henry VIII, and earlier. It was orig-

inally a monastery and later a royal palace, and finally, and

for three hundred years, a boarding school,

Thackeray was a Charterhouse boy, and his story of the

school is entertainingly set forth in “The Newcomes.” He

SUEDE FINISH





r
HE illustrations on this and the

opposite page were taken from

folders showing advertising cuts

put out by manufacturers for the

use of the retailer in his newspap)er

advertising.

It is desirable in work of this char-

acter to use a soft, uncoated book
pap)er. Suede Finish is an admir-

able medium for such work.

DILL & COLLINS CO.’S

SUEDE FINISH
India Water Marked

25 X 38—60 lbs.

k



J\

S
UEDE Finish, white and India, water marked,
are papers with a medium machine finish,

exceptionally high grade, especially adapted for

use in library works, school books, booklets, and
all publications of the best class where durability,

permanency of color, and rich, effective printed
results are desirable.

The high color, cleanliness, opacity and softness

of texture are characteristics that mark this grade
as one of the best and insure a final result credit-

able alike to printer, publisher and paper maker.

Unusual bulk for weight and finish is also an
important item in ascertaining its relative money
value as compared to other grades.

Suitable for printing from line engravings or zinc

etchings.

We aim to carry in stock all standard sizes and weights and make to

order special requirements, providing quantity warrants manufacture

Made by

DILL & COLLINS CO.
Actual Makers of

High-Grade Printing Papers
With and Without a Coated Surface

Philadelphia Warehouse and Mill, DILL & COLLINS CO.

New York Warehouse, DILL & COLLINS CO.

Boston Warehouse, DILL & COLLINS CO. . - .

140 North Sixth Street

421 Lafayette Street

161 Pearl Street

Western Agents, THE PAPER MILLS CO., Chieago

Designed and Printed by Edward Stem & Co., Inc., Philadelpb



TIC ONDEROGA
EGGSHELL in f/ie PRESSROOM
The perfect formation of the sheet is what makes TICONDEROGA Eggshell an easy paper to make ready

and to print. Ask any printer who has used TICONDEROGA papers, either Eggshell or Special Magazine,

and he will tell you that they show A No. 1 pressroom performance— that they work and print heauti-

fiilly. All type johs, line etchings of the finest character, Ben Day and other two-color plates—TICON-

DEROGA Eggshell has the surface and character to meet every requirement. This insert in DIRECT

Advertising is an example.

Use TICONDEROGA Eggshell for your next type or line cut booklet, catalog or circular.Your name on the

return postcard in this issue will bring you printed specimens of both Eggshell and Special Magazine.

TICONDEROGA PULP £r PAPER CO.
20 0 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK
MILLS AT TICONDEROGA^ N. Y.

Printed on TICONDEROGA EGGSHELL BOOK, WHITE, 25x38—70 lb.



Observe in this cut the pro-

nounced trade-mark feature used

hy a manufacturer of saws. This

assures all lumbermen and car-

penters throughout the world of

quality and value.

Ticonderoga Pulp & Paper Com-

pany papers can he identified hy

the Company’s registered trade

mark, which will he found equal-

ly valuable to dealers, printers,

publishers and the paper trade

throughout the world.

Illustration used through
courtesy

Henry Disston & Sons

Philadelphia

Printed on TICONDEROGA EGGSHELL BOOK, WHITE, 25x38—70 lb.



t

Illustration used through courtesy of "The Delineator”

^^4R-TIME conditions call for greater efficiency in both printing and paper.

Printed advertising must take the place of salesmen who have been called to the

front. Circulars, announcements, booklets, catalogs and house organs must be more

efficient. They must be printed on the most suitable and efficient paper. Our large

volume of production of Ticonderoga Eggshell Book and Special Magazine papers

enables us to work many manufacturing economies, and also to maintain to better

advantage the uniformity of our product.

Use the return postcard we are enclosing to secure

printed specimens of Ticonderoga papers.

Printed on TICONDEROGA EGGSHELL BOOK, WHITE, 25x38—70 lb.



Write us or our Nearest Agent

for Sample Sheets for Dummies of

TICONDEROGA
SPECIAL MAGAZINE or EGGSHELL BOOK

List of Distributors

New York, N. Y. Beekman Paper & Card Co.

New York, N. Y. . . Holden & Hawley, Inc.

Omaha, Neb Carpenter Paper Co.

Philadelphia, Pa D. L. Ward Co.

Pittsburgh, Pa. . . . The Ailing & Cory Co.

Rochester, N. Y. . . . The Ailing & Cory Co.

San Francisco, Cal. . . Pacific Coast Paper Co.

Scranton, Pa Megargee Bros.

Seattle, Wash Mutual Paper Co.

Spokane, Wash. American Type Founders Co.

St. Louis, Mo. . . Mississippi Valley Paper Co.

Toledo, Ohio .... Central Ohio Paper Co.

Troy, N. Y Troy Paper Co.

For Export

Buenos Aires . . National Paper & Type Co.

City of Mexico, Mex., National Paper & Type Co.

City of Monterey, Mex., Nat. Paper & Type Co.

Havana, Cuba . National Paper & Type Co.

New York, N. Y. . National Paper & Type Co.

Vancouver, B. C., American Type Founders Co.

Albany, N. Y. . . Hudson Valley Paper Co.

Baltimore, Md Smith, Dixon Co.

Boston, Mass Carter Rice & Co.

Buffalo, N. Y. ... The Ailing & Cory Co.

Chicago, HI J. W. Butler Paper Co.

Cincinnati, Ohio The Diem & Wing Paper Co.

Cleveland, Ohio . . . Central Ohio Paper Co.

Columbus, Ohio . . . Central Ohio Paper Co.

Dallas, Texas .... Southwestern Paper Co.

Des Moines, Iowa . . . Carpenter Paper Co.

Grand Rapids,Mich., Central Michigan Paper Co.

Holyoke, Mass Judd Paper Co.

Houston, Texas . . . Southwestern Paper Co.

Kansas City, Mo. Missouri-Interstate Paper Co.

Los Angeles, Cal Sierra Paper Co.

Louisville, Ky. The Diem & Wing Paper Co.

Milwaukee, Wis. . . . Standard Paper Co.

New Haven, Ct Chatfield Paper Co.

New York, N. Y. ... Lasher and Lathrop

New York, N. Y. . . Commercial Paper Co.

New York, N. Y. . . . J. E. Linde Paper Co.

TICONDEROGA PULP & PAPER CO.

200 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

Pnnted on TICONDEROGA EGGSHELL BOOK, WHITE, 25x38—70 lb.



Made by

DHL C COLLIHS CO.
ACTUAL MAKERS OF

HSGH GRfll7E RRIffTIfIG PRPERS
WITH AND WITHOUT A COATED SURFACE

PHILADELFH lA

J



Courtesy of Piokeer Suspender Co. Halftone 120-line screen

The printing characteristics of paper are largely due to the

materials of which it is made and to the methods of manu-
facture, as well as to the character of the finish or surface

given to it.

Two papers may be identical in appearance, and one show satis-

factory printed effects with a minimum of time spent in making

DILL & COLLINS CO.’S

TINTED ART BOOK
Golden Rod

Substance 25 x 38—70 lbs.

%
i



ready, running on the press and quantity of ink

used, while the other is in every way unsatisfactory.

Art Book is a paper suited to many uses, as it is espe-

cially sized for writing on with pen and ink, most
DILI. & COLLINS CO.’S

TINTED ART HOOK
R. H. Blue

Substance 25 x 38—70 lbs.

i



Courtesy of United States Sanitary Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

acceptable when used on any typewriting machine, folds well,

and possesses sufficient strength for ordinary embossed work.

These characteristics, in conjunction with brilliancy, uniformity

of color, cleanliness and a strong affinity for ink, render it pecul-

iarly suitable for catalogue covers, order books, envelopes,

booklets, blank forms, enclosures, folders, letter heads, bill

heads, announcements, statements, and many other purposes in

the commercial and advertising field too numerous to mention.

All Dill & Collins Co.’s Papers are brilliant in color, clean, soft,

have an affinity for ink, run easily on the press, give rich effects,

and possess an evenness of surface and a uniformity in grade

that are essential to all meritorious printed matter.

DILL & COLLINS CO.'S

TINTED ART BOOK
R. E. Blue

Substance 25 x 38—70 lbs.



)

Fremiet’s Statue of Joan of Arc, in Fairmount Park, Philadelphia Halftone 120-line screen

DILL & COLLINS CO.’S

TINTED ART BOOK
R, E. Blue

Substance 25 x 38—70 lbs.



Courtesy of Wm. H. Moon Co., Nurserymen, Morrisville, Pa. Halftone 120-line screen



Tinted Art Book is admirably adapted

for circulars, leaflets, etc. Note the even-

ness with which the ink lies on the surface

in the above specimen.

DILL & COLLINS CO.’S

TINTED ART BOOK
Golden Rod

Substance 25 x 38—70 lbs.

t



TINTED ART BOOK
Gives exceptionallygood results from all line engrav-

ings and halftone plates, preferably not finer than

120-line screen, and also when printed from lithographic

stone. Is specially sized for writing on with pen and ink,

and most acceptable when used on any typewriting

machine, and possesses sulBBcient strength to fold well.

These characteristics, in conjunction with brilliancy and

uniformity of color, cleanliness, and a strong affinity for

ink, present a paper peculiarly suitable for Catalogues,

Covers, Order Books, Envelopes, Booklets, Announce-

ments, Blank Forms, Enclosures, Folders, Letter Heads,

Bill Heads, Statements.

DILL & COLLINS CO.
High Grade Printing Papers

Philadelphia Warehouse, 140 North Sixth Street

New York Warehouse, 419-421 Lafayette Street

Boston Warehouse, 161 Pearl Street

Western Agents, THE PAPER MILLS CO.

Central West, THE CHATFIELD & WOODS CO.

Central West, THE UNION PAPER & TWINE CO
Pacific Coast, BLAKE, MOFFITT & TOWNE -

Pacific Coast, BLAKE, MOFFITT & TOWNE -

Chicago

- Cincinnati, O.

- Cleveland, 0.

- San Francisco

Los Angeles



miat

Bag

BMc

Four-color process illustration reprinted through
courtesy of Corticelli Silk Mills, Florence, Mass,



F
lat rock rag plate, of which this insert is a sample, appeals to the artist, to the

lover of good bookmaking, to the buyer of printing, and to the printer, because FLAT

I

ROCK RAG PLATE is a real paper. It has every good paper characteristic. It is stout o

fibre and serviceable. It folds without cracking. It has a pleasing color and finish, entirely

free from the objectionable glaze and glare of coated papers. It has unlimited printing pos

!

sibilities, both for the finest halftone work and also for process color reproductions. Anc

!

finally, FLAT ROCK RAG PLATE is an economically priced paper. Sample sheets for duminj

or for proving purposes will be promptly sent you on request. Use the return postcarc

enclosed in this issue of DIRECT ADVERTISING.

Mfr. at FLAT ROCK MILLS, MANAYUNK, PHILADELPHIA

Sales Office, 200 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

Printed on FLAT ROCK RAG PLATE, 25x38—80 lb.



>< Four-color process

J

- plates are reprinted

]
here through cour-

tesy of Bradley

1

Knitting Co., Del-

evan, fp'is.
j

I

I

Mfr. at FLAT ROCK MILLS, MANAYUNK, PHILADELPHIA

Sales Office, 200 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

il

iL
Printed on FLAT ROCK RAG PLATE, 25x38—80 lb.



flatJSoABag JEiIate

List of Distributors

Albany, New York
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass. . . . •

Chicago, 111.

Charlotte, N. C. ...
Cincinnati, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Denver, Col.

Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit, Mich.
Fort Wayne, Ind.

Harrisburg, Pa.

Hartford, Conn.
Havana, Cuba
Indianapolis, Ind.

Jacksonville, Fla.

Kansas City, Mo.
Little Rock, Ark.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Louisville, Ky.
Lynchburg, Va. ...
Minneapolis, Minn.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Nashville, Tenn.
New York City

Oklahoma City, Okla. .

Omaha, Neb.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Penn.
Portland, Ore.

Portland, Ore.
Richmond, Va.
Rochester, N. Y.
Salt Lake City, Utah
St. Louis, Mo.
St. Paul, Minn.
San Antonio, Texas
San Francisco, Cal.

San Francisco, Cal.

Seattle, Wash.
Seattle, Wash.
Sioux City, Iowa
Toledo, Ohio
Washington, D. C.

Wichita, Kansas

. Fischel Paper Company
Smith-Dixon Co., Div.
Carter Rice & Company
Bradner Smith Company

. Western Paper Company
Diem & Wing Paper Company
Graham Paper Company
Carter, Rice & Carpenter Paper Co.
Western Paper Company
Beecher, Peck & Lewis
Western Paper Company
Johnston Paper Company
Rourke-Eno Paper Co.
Reciprocity Supply Co.
C. P. Lesh Paper Company
Antietam Paper Company

. Graham Paper Company
Western Paper Company
Zellerbach Paper Co.
Blake, Moffitt & Towne
Diem & Wing Paper Co.
Caskie-Dillard Co.
McClellan Paper Co.
Paper Supply Company

. Graham Paper Company
All Dealers
Western Paper Company
Western Paper Company
All Dealers
Graham Paper Company
Pacific Paper Company
Blake, McFall Company
Virginia Paper Co.

R. M. Myers Company
Graham Paper Company
Graham Paper Company
Leslie Donahower Company
San Antonio Paper Company
Zellerbach Paper Company
Blake, Mofiitt & Towne
Richmond Paper Co.

American Paper Company
Western Paper Company
Monroe Paper Co.
R. P. Andrews Paper Co.

. Western Paper Company

Printed on FLAT ROCK RAG PLATE. 25.x 38— 80 lb.



Birds ofa
Featker'

Like seeks like, and if you would have

quality people believe yours is a

quality product, be sure the paper you
print on says “quality,’* too.

We are all such creatures of the senses that

the reader absorbs an atmosphere from

a skillfully selected Strathmore Paper that

is more convincing than formal argument.

FAIRFIELD JAPAN is another of the

“STRATHMORE QUALITY” papers

that helps by sight and touch to express

in your printing a sense of fitness and a

feeling of completeness.

Its expressive features of tone, delicacy,

restraint, dignity, simplicity, and straight-

forwardness are qualities that adapt it to

the advertising literature of better mer-

chandise or meritorious service.

It helps the printer to produce a well-

rounded, all-satisfying piece of printing,

and generally carries with it in conse-

quence an additional profit.

Strathmore Paper Company
Mittineague, Massachusetts

(

This is Fairfield Japan, Toned, Plate Finish, 90 lbs., 25 x 38.





r

FAIRFIELD
JAPAN

» ' - gi

You will find the sample book of FAIRFIELD JAPAN a de-

sirable addition to your commercial library. It was designed
from cover to cover by Will Bradley, and abounds with many of

the quaint and unusual decorative touches in typography and
illustration that made Bradley famous throughout Bookdom.

Send the post card located elsewhere in this book.

FAIRFIELT) JAPAN is manufactured as follows:

25x38; 50, 70, 90, and 150 lbs. Toned and White. Antique and Plate
Finishes. Deckle Edges long way of the sheet. 500 sheets to a ream.

Baltimore Bradley-Reese Co.
Buffalo Holland Paper Co., Inc.

Cleveland . . The Petrequin Paper Company
Des Moines, Iowa . Carpenter Paper Company
Detroit .... Seaman-Patrick Paper Co.

Hartford, Conn. . . . Rourke-Eno Paper Co.

Indianapolis . . . Crescent Paper Company
Kansas City Graham Paper Co.

Los Angeles .... Blake, Moffitt & Tovvne

Louisville J. C. Parker Paper Co.

Minneapolis . . . McClellan Paper Company
Newark, N. J. ... J. E. Linde Paper Co.

J. E. Linde Paper Co.,

Beekman and Cliff Sts.

Harlem, 148-150 E. 129th Street

New York . United States Paper Export Assoc’n,

30 Broad Street
Ogden, Utah . . The Scoville Paper Company
Oklahoma City . . Western Newspaper Union
Omaha, Neb Carpenter Paper Co.
Philadelphia .... D. L. Ward Company
St. Louis . Mack-Elliott Paper Company, Inc.

Salt Lake City . . Carpenter Paper Company
Seattle, Wash. . . Mutual Paper Company
Worcester, Mass. . . Charles A. Esty Paper Co.

Selling Agents
New York .

Send for the sample book, and see just how the paper through
its expressive qualities may be so satisfactorily used. Also check
the post card for Professor Parsons’ monograph on “The Lan-
guage of Paper.” Professor Frank Alvah Parsons is an authority
on color and texture, and he shows in a very interesting manner
how these two features in paper, when rightly applied, produce
expressive elements that in turn add value to the printed piece.

Send the post card.

m a

STRATHMORE PAPER COMPANY
MITTINEAGUE, MASS., U. S. A.

This is Fairfield Japan, Toned, Plate Finish, 90 lbs., 25 x 38.



FAIRFIELD JAPAN
Toned, Plate Finish, 90 lbs., 25x38

S737: Ed. 5;
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A Revised .Aim(mzicezn.exvi CcfneerxdzLg' TlitL'i

(Shade, Mdho^ojiv^Brdyf^n, Whielx^^is

Jhtcorreeily (Sampled in ihe JUasd Issue ^
. mi^eTADVBI^IiSING

T/i/s is SL sazigple ofthe new MahoganyBrown shade ofAlhambra Cover

that we intended to show in the last number of
*
^‘Direct Advertisings*



This insert shows the new Mahogany Brown
shade of Alhambra Cover paper that we in-

tended to exhibit in the last issue of Direct

Advertising. Through an error in our ship-

ping department, the wrong shade of paper

was sent to our printers. It is because of this

mistake that we are reprinting our announce-

ment regarding the Mahogany Brown shade

and are printing it this time on a certified

sample ofAlhambra Cover,Mahogany Brown.

KAMARGO MILLS [Founded 1808]

Knowlton Bros., Inc.

WATERTOWN, N. Y.

Stocked in 20x26—65 and 23x29— 150. This sheet is 20x26—65



THE MARK

KAMARGO MILLS [FOUNDED 1808]

<l/4merican progress in dye making is illus

trated by this sample of Alhambra Cover

which shows our new Mahogany Brown
shade. This color we have not been able to

produce during the war, until now, and we
are much pleased with what has been accom-

plished.

Write for samples of the complete line of

Alhambra Covers.

KAMARGK) MILLS [Founded 1808]

Knowlton Bros, Inc
WATERTOWN, N. Y.

Stocked in 20x26—65 and 23x29—150. This sheet is 20x26—65



List of Distributors for

LHAMBRA COVERS
ALBANY, N. y., Hudson Valley Paper Co.

BALTIMORE, MD., Dobler & Mudge
BOSTON, MASS., A Storrs & Bement Co.

BUFFALO,^ N. Y., The Ailing & Cd^ Co.

CHICAGO, ILL., James White Paper Co.

CHINA AND JAPAN, U. B. Paj^r Export Ass’n, New York

CLEVELAND, OHIO, The Union Paper 8t Twine Co.

DALLAS, TEXAS, West-Cullum Paper Co.

DETROIT, MICH,, Beecher, Peck & Lewis

DES MOINES, IOWA, Carpenter Paper Co.
"

HARRISBURG, PA., Donaldson Paper Co.

KANSAS CITY, MO., Kansas City Paper House

LONDON, ENGLAND, Henry Lindenmeyr & Sons
CONTINENTAL EUROPE AND BRITISH COLONIES^

LOS ANGELES, CAL., Blake, Moffitt & Tpwne
MANILA, P. I., United States Paper &'Hardware Co.

MEMPHIS, TENN,, Tennessee Paper Co.

MILWAUKEE, WIS., Standard Paper Co,

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., The John Leslie Paper Co.

MONTREAL, CAN., W. V. Dawson & Co.

,

NASHVILLE, TENN., Graham Piper Co.

NEW. ORLEANS, LA., Graham Paper Co.

NEW YORK, N. Y., Lasher & Lathrop, Inc,

OMAHA, NEB., Carpenter Paper Co, '

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Riegel & Co., Inc. - ' -

PITTSBURGH, PA., The Ailing & Cory- Co. >. .

PORTLAND, ORE., Blake, McFall Co. .

PROVIDENCE, R. I., R. L. Greene Paper Co.

RICHMOND, VA., Richmond Paper Co., Inc.-'

ROCHESTER, N. Y., The Alling & Cory^Co.
* ^

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Carpenter I>aper Co. of Utalt'

SAN FEiANCISCO, CAL., Blake^ Moffitt & Town©
SCRANTON, Pa.,Megargee. Brothers

SEATTLE, WASH., American Paper Co, Vf

SPAN.-AM. countries, Nat. Paper & Type Co.
' '

SPOKANE, WASH., Spc^ane Paper & Stationery Co.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.f Paper House of New England

ST. LOUIS, MO., Graham Paper Co.

SYRACUSE, N. y., J. and F. B. ,Garrett Co.

TACOMA, WASH., Tacoma Paper and Stationery Co. ¥ V

WASHINGTON, D. C., R. P. Andrews Paper^Co.



How oft wo fee the

fimple
job

returning with the bacon !

Thougfi unadorned’^ the modejt

fluffs retains its place unjhahn^

’Twas plain old type Frankjin ufed

—

(the ‘‘“f” of courfe^ is funny)— but even after

all tkefe years it jiill brings in the mon^!



The reafon ^uck0c
Covers lead is very

fimple-, too—they’re

better made and ftill

coft lefs than moft
good covers do.

It pays to ufe the

^uckeyt line for runs

of any length. The
flock has furnifh., fin-

iih., durability and
ftren^th.

This flieet is Buckeye Covek, White,c4nlique Finijh
20x25—65 and 22x2854—80



A SIMPLE JOB 3

The winning colors

in the war for big-

ger printing profits

are buckeye Colors—
fixteen fhades *. there’s

always one the job fits.

For mailing Cata-
logues & Books there

is no better way than

buckeye Cover Envelopes

— they lead becaufe

they pay.

This flieet is Buckeye Covek, ’hliiie.ycAntique Fintjh

20x25—65 and 22x2854—80



Good paper and good
fervice— thefe you get

each time you buy your
cover from our
flock— youll kjnow if once
you try.

The 'Buckle Cover for “that

job"” awaits your order.

We can take care of it

promptly. All fample fheets

are free.

Dealers in 57 American and Ejrei^n Cities

TheBeckett Paper Co.
Makers of Good Paper
in Hamilton, OhiOf fince

This fheet is Buckeye Cover, White.ycAntiqu£ Finijh
20x25—65 and ixxzSyz—8o







Putting BROADCLOTH
COVER and TEXT

Together Right

ITTING copy, design and plan into their proper

places, is just the sort of service an Advertising

Agency would render a client—to the client’s sat"

isfaction and the Agent’s profit.

An Advertising Agent is not satisfied merely to accept business

;

his function and his success lies in creating business. Business

created is more profitable, practically free from competition, and

rapidly builds good'will.

Under present conditions, there is hardly a business of any kind

that could not advantageously use an unusual booklet, a unique

folder, some extraordinary piece of advertising, built with Broad-'

cloth Cover and Text in proper combination. Let this splendid

line help you, the printer, create business.

Broadcloth Papers are low in price, beautifully finished, popularly

ranged in colors, and offer unequalled printing, folding and

embossing qualities. The line is eminently worthy of your

consideration.

ADVERTISERS PAPER MILLS
Makers in Holyoke of fine Printing Papers

HOLYOKE MASSACHUSETTS

This is BROADCLOTH TEXT, Seal Brown, 25H x 41—80
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BROADCLOTH PAPERS

THE LINE

BROADCLOTH COVERS

SINGLE-THICK: 25^^

*2534

DOUBLE-THICK: 25)4

*The double size, 25V2 x 41 may have to be ordered from the mill where it is stocked for prompt shipment

X 2034-- 65 lbs. Deckle-Edge on 2034-inch sides.

X 41 —-130 lbs. Deckle-Edge on 41 -inch sides.

X 2034-- 130 lbs. Deckle-Edge on 2034-itich sides.

BROADCLOTH TEXT

2534 X 41—80 lb., deckle-edge on 41-inch sides. Put up in one-half ream packages

WHITE INDIA BUFF TEARL GRAY <DRAB SEAL BROWN

The six colors, Covers and Text are alike; that is, there is a corresponding color in Text for each color in Covers, and vice versa

Selling Agents for BROADCLOTH PAPERS, Covers and Text

New York Andrews 54 Lewerth, Inc. Los Angeles Zellerbach Papier Co.

New York Royal Card 54 Paper Co. Louisville Louisville Papier Co.

Philadelphia Garrett-Buchanan Co. Milwaukee Standard Papier Co.

Boston John Carter 54 Co. Inc. Memphis Tayloe Papier Co.

Springfield The Paper House Minneapiolis McClellan Papier Co.

Albany Hudson Valley Paper Co. Nashville Graham Papier Co.

Atlanta Sloan Paper Co. New Orleans Graham Paper Co.

Baltimore O. F. H. Warner 54 Co. Oakland Zellerbach Paper Co.

Buffalo
.

The Ailing 54 Cory Co. Oklahoma City Western Newspapier Union

Chicago J. W. Butler Paper Co. Omaha Western Papier Co.

Chicago James White Paper Co. Pittsburgh The Ailing 54 Cory Co.

Cincinnati The Diem 54 Wing Paper Co. Portland, Orl. Pacific Paper Co.

Cleveland The Cleveland Paper Mfg. Co. Richmond B. W. Wilson Papier Co.

Columbus The Central Ohio Paper Co. Rochester The Ailing 54 Cory Co.

Denver The Peters Paper Co. St. Louis Graham Paper Co.

Detroit Bermingham-Seaman-Patrick Co. San Diego Zellerbach Paper Co.

Harrisburg Donaldson Papier Co. San Francisco Zellerbach Paper Co.

Indianapolis C. P. Lesh Paper Co. Seattle Richmond Paper Co.

Kansas City Graham Papier Co. Toledo The Central Ohio Paper Co.

ADVERTISERS PAPER MILLS
Makers in Holyoke of Fine Printing ‘Fapers

HOLYOKE MASSACHUSETTS



BROADCLOTH

ADVERTISERS PAPER MILLS
Makers in Holyoke of Fine ’Printing ‘Fapers

HOLYOKE MASSACHUSETTS

This is BROADCLOTH TEXT, Seal Brown, 25Va x 41—80





BROADCLOTH
COVERS

^ ^ i

ADVERTISERS PAPER MILLS
Makers in Holyoke of Fine Printing Papers

HOLYOKE MASSACHUSETTS

This is BROADCLOTH COVER, Seal Brown, Double Thick



your message across, show goods, and get a “ come back," while at the

same time reducing your postage expense, lowering production

costs, and gaining much in effect.

Machine making Mattapan Index-Mailing Bristol in the Tileston & Hollingsworth Co’s Mill, Boston, Mass.

THIS SHOWS HOW IT CAN BE DONE ON

TILESTON & HOLLINGSWORTH CO’S.

MATTAPAN iNDEX-MAILlNG BRISTOL

T
ear out this sheet, fold lower part up and upper part

down, clip or seal and you have a mailing piece of the

proper size to meet all Post Office requirements in travel-

ing under a one cent stamp. Note how stiff and snappy the folded

stock is. Note how well it takes a fine screen half-tone impression.

Note also that it is tub sized and has excellent writing qualities

—a feature which few papers suitable for use as mailing folders

possess— thus giving you the advantage of a really practical,

good-to-use Return Post Card of proper stiffness and thickness

to reach its destination in perfect condition. While, for best

results, MATTAPAN INDEX -MAILING BRISTOL must be

scored to fold, this in no way adds to expense of production, as

the scoring can be done simultaneously with the semi-perforation

for Post Card. In fact you get a far better, more serviceable,

better folding mailing-piece at a lower cost than is ordinarily

possible with an unscored stock of any kind. It will pay you

to try it. It will solve many problems.

A,'AN INDEX.

MC BRlarOL

gives a choice of colors and white,

with a good variety ofpractical sizes

and weights — of which this sheet

(2 ply) is the LIGHTEST.

THE ATTACHED CARD

and get sample sheets for trial pur-

poses. Check off the sizes, weights

and colors desired.

TILESTON & HOLLINGSWORTH CO.
BOSTON, MASS.

Gentlemen:— Please send me (us) sample sheets (8% x 11")

of MATTAPAN INDEX-MAILING BRISTOL in the weights

and colors checked below :
—

WHITE . . 2 ply . . 3 ply . . 4 ply

BUFF . . . 2 , 3 “
. . 4

“

BLUE . . . 2 “
. . 3 “

. , 4
“

SALMON . . 2 "
. . 3 “

. . 4 “

AMBER . . 2 “
. . 3 “

. . 4 “

(Place check against the colors and weights wanted)

Name

Firm

Address

City. State
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TEAR OUT and FOLD UP
as directed on other side. When folded it shows what an effective, durable Penny

Mailer you can create— and for very moderate cost— by using MATTAPAN
INDEX-MAILING BRISTOL in any one of its various sizes, weights or colors.

This sheet is 2 ply, 204 x 24f— 70- Salmon

MATTAPAN INDEX-MAILING BRISTOL is made and carried in the following colors, sizes and weights

:

WHITE
2, 3 and 4 ply

204 X 24i— 70, 90, 110
254 X 304—110,140,170

BUFF
2, 3 and 4 ply

20i X 24f— 70, 90, 110
254 X 304— 110, 140,170

BLUE
2, 3 and 4 ply

204 X 24f— 70, 90, 110
254 X 304—110, 140, 170

SALMON
2, 3 and 4 ply

204 X 24f— 70, 90, 110

254 X 304— 110,140,170

AMBER
2, 3 and 4 ply

204 X 24f- 70, 90, 110

254 X 304—110, 140, 170

TILESTON & HOLLINGSWORTH COMPANY
“Paper Makers for More Than One Hundred Years”

49 FEDERAL ST, BOSTON, MASS.
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RELY ON THIS LABEL
This label on each i oo-sheet package of Bristols guarantees

that the contents were made by the originators of Mill

Bristols, and consequently the most experienced manufac-

turers in this branch of paper making. A complete sample

book showing eight grades of White and two grades of

Tinted Bristols and Index Card will be sent to any advertis-

ing man or printer who applies on his business stationery.

GEO ^WHEELWRIGHT PAPER CO'
OF BOSTON

Safnple of 22^ x 28^—120 Ihs

Dove Mill No. 2 White

A Iso in nine colors



THE FOLLOWING

DOVE MILL BRISTOLS
ARE CARRIED IN STOCK BY US

AND MAY BE OBTAINED THROUGH YOUR JOBBER

Dove Mill Superfine White— 22J x 28^

—

100
,
120

, 140, 160, 180, 200 lb.

Dove Mill Superfine White Antique— 22^ x 28^— 120
,
140 lb.

Dove Mill No. 1 White— 22| x 28^— 80, 100
,
120, 140, 160, 180, 200 lb.

Dove Mill No. 1 White Antique— 22^ x 28^— 100
,
120

, 140, 160, 180 lb.

Dove Mill No. 1 Tints— 22^ x 28^— 120 lb. — Blue, Dark Blue, Fawn, Gray, Green,

Lilac, Light Rose, Moss Rose, Nile Green, Pearl, Rose, Salmon, Straw, Yellow.

“BPF” Post Card— 22^ x 284— 130 lb.— Buff, White.

Dove Mill No. 2 White— 224 x 284— 100
,
120

, 140, 160, 180, 200 lb.

Dove Mill No. 2 White Folding— 224 x 284— 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200 lb.

Dove Mill White Sample Card— 224 x 28^ — 100, 120, 140, 160, 180 lb.

Dove Mill No. 3 White— 224 x 284— 100
,
120 , 140, 160, 180 lb.

Dove Mill No. 2 Tints— 224 X 284— 100, 120 lb.— Amber, Blue, Fawn, Green,

Lilac, Gray, Rose, Salmon, Yellow.

Dove Mill No. 1 Index— 254 ^ ^^4— 110 , 140, 170, 220 lb.

204 X 24|— 70, 90, 110, lb. — White, Salmon, Buff,

Blue, Green, Cherry.

Dove Mill No. 2 Index — 254 ^ 1 1 ®, 140, 170 lb

204 X 24f— 70, 90, 110 lb. — White, Blue, Buff, Salmon.

Dove Mill Vigilant White Index— 254 ^ 304— DO, 140, 170 lb.

204 X 24^— 70, 90, no lb.

W/'ITH the assurance of this unusually varied and versatile

selection always at your service, in fixing upon DOVE
MILL as your standard source of supply you gain utility and

dependability in a measure that is far heyond the ordinary.

GEO. W. WHEELWRIGHT PAPER CO.
OF BOSTON

MAKERS

Satnple 0/ 2?^ x 28^-120 lbs.

Dove Mill No. 2 White

A Iso in nine colors



POST CARD POST CARD

Hampshire Paper Company

South Hadley Falls, Mass.

ADVERTISERS PAPER MILLS

Holyoke, Mass.

it i

(8)
POST CARD POST CARD

Knowlton Brothers, Inc.

Watertown, New York

The Beckett Paper Company

Makers of Good Papers in

Hamilton, Ohio

Since 1848

> • .1 > )

POST CARD POST CARD

Mountain Mill Paper Co.

Lee, Berkshire County, Mass.

Chemical Paper Manufacturing Co.

Holyoke, Mass.

Attention Sales Dept.

tj- « -0< ) ') i '•
i » a o <> •» ) •• j 3 > > > j

POST CARD POST CARD

Neenah Paper Co.

Neenah, Wisconsin

Crocker -McElwain Company

Holyoke, Mass.



ENTLEMEN : We are interested in Broadcloth

Papers. Please send us prices and sample books

showing the complete line of colors.

Name

Company

Address

We have used Broadcloth Papers for

Hampshire Paper Co.

South Hadley Falls, Mass.

ENTLEMEN: Please send us your Portfolio of "Better Business

Letters” together with your plan for placing new customers on

our books. It is understood that the Portfolio and plan will come to

us without obligation on our part.

Name

Company

Address

The BECKETT Paper Co.

Hamilton, Ohio

Gentlemen

:

As per your offer in DIRECT ADVER-

TISING, please send to the undersigned,

Q The Principles and Practice of Direct Advertising

Q The Buckeye Proofs {Check either or both as desired)

It is understood that this request involves no obUgation and that all

carriage charges are to be prepaid by The Beckett Paper Co.

Name

Company

Address

Knowlton Bros., Inc.

Watertown, New York

Please send us your sample book of Alhambra Covers,

as advertised in DIRECT ADVERTISING, and showing the

new color. Mahogany Brown.

Name

Company.

Address ..

Chemical Paper Meg. Co.

Holyoke, Massachusetts

GENTLEMEN: Kindly send sample book and infor-

mation relative to BUYERS LEDGER as advertised

in DIRECT ADVERTISING, Vol. V, No. 1

Name

Company

Address

Makers of Products

Mountain Mill Paper Co.

Lee, Massachusetts

ENTLEMEN : Please send us a sample book showing

the different finishes in which you make Mountain

Mill Snowdrift, also portfolio of Letterheads.

Name

Company

Address

Crocker-McElwain Co.

Holyoke, Massachusetts

GENTLEMEN:— Please send your Tokyo Bond Speci-

men Book "The Illustrated Letterhead,” and the an-

nouncement of your Halftone Printing Contest, postage

prepaid.

LOFT

SEND samples of Stonewall Linen Ledger, White, Blue

Buff—No. 24, 28, 32, or 36.

(Check colors and weights desired.)

Firm Name

Your Name

Address

Name

Company

Address ..



USE these return postcards to secure

sample books of any of the papers

advertised in this issue of DIRECT ADVER-

TISING. Advise your customers to enclose

return postcards with their letters, circu-

lars, folders, booklets, catalogs, and house

organs. The return postcard makes it con-

venient for the recipient of the advertis-

ing to reply. It increases the number of

replies. It is a suggestion and an invitation

to the prospect to reply.

Printed on CHEMCO INDEX, BUFF, 25^x30^—170.
Carried in stock in two sizes, four weights.

White, Canary, Buff, Salmon, Cherry, Green, Light

Blue, Dark Blue, Fawn.

Sealed in 1 00 sheet packages

Made by

CHEMICAL PAPER MANUFACTURING CO.

Holyoke, Massachusetts

MAKERS OF SERVICE LINES

; Martin & Wm. H. Nixon Paper Co.

I Please mail samples of your

• Flat Rock English Finish, White Flat Rock Mimeograph
t Flat Rock Rag Plate, White Flat Rock Text Laid, White, Ant.

J Flat Rock Extra Bulk, Ant., Cream Flat Rock M. F., White
' Flat Rock Super Cal., White or India
* Flat Rock Text Wove, Ant., White or India
' Flat Rock Dull Plate (Extra Quality English Finish)
• Flat Rock Ledger, Flat Rock Bond, Flat Rock Bihle
» Flat Rock Writing, and Flat Rock Offset
* {Check those you want)

;
Basis of weight or Bulk to inch

Name

; Company

Address

III

•J
* * • • '

"j '
' ~

• Date

Please send the Fairfield Japan sample book and Prof.

Parsons’ brochure.

Name

Address

Signed by Position

Business

Direct Advertisingt Vol. 5, No. 1

TICONDEROGA PULP & PAPER CO.

200 Fifth Avenue, New York City

ENTLEMEN : Please send me printed specimens

of Ticonderoga Papers as advertised in DIRECT

ADVERTISING.

Name

Company

Address
;

\

George W. Wheelwright Paper Co.

95 Milk Street, Boston, Mass.

GENTLEMEN: Please send me Dove Mill Sample

Book
Send me B. P. F. Sample Book and dummies as indicated

of White India Gray

Dummy Pages Size of page

Bulk Limit on postage cents.

Name

Company.

Address
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POST CARD
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i
1

Martin & Wm. H, Nixon Paper Co.

200 Fifth Avenue

New York City

it - s * Cl f <C8rtrrf.^^ri« rccrcccv' > <• c« Cff*.

Strathmore Paper Company

Mittineague, Mass.

« ^ ft t» I

Ticonderoga Pulp & Paper Co.

200 Fifth Avenue

New York City

o}

( tfrftf^ft* i i c * e ^ f ftci • « ^

1

USE these return postcards to secure
j

sample books of any of the papers 1

advertised in this issue of DIRECT AdvER-
j

TISING. Advise your customers to enclose

retnrn postcards with their letters, circu- J

lars, folders, booklets, catalogs, and houseW
organs. The return postcard makes it con- 1

venient for the recipient of the advertis- ^
ing to reply. It increases the number of [

replies. It is a suggestion and an invitation

to the prospect to reply.

Printed on CHEMCO INDEX, BUFF, 25^ x 30J— 170.

Carried in stock in two sizes, four weights.

White, Canary, Buff, Salmon, Cherry, Green, Light

Blue, Dark Blue, Fawn.

Sealed in 100 sheet packages

Made by

CHEMICAL PAPER MANUFACTURING CO.

Holyoke, Massachusetts

MAKERS OF SERVICE LINES

i

i

Geo. W. Wheelwright Paper Co.

95 Milk Street, Boston, Mass.
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Our Best Magazines Advertising Direct by Mail

C/X of our very best magazines have formed a cooperative association and are advertising a combination rate for page

advertisements in their six publications. The six magazines are the "Atlantic Monthly,” "Century,” "Harper’s Maga-

zine,” "Review of Reviews,” "Scribner’s,” and "World’s Work.” They call themselves "The Quality Group,” and are using

a series of mailing pieces of notably fine quality to "put the new idea across.” Each folder is sent out in a special container

and is backed with cardboard which has been papered over to give it also the quality look.

When the magazines advertise Direct by Mail, they spare no expense in their effort "to do it right.” Edward Healey, who

is in charge of this campaign, writes, "We have had many letters and much comment from periodicals, advertising agents,

and the like, regarding the quality of this particular campaign, and its impressiveness ; also concrete evidence in the form

of orders for the Quality Group Magazines.”
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Making the World Appreciate More and Pay More

for Fine Printing—Three Things Necessary

There are three fields in which

the commercial printing indus-

try most needs development to-

day. One of these is the selling end of

the business. Merchandising perhaps

would be an even better word to use than

selling, because merchandising covers

all the factors that affect the selling

—

an analysis of the market, a thorough

consideration of the customer’s require-

ments, and finally such adaptation of

the product of the print shop as will

make it serve to better advantage the

purpose for which it is purchased.

But printing cannot be merchandised as

we suggest unless printers know adver-

tising. Only in recent years has the print-

ing trade begun to manifest the interest

it should in advertising problems. Ad-

vertising instincts and good advertising

counsel are still rare qualities among
printers and their salesmen.

And finally, the commercial printing in-

dustry must do something in an orga-

nized manner to establish and maintain

the highest standards of craftsmanship

in the creation of its product. The world
today does not show the respect and

appreciation it should for fine printing.

The right usage of papers, the princi-

ples of good typography, and the best

presswork and binding are not known
or desired by all printers or by a great

majority of buyers of printing.

These three important aims, better mer-

chandising methods, more advertising

knowledge, and higher standards of

craftsmanship, are the ones this organi-

zation is attempting to serve with this

magazine, and with the series of ’’Cer-

tificates of Award,” which we announce

on the following pages of this issue.

The Typothetae has done splendid work

in organizing printers, in promoting

better business methods, and in estab-

lishing the principles of correct cost-

finding. Nothing more needs to be added

to their efforts at this time.

But the larger activities which we out-

line here must now be taken up seri-

ously, if the printing industry and the

art of printing are to hold the place

they should in the world’s affairs. As
one of the first steps in this direction,

we congratulate ourselves on the char-

acter of the men who have consented to

act asourpermanent committee of
j
udges

in conferring the quarterly ’’Certificates

of Award” for exceptional craftsman-

ship in the production of fine printing.

[ 3 ]
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The Judges and Conditions

for "Certifieates of Award”
Seven Foremost Authorities on Good Printing Accept Invitation to Act on Committee of

Judges in Giving Out Series of Quarterly '"Certificates of Award” for Meri-

torious Work in Production of Printing— Character of Men
Establishes Success and Sincerity of This Undertaking— Conditions

O N the following page we are publishing

the names of the judges who have con-

sented to serve on our permanent com-

mittee to give out quarterly “Certificates of

Award” for exceptional craftsmanship in the pro-

duction of fine printing. The character of these

men and their agreement on the value of an effort

of this kind to the cause of better printing con-

vince us of the success of this new undertaking.

No doubt every reader of Direct Advertising al-

ready knows something of the work of each of

these judges, and of his reputation in his special

field. They are all sincere craftsmen who can be

counted upon to judge the specimens in the light

of the best traditions of the printing art, and with

the single purpose of promoting the best standards

of workmanship for the future.

Each of the judges will be guided entirely by

his own methods in passing on the merits of the

specimens. The committee is so capable and varied

in its talents that all can be sure that every ele-

ment that goes to make up a creditable piece of

work will be considered. Without assuming any

authority, we believe we can say that the judg-

ments will be based on such considerations as the

following: Selection of material, selection of type

face, type arrangement, presswork, general finish

or design, illustrative treatment, suitability of the

printing to the purpose for which it is intended.

As we stated in our preliminary announcement,

however, all these matters are absolutely and final-

ly in the care of the judges. They will determine

the specimens that are to receive an award, and

will also determine the number of Certificates that

are to be issued each quarter. The number of the

awards that our judges decide to give out will no

doubt be regulated entirely by the quality of the

material submitted.

All forms of printing are eligible for a “Certifi-

cate of Award,” letterheads, announcements, circu-

lars, folders, booklets, catalogs, house organs, or

any other piece of printed work. As there are

seven judges, seven copies of each piece of print-

ing must be submitted.

The design of the “Certificate of Award” is in

charge of Mr. W. A. Dwiggins and will be ready

soon after this number is in the mails. Regarding

this part of the undertaking, we know our readers

will be interested in what Mr. Munder writes:

“I will accept, provided I can offer with the

others a certificate of award on the ‘Certificate of

Award’ that you are to present. In other words,

I am interested, deeply so, in printed things, and

especially in the ‘Certificates’ that will go from

the judges to the men who merit them. Mr. Dwig-

gins’ designing I know will meet with the highest

commendation, but I think that the finishing up of

this ‘Certificate of Award’ should be equal to

Mr. Dwiggins’ work, and be in all particulars up

to and beyond what we look for in the work of

the men who will seek an award of merit.”

The first awards will be made with the next

issue of Direct Advertising, and this magazine

will publish each quarter the names of the men

who have won, and will also give some description

of the specimens. The specimens, seven copies of

each piece of work, should be mailed without de-

lay. The names of the judges follow:
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The Judges
George G. Adomeit, The Caxton Company, Cleveland, is a member of this well known firm of master

printers and is the head of the art department. His company has done notable work in the production

of fine catalogs. Mr. Adomeit writes: “I think the idea of an authoritative form of recognition a

splendid one and it will surely be a great incentive for the development of better printing. I am

heartily in favor of this undertaking and will consider it an honor to act.”

Earnest Elmo Calkins is a member of the firm of Calkins & Holden, one of the foremost advertising

agencies in this country, located at 250 Fifth Avenue, New York. Mr. Calkins has always shown a

sincere interest in the cause of good printing and his agency is known everywhere for the exceptional

quality of the printed literature it produces. Mr. Calkins says: “This invitation appeals to both my
taste and my inclination. You may perhaps know that I am a practical printer. This is the trade I

learned and I practiced it the first ten years of my working life. Nor am I ever out of touch with

it, both because my work calls for a great deal of it and because it remains my chief hobby.”

John Cotton Dana, librarian. The Free Public Library of Newark, N. J., has been a staunch friend of

the Graphic Arts for many years. Mr. Dana was the first librarian in this country to establish a

special department for booklets, catalogs, house organs and other forms of advertising literature.

He does practical printing himself in the shop connected with the library, and in both his speeches

and in his writings has contributed much thought and inspiration to the establishment of higher

standards of craftsmanship. Mr. Dana says: “If I can help to promote the production and appre-

ciation of good printing, I want to do it.”

Henry Lewis Johnson founded and edited for a period of years The Printing Art. He is now the presi-

dent of The Graphic Arts Company, Boston. This company is already collecting all the current

examples of good printing that it can secure, and is supplying duplicate copies of the collection each

quarter to firms who are interested in the best printed work. A “Certificate of Award” for the en-

couragement of the best standards of production in the printing field has long been one of Mr.

Johnson’s favorite ideas. He is a conscientious critic of fine printing.

Norman T. A. Munder, of Norman T. A. Munder & Company, Baltimore, is known everywhere good

printing is appreciated for the high standard of workmanship which he maintains in his own plant,

and particularly for the exceptional quality of his presswork. Mr. Munder will put the same con-

scientious labors into his work on this committee that he does in producing work for his own clients.

He writes in part as follows: “I do not mind if my time is taken up, providing that it uplifts my
brothers in the printing profession, and if strict ideas be followed in awarding certificates of merit.

Judging from the knowledge of the men who will act as judges and their strict ideas of quality, the

men who seek awards will not easily get them and when they do they will prize them highly.”

Benjamin Sherbow, of 50 Union Square, New York, is one of our ablest advocates of the importance

of simplicity and readability in type matter. His paper on this subject won first prize among all the

addresses delivered at the annual convention some years ago of the Associated Advertising Clubs of

the World. Mr. Sherbow disdains to consider style in his effort to make type readable, but be gets

none the less a most pleasing style in whatever he does.

Edward DeWitt Taylor is a member of the firm of Taylor & Taylor, fine printers, 404 Mission Street,

San Francisco. Mr. Taylor’s work has added prestige to the cause of good printing on the Pacific

Coast. He came East some years ago and attended the Graduate School of Business Administration

at Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass., where he perfected an already distinguished taste in the

particulars of the technique of printing. In the work of his own concern, Mr. Taylor adheres always

to the highest technical standards, and he will add valuable counsel to the decisions of our judges.

[ 5 1
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DANIEL LEWERTH

nCCUIBEKTSON

DANIEL LEWERTH

D.C.qJLBERTSQN.

TTERE is one of the notably good printing jobs of the year— a 10 by 13 book announcement of the
J- J- new firm of Lewerth & Culbertson, paper dealers ofNew York City. In the view above we are show-
ing the cover of the original dummy on the left, and on the right the cover of the finished announce-
ment. We follow this same method with some of the other reproductions, both on account of the unusual
interest and quality of this piece of work, and also because this job demonstrates the value of planning
all of the details most carefully in advance.

The working out of the title page shows the same close relationship between what was planned and
what was delivered. By getting a sure grasp of all the details of the job before the printer is instructed

to start, all the different departments of the work fit together as originally intended, and in the end the

finished book gives the advertiser exactly what the dummy led him to expect. Mr. E. P. Archibald of
Boston produced this job in the manner we have described. He made the original dummy and rough

sketches while Mr. W. A. Dwiggins, also of Boston, executed the drawings and lettering.

[ 6 ]
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A LTHOUGH an attempt was made to revise the introduction so that some other letter could be usedfor
the initial, this was finally given up, and Mr. Dwiggins fitted the lettering and the decoration on this

page to the freedom and, the irregular character of the R. The typography was so carefully planned in the

making of the dummy that the text, set in the size specified, fitted exactly into its allotted space. The book
was set in Cloister Old Style, 24~point, with a two-point lead between the lines. Text pages were printed

on 50 lb. cover paper, ivhite, antique finish, in a double fold.

^J^HE portraits of Mr. Lewerth and of Mr. Culbertson were printed on coated paper, and tipped on the
A. page. The best halftones available at the time were fiat and very poor. The pronounced success of
this feature of the work was secured by making four impressions, one over the other while the ink was
still wet. The first impression was taken with Inack ink and the threefollowing impressions were made
with brown ink. The gauges were shifted slightly to prevent the dots from printing in the same spot. The
final result was a proof of unusual brilliancy, almost like a photographic print.

17 ]
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Which of these Sears, Roebuck & Company
catalogs show samples or swatches of actual
cloth, and which show only four-color proc-

ess pictures of clothing samples?

IJ^E feel that the printed substitute for the cloth sample has been successful in the boys’ clothing de-

partment,” writes Mr. I. S. Rosenfels, advertising manager for Sears, Roebuck & Company. We
have in process some experimental work for other departments and are watching results most carefully.

Our view of the whole subject is that we can unquestionably find printed substitutes for cloth samples

in almost every function for which samples are now employed. We have only made a beginning and im-

portant developments in new processes and methods are in sight.”

[ 8 ]
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Using Process Color Pictures

in Place of Cloth Samples

Sears, Roebuck and Co. Anticipate Demand of Government to Reduce Sampling —
Pictures in Place of Swatches Save $200,000 in Boys’ Clothing Catalog—

War Board Asks 40 Per Cent Reduction in 7,000,000 Yards of

Cloth Annually Wasted in Samples

S
ears, roebuck & company have dis-

carded swatches in their boys’ clothing cat-

alog. They are using instead process color

pictures of the cloth samples. This has affected

a net saving in the cost of getting out the boys’

clothing catalog of approximately $200,000 a year.

The $200,000 saved represents the cost of the labor

in pasting on the swatches, and also the cost of

the cloth which must be cut up for samples.

Just at this time when the War Industries Board

has only recently asked all cloth and clothing man-

ufacturers to reduce their sampling at least 40 per

cent, the saving of the cloth itself in one of these

Sears, Roebuck & Company clothing catalogs rep-

resents a most important advantage to the country

as it leaves that much more material to be cut into

actual clothing.

It is also most interesting to Direct Advertis-

ing to have it on the authority of an exclusive

statement from Sears, Roebuck & Company, that

the boys’ clothing catalog, printed in process color

last year, was so satisfactory that they are going

to continue this as a permanent policy.

“In addition to the work that has been done

for the boys’ clothing department,” says Mr. I. S.

Rosenfels, advertising manager of Sears, Roebuck

& Company, “we have in process some experi-

mental work for other departments and are watch-

ing results very carefully. We feel that the printed

substitute for the cloth sample has been success-

ful in the boys’ clothing department and that we
will continue to use it.

“Our view of the whole subject is that we can

unquestionably find printed substitutes for cloth

- Opportunity for More Printing

samples in almost every function for which sam-

ples are now employed. We have only made a be-

ginning and important developments in new proc-

esses and methods are in sight.”

This statement of Mr. Rosenfels’ is of unusual

importance because of two reasons. It is of unusual

importance, first because it shows how this great

mail order house has anticipated by more than a

year the action of the Woolen Section of the War
Industries Board, which under date of June 19,

1918, has asked all clothing manufacturers to re-

duce the use of samples at least 40 per cent.

The recommendations of the War Industries Board

are as follows:

1. No goods should be sampled which are not in stock.

2. Samples, books, etc., should only be sent out on request.

3. In no event should the quantity of goods used for sam-
ples for the heavyweight season, fall of 1918, exceed 60
per cent of the quantity used for the fall season of 1917.

4. In no event should any sample exceed 6 by 9 inches or

equivalent in square inches, and it is very strongly
urged that samples should not exceed 4% by 6% inches
or equivalent in square inches.

5. Tailoring-to-the-trade houses and sample woolen houses
should take precaution against agents receiving lines

where the size of their business does not warrant the
necessary amount of sample yardage.

6. Insofar as possible, the sampling for the fall season of
lightweight fabrics should be avoided.

It is estimated by conservation authorities in

Washington that very close to 7,500,000 yards of

cloth are wasted every year in this country by

clothing manufacturers in cutting samples. These

figures assume still greater proportions when one

realizes that this immense wastage of cloth would

make suits for an army of 2,140,000 men. To the

general public, these astounding figures will no

doubt seem almost unbelievable. Few indeed have

had any comprehension at all of the seriousness of

this great sampling evil. It had clearly gone beyond

1
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all reasonable bounds. And it was only through the

necessities of a great war, which have forced the

conservation of material in every direction, that

this appalling situation has been brought to light.

The second reason, why the exclusive statement

of Mr. Rosenfels’, which we are privileged to pub-

lish in this issue, is of the utmost importance is

because it marks a new development in the Direct-

by-Mail Advertising and selling of fabrics of every

character, and refutes as well the almost universal

belief that “samples are the very life blood of the

clothing industry.”

If Sears, Roebuck & Company, the largest mail

order house in the world, find it to their advantage

to use printing instead of samples of fabrics, there

is no reason why this method of advertising and

selling all goods of similar character will not very

soon come into general use.

This new departure on the part of Sears, Roe-

buck & Company no doubt calls for some further

explanation before it will become clear to the

reader how they were able to substitute pictures

for samples. Up to this time it has been generally

understood that the success of mail order selling

in the clothing business depended very largely on

the fact that the prospect was offered an actual

sample of each fabric, so that he could examine it

most minutely, and knew exactly what he was go-

ing to receive. The prospect’s choice of the ma-

terial depended first upon the appearance of the

goods and their appeal to his individual taste, and

second upon the judgment which he was able to

form of their value after having felt of an actual

sample. The prospect had various home-made tests

for determining the value of the fabric. He felt

the sample very carefully. He unravelled the fibers

to see whether they were short or long, whether

they were wool or cotton. He had various other

simple tests of his own. And it was supposed to

be necessary for him to make these tests before

he would buy.

The foregoing describes the situation which

Sears, Roebuck & Company faced in making the

radical change described here in selling clothing.

They had to change the deep-rooted buying habits

of their customers—habits that have been estab-

I 10

—
lished for generations. At first glance the new

method seemed impracticable. Sears, Roebuck &

Company were amply justified in moving slowly

and most carefully before introducing such an

innovation into their catalogs.

The company had an important advantage in

their favor. They held the confidence of their cus-

tomers. This confidence had been secured through

years of square dealing. The goods in all their

catalogs were described just as they were. They

always stood back of every statement that was

made. Any customer could have his money back

if he wanted it. And these things were known and

recognized wherever Sears, Roebuck & Company

attempted to do business.

Therefore, Sears, Roebuck & Company reasoned

that they might be able to substitute pictures of

fabrics for actual samples, if each picture were

accompanied by a chemical analysis of the par-

ticular fabric which would establish beyond ques-

tion its quality.

In brief, they proposed to establish in the cloth-

ing field a condition similar to catalog methods

in the jewelry business. The jewelry or silverware

manufacturer shows a picture of a ring and says

it is 14-karat gold, or a picture of a dessert spoon

and says it is sterling. The karat or sterling label

determines beyond question the value of the ring

or of the silverware.

And so Sears, Roebuck & Company adopted the

method of having a chemical analysis of every fab-

ric they purchased. This analysis showed the exact

character and value of the fabric. And this analysis

was printed under each picture of a cloth sample

in their boys’ clothing catalog.

For example. No. 40K, 3013, a four-color pic-

ture of the cloth for a boy’s suit on page 10 bears

the following analysis: “One-third wool, 12-ounce

worsted. Medium hard finish, dark olive and blue

check. The suit made of this material is described

and illustrated on page 3.”

Another example. No. 40K, 3015, is labeled:

“All wool thirteen-ounce cassimere. Soft finish, ox-

ford gray mixed with shadow stripe. The suit made

of this material is described and illustrated on

page three.”

1
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As a consequence of this policy, the terms, “one-

third wool 12-ounce worsted,” and “all wool 13-

ounce cassimere” mean something to the buyer of

Sears, Roebuck & Company’s goods, just as the

terms 14-karat gold and sterling silver are ac-

cepted as unquestioned standards in the jewelry

or silverware trade.

Sampling is a serious problem in many lines

of business. It is responsible for a vast waste of

money and materials that could be far better em-

ployed, if printed samples were substituted. Every

printer should note most carefully what Mr. Rosen-

fels says, that, “Our view of the whole subject is

that we can unquestionably find printed substitutes

for cloth samples in almost every function for

which such samples are now employed.”

If Sears, Roebuck & Company are able in' save

$200,000 a year by the substitution of pictures for

r
" —

—

samples in their boys’ clothing catalog alone, how

many millions of dollars will be saved when all

clothing catalogs discard the wasteful swatches?

The government by its recent recommendations

hopes to be able to save between 2,500,000 and

3,000,000 yards of cloth a year. This enormous

saving represents a reduction of 40 per cent only

in the use of cloth for cutting wasteful swatches

and samples. Possibly a full 100 per cent of this

waste, or 7,500,000 yards, could be saved, if every

manufacturer of cloth and clothing adopted the

Sears-Roebuck plan of using four-color process pic-

tures for cloth samples.

Here then is another instance where printing has

proved itself to be a most essential industry. It

will be the means of saving many million yards

of cloth and of many millions of dollars annually

in this country.

A Substitute for Salesmen

Forgetting to advertise now is encouraging people to forget you—now and hereafter.

If you can’t sell goods today, remember that there will be a lot of people left alive after

the war, and that they will buy from people whose names are remembered.

Printing is the nearest and most vital substitute for a living salesman, and can be had with-

out putting a want ad in the netvspaper.

Remember not to be forgotten, and keep up the appearance of being a live one by ordering

common-sense printing from
Davis & Warde, Pittsburgh.

Creative Printing

O URS is the joy of creation. We experience the satisfaction of work well done. We have

been present at the birth of an idea. We have watched its growth from the first line of type

to the completed page. We have nursed it through the period of the proof sheet. We have

placed the form gently in the bosom of the press. We have watched the first imprints come

forth with the anxiety of a fond parent. We have dressed the finished product in radiant col-

ors and embellished it with true typography. Ours is the business of Perfect Printing. We
experience the satisfaction of work well done.

Webb & Vary Co., Atlanta, Ga.

[ 11 ]
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Will Need Millions of Letters, Booklets and Catalogs

to Keep Our Great 25,000,000-Ton

Merchant Fleet Busy

HAIRMAN EDWARD N. HURLEY, of the United States Shipping

/ \ Board, has been quoted very widely as saying that we would have a

w I ^ great merchant fleet of 25,000,000 dead-weight tons by 1920. This will

V / be the largest merchant fleet ever assembled under one flag in the his-

tory of the world. While our first duty and our first interest now is to

win the war, still Direct Advertising could not help thinking about the many mil-

lions of letters, circulars, folders, booklets and catalogs which our merchants and

manufacturers will have to use to secure the tremendous increase in foreign trade to

keep this fleet busy after the war.

We were so deeply interested in this matter that we wrote Mr. Hurley about it,

and were very much pleased to have personal assurances from him that he had been

thinking along this line also, and that he believed every American business man should

be making farsighted plans now to secure more export business after the war. Mr. Hur-

ley’s letter to Direct Advertising read in part as follows:

I beg to say that while all efforts of the U. S. Shipping Board and

Emergency Fleet Corporation are now centered on production, of ships for

war purposes, the amount of tonnage which we shall need to win this war

also calls for farsighted plans afterward, and should he carefully studied

by every American business man.

With these ships in peace times we shall carry our manufactured goods,

business travelers and tourists to foreign countries, and will also bring back

raw materials and our foreign customers. We shall also use our ships to help

other nations maintain their industrial life, especially the smaller nations.

But, to keep our ships busy for our own account we must have the highest

manufacturing and distributing efficiency in this country; intelligent invest-

ment of American capital abroad to help other countries develop their re-

sources; good salesmanship and service to foreign customers in their own

localities; prompt and regular deliveries of goods to foreign customers by

regular lines of American merchant ships.

Naturally all these new activities call for printing. 1 am unable to make

estimates ow to the amount needed, of course, for that is a question which

every American business man will decide for himself, once he gets this new

vision of American trade abroad.

Edward N. Hurley,

Chairman, United States Shipping Board.
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How to Make the Dummy
a First Lesson for Printers

All Printing Should Be Planned— Dummy Furnishes Basis of Agreement Between Cus

tomer and Printer— Furnishes Proper Understanding in the Workrooms of What

Is to Be Done— Dummy-Making Simplest Form of Initiative and

Enterprise for Securing Orders—By Henry Lewis JOHNSON

I
T is obvious that all printing should be

planned as a basis of agreement between

the customer and the printer, and for the

proper understanding in the workrooms of what

is to be done, yet layout departments are com-

paratively recent developments in printing office

organization. Even now there are altogether too

few offices having such departments through which

all new work passes. There has always been much

indefiniteness in the dealings between the printer

and his customer but fortunately better under-

standings are being brought about through a more

careful planning at the outset.

Dummy-making, whether for the simplest post

card or folder or for the most elaborate and

substantially bound catalog, is the first logical

move. It is the basis for fixing upon the size, for

the selection of paper and for determining upon

illustrations, types, designs, binding and other de-

tails. But the modern-day dummy goes back nearer

to the beginning of business relations than this.

It is often the dominating feature in securing an

order for the printer and for the paper man.

The printer says to the paper salesman: “Blank

& Co. propose to have a catalog to show illus-

trations of the residences and public buildings in

which they have installed electrical equipment. I

estimate the material will come into 32 pages, size

7 X 10 inches.” Thereupon the printer and the

paper salesman start in to prepare a suitable dum-

my to show the exact stock to be used in the pro-

posed book and to be used for pasting in such

proofs and illustrations as may be required and

to carry any specially prepared designs.

I

While some printers prepare dmnmies from

their immediate resources in papers, there are

many more who look to the paper salesman for the

material and it is the salesman’s opportunity to

give service to his customers and to make sub-

stantial sales by providing dummies.

Do not say that you cannot make dummies be-

cause you have not the right equipment. A large

amount of catalog work is saddle-wired or sewed.

The majority of such dummies can be made with

needle and thread and the simplest means for

trimming. If a power cutter is not to be reached

conveniently use the ordinary card cutter.

The accompanying diagram shows the ordinary

forms of bindings and their proper designations.

The most elementary feature in dummy-making is

in folding and collating the sheets. For example,

the novice may say: “This copy will probably

make about a 10-page or 14-page pamphlet.”

This shows a lack of familiarity with binding for

the economics of printing and binding are based

on multiples of 4. A single fold is 4 pages, 2 folds

8, 3—16, 4—32 and 5—64 pages. It is only with

thin paper and large edition work that 64 page

folds are used; 8, 16 and 32 are the common sig-

natures. Intervening sizes are made by combina-

tions of 4s, 8s and 16s. For example, 28 pages

may be 1—16, 1—8 and 1—4.

This discussion does not have to do with the

reasons for sizes and selection of papers and other

constructive details. We are dealing now with only

the mechanics of dummy-making for the printer

and his salesmen. The ordinary procedure may

be specified as follows;

n
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Common Forms in Catalog Bindings

A — Saddle-Wire stitching, for pamphlets with or without covers; B—Pamphlet tied with floss;

C—A strong method of fastening with silk cord; D— Another method of cord binding, for pam-
phlets and small catalogs ; E—Fastened with tape or ribbon, for programs ; F—Square back bind-

ing, used for many institutional and trade catalogs ; G— Sewed book with round back, board

sides and combination of cloth back-strip and paper or cloth sides.

(1) Fold the sheet to the size which will allow

for trimming to the dimensions required.

(2) See that the grain runs the same way as the

binding edge. This is a story in itself but it

is of the utmost importance because all papers

will buckle under the action of paste used in

binding if the grain runs across the page.

(3) Collate the folded sheets by inserting to pro-

duce the number of pages required.

(4) Fold and trim cover stock, slightly oversize

if the dummy is to have an over-hang cover.

Trim the inside pages to the finished size,

insert in cover, sew or wire it and the dummy

is complete.

(5) If the catalog or pamphlet is to be trimmed

flush, insert the pages in the cover and bind

with a double stitch. A needle of good size,

ordinary crochet cotton or heavy thread will

serve. Still better, if the finished book is to

be sewed, use the exact kind and color of

cotton or thread proposed for the edition.

(6) Trim on a card or power cutter to the re-

quired dimensions.

These elementary steps can be extended in

many directions, according to the printer’s or

paper salesman’s ingenuity and artistic taste in

combining papers. A recent catalog of a watch-

making concern shows a combination of antique

paper for the text matter, tipped-on illustrations

for the exterior and interior views and a final

signature of 16 pages of catalog subjects. This

combination of antique and coated papers can be

carried out in menus, programs, art catalogs and

in some trade publications.

Many catalogs now have an effective finish by

the use of end leaves of the same color as the

cover but of lighter weight. These end leaves usual-

ly trim to the size of the body pages, while the

heavier stock of the cover has a slight overhang.

A series of finely made catalogs of musical

instruments carried regular catalog matter in about

48 pages. The inside of the back cover has a

pocket in which are single sheet inserts of full-

page piano illustrations.

A simple portfolio form is used in a size of

about 7 X 10 for carrying plates on dull-finished

post card paper, showing lighting fixture illus-

trations. Double thick covers make suitable port-

folios for such material.

A recent catalog of furs has a series of illus-

trations on 100 lb. coated, enclosed in a three-

fold jacket which carries the general advertising

in decorative display on the front. This is made

to go in a No. 10 envelope.

A smaller size on the same general idea is a

4-page cover stock fold, size 3% x 6^ with a

small pocket on the bottom of the third page

which serves to hold an introductory slip and 6

small fashion plates.

This discussion might continue with notes on

[ 14 1
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styles of catalog making but its greatest service

to the reader will be in starting him to observe

different forms of bindings. These should not only

be noted, but examples collected so that when

the customer asks for suggestions or even to antici-

pate his ideas, the printer can produce a dummy

which will best meet the requirements for the pro-

gram, pamphlet or catalog.

A knowledge of dummy-making is also the only

way in which a paper salesman can be adequately

equipped to advise with the printer on the selec-

tion of papers.

Dummy-making is one of the simplest forms of

initiative and enterprise for securing orders. Best

of all, it is one of the constructive elements which

make business friends and customers.

Joseph Morgan, Master Advertising Man

Joseph MORGAN’S office was located in the far corner of the administration building of

a great industrial plant. It was enclosed not so much to give it privacy as to enable the small

group of people who worked there to think out their problems in quiet. Naturally, it was a

typical advertising manager’s office, but not because Joseph Morgan was a typical adver-

tising man {he was far from that), but because his office had the atmosphere of things being

accomplished.

Among the many things which Joseph Morgan had learned as a successful advertising

manager was one to which he accredited most of the results he had accomplished. That one

thing was the employment of the services of men in specialized branches of advertising. On
his inner council of counselors there were men representing all the media he used in adver-

tising his goods. Always they were the best men in their respective branches of service. Chief

among these was a printer with advertising brains.

And Joseph Morgans great success lay in that group of men. He consulted with them on

all matters of importance and from their separate ideas he builded the plans which were car-

rying his company through year after year of continued growth and prosperity.

People began to hear about him. They wondered what formula he used.

One night a small group were talking about business. Joseph Morgan was among them.

Finally one of the men turned and said, “Morgan, I’ve heard a great deal about you, your

work and your success. Tell us, what is your system?”

“Well” said Morgan, “it’s simple enough. / have always knotvn that no one man could

possess all the brains in the world, and I never fooled myself in thinking I had them. If 1

have been successful it is because I have used the other fellow’s brains along with mine.

Usually I give my business to men who have made a thorough study of the lines in which they

are engaged. They know more about those things than I do. Consequently / get all the bene-

fits that expert knowledge and attention bring. Whenever 1 need help in promoting a big plan

each one of these men does a certain part—the part for which he has been especially trained.

Instead of just myself there are always three or four others—hundred-per-centers—who help

me ‘put it across.’

“I never quibble about price. And never put advertising brains upon a competitive basis.

I put all the faith and confidence I have in a man’s ability—then it is up to him. Results are

what count. Nothing else. And that’s the way I get them.”

Henry R. Hayek, in More Business,

the house organ of Janies, Kerns & Abbott Co., printers, Portland, Oregon.

[ 15 ]
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Interesting Printer’s Booklet

Entitled ”The House Between”
Although His Son Disapproves of the Copy, L. H. Jenkins of Richmond, Fa., Insists

on Writing and Publishing a De Luxe Booklet Describing His Book Printing

and Binding Plant and His Work— Makes Human and

Readable Story of Process of Producing Books in Large Editions

are reprinting a portion of the copy in Mr. Jenkins’
booklet entitled “The House Between,” because it has several

essential merits which are too ojten lacking in printers’

booklets of this kind. It is human, interesting and convinc-

ing. Most printers when they issue a booklet to advertise

their business employ some so-called professional writer

to furnish the copy. This paid writer usually does not de-

vote time enough to the matter to make the booklet reflect

the character of the business. He simply claims all the

virtues that a high-grade printing business is supposed to

have, and lets it go at that. The result is that too many
printers’ booklets read fust about alike.

Y OU read this title and think, Avell, that

sounds like it might be one of the best

sellers, or more likely a movie scenario.

But it isn’t—we didn’t have a heroine handy. To

be different, we are going to divulge the “plot”

right at the beginning and tell you why we call it

this. After the author of a book, there must be

three other parties interested to make it a success

—

Publisher, Printer, Public. The first one is the

most important, for without him the best thought

in the world would be lost. He is really a public

benefactor. The last one is very necessary, and has

to be pleased. If not, the other two are out of a

job. The second one is the poor Printer and Binder

who, as a necessary evil, modestly takes his place

between the two, trying to serve both.

His is the “House Between” the Publisher and

Public.

Nearly all Publishing Houses realize that their

business is apart from the mechanical making of

a book, and have found out that it’s more econom-

ical, and better results are obtained, to have their

manufacturing done by a house which gives its

whole attention to it. That’s where w'e fit.

We do nothing but manufacture books in edi-

tions,—no blank books, job binding, or small com-

[ 16

mercial printing. It’s the specialist nowadays that

gives service and price.

This story tells you how and where we do it.

It’s really interesting to see how carloads of

paper are dumped into one end of a large building

and carloads of bound books go out at the other.

That’s what we do.

So this “House BetAveen” is being made use of

by publishers all over the country, as well as by

printers who haven’t the binding facilities that we

have. Our business is not with the general public.

We do not claim to make more complete books

a day than any other house, but we do make a

few—millions every year—we didn’t always do

this. The cut shows you that—like any other grow-

ing thing—Ave were once very small.

The little sign read: L. H. Jenkins, Book-Binder,

Blank Book Maker, and Paper Ruler.

But we took that down the morning after Ave

read what somebody else had said about the mouse

trap and “the beaten path to the door,” and deter-

mined that we would do one thing, and do that

well. If we couldn’t write a “better book” we

Avould try to make one, and see if the world

wouldn’t “beat it” to our door.

They did.

Noav, it requires quite a plant to take care of a

business that comes from a score of states. It’s

built on modern lines, too. You’ll see a picture of

a part of the factory flower garden with a few

employees at noon hour. There are more inside.

Such surroundings tend to better work. We don’t

do it in a “sAveat shop,” but through the windows

comes the fragrance of magnolias as we listen to

]
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the birds in the ivy that clings to the wall—that

is, we do that in the summer time.

By the way, the proper manner to start a story

is to give the location—but this is different. So it’s

now the time to say: our plant is located in Rich-

mond, Virginia.

Don’t think because we spoke of magnolias we

are “way down South.” We are right in the middle

of things, just midway be-

tween North and South. It

is one of the financial and

manufacturing centers of

the country.

See from the little map

the direct railroads North,

South, East and West, be-

sides boat transportation.

We can get anywhere as

quickly as anyone, and

often quicker. Go to New
York in eight hours, two

hours and forty-five min-

utes to Washington, and

six hours to Philadelphia.

It may seem prosaic to

be skipping from birds

and flowers to heavy print-

ing presses and black ink,

but the ink is not always

black, for we do some of the finest three- and four-

color work. We have to, on account of the millions

of school books we make every year.

Of course, nearly all edition publishers have

electro plates of their books. So a press that prints

sixty-four of these plates, and does it right, has

got to be up to the minute. Something has hap-

pened since Benjamin Franklin used an old

wooden lever press and daubed his ink on with

a mop. (The perfectly proper way to say this is:

“It’s a long cry” from Benjamin Franklin to 1917,

but somebody thought of that first.)

One of the best things that has occurred in book

printing since then has been the press (you see

some in the pictures), into which the sheets are

automatically fed. The pressman, after a thorough

make-ready of the form and the use of chalk over-

lays where cuts are used, simply watches his color

and sees that they come out right. This press room

is only one-eighth of our building; so there must

be something doing elsewhere. Multiply this activ-

ity by eight and you’ll have it.

Publishers will appreciate having a house that

can make their books complete—both printing and

binding—under one roof, and one management,

with no divided responsi-

bility. The binder can’t

“lay it on” the printer,

nor the printer on the

binder. You don’t have

but one man to “kick”

—

the boss.

So it’s a great thing to

be able simply to place

an order, knowing that

someone else is going to

shoulder the burden; and

when the call is made for

books, there they are, and

in the meantime no call

for cash on account to

keep the thing going.

You’ll see a picture of

a folding machine. This is

where the printed sheets

first begin to assume the

shape of a book. Isn’t it a shame that thirty or

forty girls should be displaced by one machine

that will fold as many sheets as all of them put

together? We must confess, that’s what it does.

But wait! With labor-saving machinery we give

employment to more people than under the old

system, do better work, besides reducing the cost

to the customer, and giving better service. So every-

body ought to be satisfied.

We want to show that we’ve got that kind of

machinery; that’s the reason we put pictures of

them in the book. But folding machines are just

the beginning. There are others that seem to have

more sense than some folks.

Take the gathering and collating machine; it

takes the different signatures, or leaves of a book,

gathers and collates them in the order in which

An Apology

I have a son. He is younger than I, but he

knows more about some things than I do,

so I asked him what he thought of my
manuscriptfor this booklet to send to pub-

lishers and others with books to make.

”Well,” said he, with some hesitancy, "it

appears to me rather disconnected, and I

reallydo not thinkyour 'style’ equals some

of the earlier writers.”

"But do you think they’ll read it?” I ven-

tured.

"They might,” he replied, "if the ’sen-

tence’ was either that or hard labor.”

If it’s as bad as that, then this word of
apology is due you. I think the size is very

good, however, and it isn’t nearly as thick

as some books.

L. H. Jenkins.

[ 17 ]
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The Executive Series of booklets put out by The Barta Press of Boston represent another unusual idea in printer’s adver-
tising. There were eight booklets in The Executive Series, identical in every respect except for the change in copy and
title. The size was 4}4 by 6 and the same paper and typographical arrangement was followed throughout the series. The
titles were as follows: No. 1, "Dividends, Directors and Publicity

;

” No, 2, "The President’s Relation to Publicity No. 3,

"The Treasurer Knows Publicity Costs; ’’ No. 4, "Publicity Managing for the General Manager No. 5, "Publicity’s Part
in the Sales Manager’s Plan ;

’’ No. 6, "Publicity Buying and the Purchasing Agent; ” No. 7, "The Kind of Advertising
the Advertising Manager Would Like to Do; ’’ No. 8, "The Salesman’s Dependence on Publicity,”
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they are to go in the book, and delivers them com-

plete for the sewers. You can’t fool it, either; it

seems to think. If two sheets try to get in, or one

to get out, the red paddle goes up and, like a

traffic officer, says, “Stop! Something is wrong

here; I won’t move a step further until you fix me.

The book must be right.”

That’s why we have it. Of course, here’s where

another forty girls dropped their jobs, but fifty

took their places on account of increased business.

In these days, if we had to do all the work by

hand—well, we wouldn’t do it, because the pub-

lisher couldn’t afford to pay the price. The printer

wouldn’t have much to do. The public couldn’t get

low price books. Result—idle workmen and people

more or less illiterate. We feel that we are helping

all ’round.

Just think of it—a man with a hand saw making

gashes across the back of a book, and a woman

with a needle and thread sewing them together by

hand. You’ll see a little picture that represents this

man and woman—ten of them stood aside as each

machine was brought in. This is only one of the

things that means getting out books quickly. It’s

all the same if they are wanted tape sewed and

reinforced—^machinery does it.

We are really going to admit ourselves that the

view of the men’s department shows there is some

business going on. See that pile of cases at the left

of the picture, back of the man at the printing

press? We don’t know, but this may be for a book-

binder in some part of the country who hasn’t the

facilities for case-making that we have, and has

sent them to us, because, with our facilities for

case-making, we can make them cheaper than he

can himself. Lots of them have found this out, and

consequently have gotten quick service, besides

saving trouble and money.

The “case” is a very important part of a book;

it’s what the dress is to a woman. It either attracts,

or she looks “horrid.”

In the old days, it was quite an “event” when

the whole shop turned out to make a thousand

covers. Now, it would make the old fellow with

the glue brush open his eyes to see twenty thousand

roll out of a few machines in a day. We can do it.

— ' ' ' '

As this is not a “serial,” but a “short story,”

we can’t speak of each individual machine; for

instance, a rounder and backer.

People used to build a house with just a hammer

and saw, and they used to build a book with a

hammer and a glue brush, with a needle thrown in.

This machine we are talking about relegates the

hammer to the junk pile—we don’t think we have

one in the whole place. The publisher knows we

are up to date with this kind of equipment.

Oh! There is one thing we should have men-

tioned. We failed to put in this book a picture of

a casing-in machine; but take our word for it, we
have them. It puts the cover on the book, instead of

by hand.

We’ve had publishers ask us if we had this or

that machine. Yes, we have them all, and then

some things that we might talk about; all for one

end—the making of good books.

No Machine for Gilding Edges

Folks are very smart nowadays, but they never

have invented a machine that can successfully put

on a gilt edge. It has to be done with elbow grease

to make it right. We think we have the best edge

gilders in the country.

If we were writing a “scenario,” we would start

a new reel right here and show the finished prod-

uct. You’ll see them in the presses where we let

them stay until thoroughly dry; then they are in-

spected and wrapped, ready to be shipped out just

where the customer says. If he desires us to hold

for future orders, in the warehouse they go.

Speaking of warehouses, it reminds us of space

—that’s one thing that we are “long on”; we
believe in it—outside and inside—and it’s at your

service.

If this was a well constructed story, we would

have told about our sheet room right after the

folding. But then, again, tliis is different. About

20,000 square feet of floor space in which to store

folded sheets will certainly take care of some

sheet stock.

We fold, gather and collate the whole edition,

and bind as ordered. But we don’t ask pay for this

part of the work until the book is completed.
* * *

[ 19 ]
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Establish Their Catalogs as

Text Books on Gearings

Fellows Gear Shaper Company Use Non-Technical Language in Booklets and Catalogs

Intended to Explain Principles of Gearing to Mechanics— Publications Cover

Subject So Simply and Thoroughly That They Have Been

Adopted as Text Books in Many Colleges — By Douglas T. Hamilton

O F all the subjects that have to deal with

mechanics, probably no subject is any

more interesting, or any more difficult for

the average mechanic to understand, than the sub-

ject of gearing. There are many reasons why this is

so. In the first place, there are comparatively few

text-books that cover this subject in a comprehen-

sive and simple manner. Further, there are so many

conditions that must be met, and that can be han-

dled in various ways, that literature covering these

conditions and explaining them in simple terms

is very scarce.

It was for this, as well as for other reasons,

that the Fellows Gear Shaper Company, some few

years ago, started to prepare a series of interesting

booklets dealing with the various phases of gear-

ing. The chief object in preparing these booklets

was to present gearing data in simple terms, so

that the mechanic who was not versed in higher

mathematics, etc., could readily understand the

chief principles of gearing. That the booklets about

to be mentioned have attained this object is proved

by the wide circulation that they have had, and

their recognition as authoritative treatises on the

subjects they cover.

The first booklet to be prepared was known as

Commercial Gear Cutting and was used as a

general catalog. This in addition to describing

the product of this company also dealt quite exten-

sively with the elementary principles of generat-

ing as applied particularly to the formation of

gear teeth.

Following up this booklet, another booklet,

namely. The Involute Gear was prepared. This

[ 20

booklet met with immediate success and at the

present time is used in many of the technical

schools, trade schools, etc., as a text-book dealing

with the subject of the principles of involute gear-

ing. In fact, within the past two years 5000 copies

of this booklet have been distributed to those in-

terested in the subject of gearing, and as many as

100 copies each to different technical schools. This

booklet has within the past few months been thor-

oughly revised and the new edition is already hav-

ing a wide circulation.

Following the preparation of the booklet The

Involute Gear, another booklet, namely. The

Stub Tooth Gear was prepared. This took up the

problem of gear tooth design and explained the

difference between the two common forms of gear

teeth, namely, the fourteen and one-half degree

involute tooth and the twenty degree stub tooth,

the latter being a modified form of involute tooth

developed by the Fellows Gear Shaper Company

in 1899.

The first edition of this booklet was of a rather

technical character and did not meet with the

same success as the booklet The Involute Gear.

A new edition, however, has been prepared cover-

ing this subject in a much more interesting man-

ner, and up to the present time—in fact within

three months—2000 copies have been circulated

among technical schools and engineers. Practically

all of the subject matter in this booklet cannot be

secured in any of the so-called standard text-books

on gearing. This, in addition to the simple manner

in which the material has been presented, has

made this booklet greatly desired by engineers.

1
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Another booklet, namely, The Internal Gear,

which is at present in the hands of the printer

and will be finished within a few months, deals

with still another phase of gearing. At the present

time there is no text-book on the market that con-

tains any data on the internal gear, and owing to

the importance of this form of gear for use in

connection with truck drives, tractors, reduction

gear mechanisms, etc., engineers are desirous of

getting all available data. This book comprises 92

pages of engineering data on this subject.

The product of the Fellows Gear Shaper Com-

pany has become popular largely through the ex-

"- '

tensive campaign directed towards the circulation

of literature covering the subject of gearing, and

only incidentally dealing with the machine itself.

In fact it has been found that the more com-

plete and exhaustive the various subjects have

been covered the more Direct Advertising results

obtained. A further benefit from this literature is

in the variety of problems it has brought in to the

engineering department. This, of course, enables

the engineering department to keep in direct touch

with new developments and is of inestimable value

in securing an avenue for explaining the advantages

of the gear shaper method of generating gear teeth.

Decorative Value of a Simple Page of Type

The decorative value of a simple page of beautiful type, beautifully printed, is a value

quite apart from the aesthetic pleasure given us by any other of the graphic arts. So elusive

is it that it becomes difficult to analyze or classify, and I have frequently doubted whether

printing, in its essential simplicity, should be included among the graphic arts at all.

This fundamental integrity is, in my opinion, the real art of printing. Holding to it, one

may add and superadd whatever ornament his fancy may dictate or the subject require; and

if the decoration be wisely chosen the completed work will be a thing of beauty. Abandon,

or even slight, this integrity of pure typography, and no amount of ornament, however beau-

tiful, will compensate for its disappearance. It is just this quality in which our present-day

typography is weakest.

So many hampering considerations enter into every bit of work, that few printers are pre-

pared to make the requisite sacrifices of time and money, either to study the many fine exam-

ples of their art amongst the older work, or to apply the knowledge so obtained, to whatever

they may be engaged upon.

1 can assure you, however, that there is no golden road to fine printing. One must continu-

ally give his best effort, and only his best, to every piece of work he undertakes. The result

will be a lasting thing of beauty—or not—according to his capacity as a workman and his

taste as an artist. But with that he has no immediate concern. It is enough for him to feel

that he has honestly given the utmost that was in him, and his pleasure will come in the

approbation {if he be fortunate enough to win it) of so critical an audience as the Ameri-

can Institute of Graphic Arts.

Bruce Rogers.
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QUALITY^
VALUE
3PPREC1ATI0N of Quality is one of

the surest evidences of the developed

individual Merely “good enough” is

no longer good enough for the maa
who is growing In his ability ta take

a man’s pbce in the real world of

constructive effort. The watchword of every man
who b getting ahead in business or in he profession

is: “To do some things better than they were ever

done before.” The spirit dominates the merchan-

dbing policy of The Store for Men. The merchandise

produced under the pcJicy reflects the spirit to the

fullest possible degree. Knowledge of what consti-

tutes quality— in material* treatment, form; the

determination and ability to embody that knowl-

edge in the merchandise— these are the essentials in

the production of quality merchandise. Value can be

judged only in relation to quality. We never skimp

merchandise to fit a price, but build it to express

a quality that corresponds ta a human need. The
price is determined by the cost of production plus

a fair profit—large enough to reward worthy effort,

small enough to win an ever increasing patrohage.

Marshall Field & Company wanted to make their men’s furnishing department dominate in the minds of Chicago business

men. They decided that a book would be the best medium to secure this domination for them. On these two pages we
endeavor to reproduce something of the style and bigness of the impressive, 11 by 16 book entitled, "The Store for Men,”

which they sent out to more than 80,000 Chicago business men. The inserted pictures show the typography and the general

arrangement of the book, with full page line drawings on every left hand page. The large pictures in the background

show full page illustrations, trimmed liberally all around, but in actual size. As Mr. R. A. Brown, Advertising Manager

[ 22 ]
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for Marshall Field writes "Direct Advertising," they determined to make their book in its very physical appearance express
the bigness of their proposition. And what is more to the point, Mr, Brown says: "We believe that the book is accomplishing
Its purpose. While it is impossible to trace direct sales, we have never known such a remarkable response both by word of
mouth and by letter from anything we have ever done." There were 100,000 copies of the book printed and although most
people estimate the cost at more than 50 cents a copy, the actual cost was slightly less than 25 cents. Bertsch & Cooper made
the dummy for "The Store for Men;” Grauman & Co. produced the drawings; and the Faithorn Co. did the printing.

[ 23 ]
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Sends Check for Westinghouse Dealer Literature

T^HE Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company produces such valuable Dealer Literature

that its agents often offer to pay for it. The illustration on this page shows a dealer’s check for a

recent consignment of Westinghouse literature. To show the dealer the cost the Westinghouse Com-

pany has gone to in the production of the various selling helps for agents and dealers, Mr. Willard Hall,

New England Advertising Manager, has adopted the custom of sending an itemized bill with each lot

of dealer advertising. The bill is made out correctly according to the actual cost of the various pieces.

It is then stamped in red as you will note above, "Advertising Service. No charge.” But as you will see,

one dealer sent his check for $5.50, to cover the cost of the literature. When informed by Mr. Hall that

there was no charge for the literature and that the check would be returned to him, this dealer declared

that the literature was worth the money anyway, and that he would devote the money to the Red Cross.
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Photographic Illustration for

Booklets and Catalogs

An Argument for Larger Use of Actual Photographs in Direct-by-Mail Advertising— They

Vizualize Products Accurately and Convincingly—Attract Attention to Goods

Described— Will Help Sell Many a Job of Printing— Often Make it

Possible to Eliminate Most of the Copy— by Edwin A. Hunger, Eastman Kodak Co.

O NE of the outstanding features of a

photographic illustration in a catalog,

booklet, folder, circular or any other

type of direct advertising matter is the fact that

it enables one to visualize a product and form

accurately and quickly an idea of its make-up in

a way that would be difficult to convey with a

drawing, descriptive matter or other means. Photo-

graphs carry an atmosphere of truth. They are

convincing. They give first-hand -information. They

lend charm and beauty to advertising copy and

help sell goods. Moreover, the truth-telling char-

acteristic of photographs fits in with the present-

day demand for accurate information in advertis-

ing and a photographic illustration in connection

with straightforward text accordingly makes the

illustrated catalog more forceful.

In booklets and catalogs just as in other adver-

tising literature, the big idea is to attract attention

to the goods described. Straight text is seldom suf-

ficient to get the selling talk over; something else

is needed—photographic illustrations, for instance,

which tell their part of the story at a glance to the

busy man, arouse his curiosity and help create a

desire for the goods, which is just what most trade

publications are printed for. Photographs are suc-

cessful “salesmen,” and possess sales features if

they display an article performing its functions

and show it at the proper angle, with the correct

illumination, to emphasize salable points.

Besides the straight selling arguments which

photographic reproductions provide, the illustra-

tions enable a manufacturer to show to the dealer

everything he has to offer him. Very few dealers

can keep on hand a complete assortment of goods

placed on the market by any one manufacturer; but

if the dealer has a completely illustrated catalog,

he can tell pretty well by the illustrations what

he needs most and requires few words of explana-

tion in addition. In this respect the photographic

illustration conveys the idea more clearly, more

concisely and more forcibly than pages of descrip-

tive writing. In fact, in many cases where illus-

trations are profusely used the text can be greatly

reduced or outside of titles for the illustrations and

perhaps a few introductory paragraphs eliminated

altogether, and the result will be a more interesting

and effective advertising job.

Photographs are especially useful in showing

the construction of a device or how it may be used.

Photographic illustrations of certain important

parts or all parts disassembled serve to bring

forcibly to one’s attention the salient features of

the device. If a person is shown using a device or

even in the process of handling or viewing a

product or material the illustration gains in human

interest and forcefulness as well. Such an illus-

tration has something in it that piques one’s curi-

osity—a desire, one might call it, to know what

one’s fellow beings are doing—and therefore any

photograph of a person in connection with the

goods to be sold will be more alluring and tempt

a possible purchaser to read and look farther. The

description of various kinds of machinery is es-

pecially facilitated by means of suitable photo-

graphs. Instructions can also be made very simple

by means of photographs which show the machines

in various steps of operation. Striking photographs

[ 25 ]
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a< aptain Scott and party arri-ziing

at Amundsen 's tent nuhere they find
the Norwegian's records, showing
that he had discovered the South Pole

two months previously. © 7. S.

They Doubted Columbus— but We Believed Scott’s Photographs

liyHEN Columbus declared that he would find a shorter route to India and asserted that the world was not fiat, and even
after he returned from his wondrous voyage, men doubted all he told them. He teas even thrown into prison as a fraud

and a cheat.

But yesterday a brave man sent back a message from the frozen South — a touching, authentic history of his travels and
trials in reaching the Pole. There was no tendency to disbelieve. In fact, no one could doubt, because the Kodak saw, and
gave us photographic proof.

Photography has given the world new eyes for truth— eyes that see, observe, record and testify. It is an indispensable aid
in science, commerce, engineering and art. —From a recent advertisement of the Eastman Kodak Co.
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showing the right and wrong way of working a

piece of apparatus furthermore will impress them-

selves upon the minds of prospective purchasers

in a manner that reams of written precautions will

not accomplish.

Photographs are particularly useful to printers

of booklets and catalogs since they add to the at-

tractiveness of their make-up and convince the

manufacturer or producer that such mediums of

advertising are very worthwhile. In other words,

the photographs help to “sell” the buyer of cata-

logs just as well as they do the prospective pur-

chaser of his goods. In his efforts to increase his

business, therefore, the printer cannot afford to

overlook the possibilities of photographs and

should use them wherever space will permit.

"

Of course, the problem of how and where to

get good clear-cut photographs for catalogs, book-

lets and circulars is liable to be quite a bugbear

to the printer and producer unless tackled intelli-

gently. Commercial photography is naturally dif-

ferent from other kinds of photography and pos-

sesses its own peculiarities. Usually it is best to go

to some expert photographer, preferably one who

specializes in commercial work, and thereby be sure

of good and accurate results. It is here that the

slogan of the Eastman Kodak Company “There is

a Photographer in your town” applies as well to

the printer as to others interested in photography.

In choosing one’s photographer, it is also well to

consult with one’s engraver, who may have some

useful suggestions.

Advertising When You Are Oversold

The company that continues to advertise when it is difficult to fill orders will reflect pro-

gressive management, which implies quality products and, more important, sincere

consideration for the men producing such products.

The thoughtful man looks ahead and provides for the future. He buys insurance when

he is well ami able to do so. He does not think of allowing his annual payment to lapse

because he knows that he will lose the cumulative value of previous payments and event-

ually will be compelled to make up the deficit, or buy another policy at higher rates. In

equal manner do these conditions apply to advertising as business insurance.

Jt would be wiser for a man to forfeit his insurance one year and buy a new policy

the next year than for a representative business institution to play an in-and-out game in

advertising. No insurance company has as yet evolved a satisfactory method of guaranteeing

the successful operation of a business institution on a dividend paying basis, yet judicious

advertising of a product that is all right will accomplish this much desired result.

Therefore, we must avail ourselves of the only protection, the only insurance we have,

and advertise judiciously, so that public opinion will at least acknowledge an acquaintance

with our product when we are again able to deliver the goods. By this course only can we

successfully operate and keep our business on a dividend-paying basis in the newer meaning.

Much has been spoken and written regarding the cumulative value of advertising. In

simple terms, it is the fixed result obtained by continuous endeavor to sway, mould and

solidify Public Opinion. The reasoning and the conclusions governing a decision on adver-

tising when it is hard to fill orders must be absolutely right or Public Opinion may be

influenced in a way that will prove disastrous.

Utmost caution is imperative to predetermine the effect each advertisement shall

produce. Obviously, if an oversold condition exists, you are forced to write the copy for

future value rather than to bring out increased demand for prompt deliveries.

George H. Chabls, in an address before the New York Advertising Club.
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Why Advertising Now Means

Preparedness After the War
Shall We Be Unprepared for Business After the War? Asks George H. Charls in Address

Before New York Club— Tells Why American Rolling Mill Co. is Continuing

Advertising—Says Our Military Unpreparedness Will Be Followed

by Business Unpreparedness If We Do Not Advertise

A FTER experiencing one humiliating and

/% bitter lesson of unpreparedness, shall

± we welcome a second ? This is the ques-

tion that George H. Charls asked in an address

before the New York Advertising Club. He argued

that we should not leave the after-war period for

another demonstration of the “awful” results of

unpreparedness. To make American business safe

for peace, he urged that we should advertise now.

“When the books are filled with orders we

cannot execute, when the world is consecrated to

the task of eliminating those forces of evil which

would crush all imder the heel of tyranny, when

America is massing for the final thrust, what shall

be the attitude of business?” asked Mr. Charls.

He then described the policy of The American

Rolling Mill Company. This company like many

others has been wholly imable to supply the in-

creasing demand for its products. It was con-

fronted with the question of deciding an advertis-

ing policy when it was unable to produce the

goods to deliver the orders already on its books.

The reasons that lead this company to continue

its advertising the same as formerly were described

by Mr. Charls as follows:

“Continued advertising when unable to make

delivery holds the public to its first decision to

use the advertised product. If such product can-

not be obtained, the public must resort to another

product; but, in doing so, such other product

remains simply a substitute for the advertised

product so long as the public knows their original

choice is still being produced, and why they

cannot obtain it promptly.

“If the advertising of the original product is

discontinued the substitute product is accepted and

the original product dismissed from the public’s

mind. The previous effort is lost, and the task

of reforming public opinion in favor of the origi-

nal product is magnified to such an extent that

such procedure is manifestly uneconomical.

“The distributor of the original product re-

mains an ally and continues his effort to hold

the public to such product if the advertising is

continued. The discontinuance of advertising under

such circumstances disheartens the distributor, and

the secondary benefit—namely, the word-of-mouth

advertising—is also lost.

“If it requires two or three years to obtain real

worth-while results from a general advertising

campaign, selected advertising seeds, planted in

this season of plenty, imdoubtedly must yield a

crop when it shall be needed greatly.

“The more thoroughly the proposition was

studied and analyzed, the greater became the con-

viction that instead of being a problem or hard-

ship, this period when it is hard to make deliveries

presented a great opportunity to build bridges across

the diflSculties that could not ordinarily be over-

come in times of peace.

“How can we best serve our Government and

keep the intrinsic value of our product fresh in

the minds of those we have served in the past

and possibly cannot serve during the war? First,

we should put every ounce of energy to work to

win the war, and second, we should prepare now

to make America and American business safe for

peace after the war is over.”
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These House Organs Are Published for Boys

A NUMBER of large national concerns are publishing house organs and booklets especially for boys.

JVe shoiv three such publications on this page. The "Fisk Club News ” is published by the Fisk Tire

and Rubber Company to promote boys’ bicycle clubs, and to sell bicycle tires to boys. This house organ

has been unusually successful. It carries news concerning all of the bicycle clubs and is sent to thousands

of boys who belong to clubs throughout the country. "Our Boys” is a house organ which has been pub-
lished for many years by the Curtis Publishing Company, for its boy agents who sell " The Saturday
Evening Post,” "The Ladies’ Home Journal,” and "The Country Gentleman.”

The Bradley Knitting Company, Delevan, Wisconsin, publish a quarterly bulletin on sheep raising for
boys. This company also publishes a "Sheep Club Book” which has been instrumental in encouraging

many country boys to start a drove of sheep. "More than 300,000 of these books were distributed to as

many boys,” writes Mr. M. E. Yadon, advertising manager, "and wefeel quite sure that it has had a bene-

ficial effect on the sheep industry of the country, which is highly desirable just at this time.”
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REMEMBER!

THIS HUN

B : KndPILLAGED
AND THIS COMMERCIAl TRAVELLER

:CM^ r^RYOURORDEPE
^ iHtdmRES

and wanh to settle once
more in our midstmm THESAMEMAN

VER FORGET IT !
Whenthe war is over ive shall make it
our business to letyou know what is

"MADE Hi ^GERMANY"

OFFicc, 167, Rue MonFmarFre, PARIS.

Presidents d' Flonneur-.

M. Antonin OUBOST, President du Senal.

M.Pdul OESCHANtl, President dcla Cfiambredes Deputes

S.E.M. ISVOLSKY.Q.C.sK, Ambassadeurde Rossie.

S.E.Ie baron GUILLAUME, GO'tb.Mimstrede Belgique

S.E.M.VESNITCH, G.O.S^. Mimstre de Serbia

President

RiCHEPIN (JeanEO.sS.de I'Academie Francaise.

A Reduced Reproduction of a Three-Color Poster that France Is Sending in Dijferent Languages to All

Parts of the World. Shown through Courtesy ofDr. W. E. Aughinbaugh and the ”New York Commercial.”
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What America Must Do

to Win Foreign Trade

Foreign Trade Expert Writes "Direct Advertising” That We Have Made No Adequate

Preparation to Develop Overseas Business—Must Have Wharves, Warehouses and

Railway Connections— Cites French Poster and Example of Other

Countries—By Dk, W. E. AugHINBAUGH, Export Editor, "New York Commercial”

T
he picture that is published on the op-

posite page is a reproduction of a poster

in three colors that France is sending to

every civilized country in the world, except Ger-

many, Austria-Hungary and their cohorts, which,

as everyone knows, are uncivilized.

Already more than 3,000,000 copies of this an-

nouncement have been sent abroad, and it forms

only a small part of the world-wide propaganda

that France is conducting for the retention and

expansion of her foreign trade. To the United

States, England and English-speaking countries the

announcement is sent in the English language.

It is a striking illustration of the knowledge that

France has of the trade-war sure to follow the

signing of the treaty of peace. And although it is

perhaps the strongest single piece of advertising

ever done by any nation, still it is only a fraction

of what France is doing and will continue to do to

retain her overseas markets.

Great Britain, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Holland,

Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Japan and China are

all doing all in their power to retain and develop

foreign trade. The Teutonic Powers and their al-

lies are using every means possible to again get

back into foreign markets. The United States has

done nothing to develop or retain its foreign trade.

I believe the Department of Commerce is doing

all in its power to develop foreign trade, but the

Government has not appropriated sufficient money

for an intelligent campaign for this purpose. There

are many things that should be done at the present

time. For instance, this war will close with the

United States owning the biggest fleet of merchant

[

vessels which it has ever possessed, yet we will be

no better off than before the war for the simple

reason that the La Follette Seaman’s Act has not

been abrogated, and we have made no dock or

terminal facility connections in foreign ports. The

result will be that American goods cannot be laid

down in overseas markets at better prices than

European freighters can quote. This means that we

cannot lay American goods down as cheaply as

they should be and that we will lose the markets

we already have.

I know of one shipment of wagons, the invoice

cost was $2,000 paying $3,400 freight from New
York to Buenos Aires. On a shipment of parquet

flooring from the same port to Bahia Blanca, Ar-

gentine, a freight charge of $1,500 was made on a

bill of goods costing $1,300.

We must have wharves, lighters and repair shops

at ports where our vessels will call. In order that

American merchandise may reach interior cities,

our steamship lines should be able to quote ship-

pers’ freight rates to the point of destination. We
should have arrangements with railway lines pene-

trating the hinterlands in all countries. To do all

these things—as necessary almost as owning bot-

toms—requires time, and the arrangements should

be completed now. Without proper connections

overseas, we will be seriously handicapped for

demurrage, docking, wharfing charges, railway

freights in foreign lands, warehousing, lighterage,

labof, and a host of other charges, all of which

will be added to the cost to the consumer of goods

shipped from America.
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Loyalty Table Decorating Cards
'J^HESE cards are helping food to win the war. They are designed to be used with a small stand bearing the American

flag in the center of the dining table, a new card for every week. Each card carries an appealing child picture and a

bit of verse, urging the diner to be sparing of meat, sugar and other foods needed by our soldiers across the water. The

clever jingles that are printed on these cards are contributed by some of the ablest writers in the country. The cards are

supplied to hotels, restaurants, and private homes. They are published by the Loyalty Table Decorating Service, IFomen’s

Municipal League, 25 Huntington Avenue, Boston. The psychology of the appeal these cards make is based on the idea

that cleverness and good humor will do more in getting people to conserve food than a serious list of restrictions.

[ 32 ]
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Showing Standard

MILL BRAND PAPERS
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A Letterhead Refledts the Charadler

of a Business House
N aspect of purity and cleanness makes any business doubly attradlive. Have
you ever thought it over, Mr. Printer ?

When a man enters your place of business and a vision of brightness greets his

eye, an impression in your favor is subconsciously registered. Inspired approval

breeds confidence— the pathway to success becomes clearer. Ever think of it that way ?

How about the man a thousand miles away, the one who never sees your business place.

Your letterhead represents your business and must show its charadter.

SNOWDRIFT is the whited sheet of paper made— will make other paper look blue. What
impression would such a letterhead register when found in the mail ?

Its soft full body is particularly adapted to all arts of printing. When once you induce a

cu^omer to use SNOWDRIFT— you have made a friend.

May we mail you samples and portfolio of letterheads ?

jWountain jWtU $aper Compani*

LEE, MASS.
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Snowdrift Paper Carried in Stock

by These Agents

Hudson Valley Paper Company. . . .Albany, N. Y.

Dobler & Mudge Baltimore, Md.

A. Storrs & Bement Company Boston, Mass.

Alling & Cory Company Buffalo, N. Y.

Midland Paper Company Chicago, 111.

Whitaker Paper Company Cincinnati, Ohio

Kingsley Paper Company Cleveland, Ohio

Central Ohio Paper Company. . , .Columbus, Ohio

Southwestern Paper Company Dallas, Tex.

Carter Rice & Carpenter Paper Co., Denver, Col.

Carpenter Paper Company Des Moines, la.

Johnston Paper Company Harrisburg, Pa.

Southwestern Paper Company. . . . Houston, Tex.

C. P. Lesh Paper Company Indianapolis, Ind.

Antietam Paper Company Jacksonville, Fla.

Missouri Interstate Paper Co.. .Kansas City, Mo.

Zellerbach Paper Company Los Angeles, Cal.

John Leslie Paper Company. . . .Minneapolis, Minn.

E. C. Palmer & Company, Ltd., New Orleans, La.

J. E. Linde Paper Company New York City

A. M. Capen’s Sons (Export) New York City

Zellerbach Paper Company Oakland, Cal.

Carpenter Paper Company Omaha, Neb.

A. Hartung & Company Philadelphia, Pa.

Western Penn. Paper Company. ... Pittsburgh, Pa.

Pacific Paper Company Portland, Ore.

B. W. Wilson Paper Company. . . .Richmond, Va.

Alling & Cory Company Rochester, N. Y.

Carpenter Paper Co. of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah

Zellerbach Papee Company. . . .San Francisco, Cal.

The Richmond Paper Company Seattle, Wash.

Mack Elliott Paper Company St. Louis, Mo.

The Nassau Paper Company St. Paul, Minn.

Buntin-Reid Paper Company Toronto, Can.

R. P. Andrews Paper Company, Washington, D. C.



This is the New Letter Head Size
*
7% X 10^8

ADOPTED BY THE

National Association of Purchasing Agents

AT CHICAGO, MAY 2 2, IQ I 8

This letter size fits the new standard catalogue size, also adopted by the

Purchasing Agents' Association at Chicago, May 22, igi8

And—These are the Five Bond Papers that Meet

Practieally Every Business Requirement

Specify these “Eagle A” Papers

From the paper of the highest quality,“EAGLEA”Coupon
Bond, to the less expensive “Eagle A” Japan Bond, these

five papers are standardized in quality and reputation.

They embrace a careful grading of qualities from a

paper most suitable for the stationery of Executive Officers

down to a grade best adapted to Office and Factory Forms,
each with an attractive line of Colors.

Each product is water-marked with a quality-assuring

“Eagle A”—the service and satisfaction mark of the World’s
Largest Makers of Fine Writing Papers. Send for samples
of the grades in which you are interested.

MANUFACTURED BY

AMERICAN WRITING PAPER CO.
Makers of “Eagle A” Papers HOLYOKE, MASS.

2q Mills

The Five Grades and their
adaptability

COUPON BOND
The De Luxe Business Paper

Most suitable for Executives, Ofiicers and
others whose pride in product and achieve-
ment is reflected in the quality of their busi-

ness paper. While and Six Colors

AGAWAM BOND
A grade next in quality to Coupon Bond, and

most popular among large users whose prestige
demands a high grade letter sheet.

While and Five Colors

PERSIAN BOND
A good, sturdy paper in demand among

heavy users who recognize the worth of sub-
stantial, representative stationery.

White and Six Colors

INDENTURE BOND
Not quite the equal of Persian in quality.

Most popular, owing to its large and unusual
line of colors for Interior Forms, Blanks, etc.

White and Thirteen Colors

JAPAN BOND
An inexpensive yet substantial paper suit-

able for large Edition Form Letters, Factory
Forms, etc., where economy is paramount.

While and Six Colors

*See last page oj this insert, which shows how this new letter heading size cutsfrom double folio stock
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This Sheet Is

(g(5)(U)(p(S)(^ ©©M©
THE DE LUXE BUSINESS PAPER

White
y
Unglazed Finishy // x 22—No. 20

Most suitable for the Stationery

ofExecutiveOfficers and others

whose pride in product and achieve-

ment is reflected in the quality of

their business paper.

White and Six Colors

Selling 'Agents

Albany, N. Y Hudson Valley Paper Co.
Atlanta, Ga The S. P. Richards Co.
Baltimore, Md Chas. W. Beers & Co.
Boston, Mass John Carter & Co., Inc.

Boston, Mass Carter, Rice & Co.

Buffalo, N. Y The Ailing & Cory Co.

Buffalo, N. Y R. H. Thompson Co.
Chicago, III Moser Paper Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio The Chatfield & Woods Co.

Cleveland, Ohio The Cleveland Paper Mfg. Co.
Columbus, Ohio The Central Ohio Paper Co.
Denver, Colo Carter, Rice & Carpenter Pa. Co.
Des Moines, Iowa Pratt Paper Co.
Detroit, Mich Beecher, Peck & Lewis
Harrisburg, Pa Johnston Paper Co.
Hartford, Conn Rourke-Eno Paper Co.
Holyoke, Mass Plymouth Paper Co.
Houston, Tex E. C. Palmer & Co., Ltd.

Jacksonville, Fla Antietam Paper Co.
Kansas City, Mo Graham Paper Co.
Los Angeles, Cal Zellerbach Paper Co.
Louisville, Ky Southeastern Paper Co.
Lynchburg, Va Caskie-Dillard Co.
Memphis, Tenn Tayloe Paper Co.
Minneapolis, Minn Minneapolis Paper Co.
Montreal, Que Howard Smith Paper Co., Ltd.
Nashville, Tenn Graham Paper Co.
New Haven, Conn New Haven Paper Co.
New Orleans, La E. C. Palmer & Co., Ltd.

Worcester, Mass.,

New York, N. Y Miller & Wright Paper Co.

New York, N. Y John F. Sarle Co., Inc.

Norfolk, Va Old Dominion Paper Co.

Oakland, Cal Zellerbach Paper Co.

Omaha, Neb Carpenter Paper Co.

Philadelphia, Pa Garrett-Buchanan Co.

Philadelphia, Pa Whiting-Patterson Co.

Pittsburgh, Pa Wester Pennsylvania Pa. Co.

Portland, Me C. M. Rice Paper Co.

Portland, Ore Pacific Paper Co.

Providence, R. I R. L. Greene Paper Co.

Pueblo, Colo Hyde Paper Co.

Richmond, Va Anderson-Wilson Paper Co.

Rochester, N. Y R. M. Myers & Co,

Rochester, N. Y The Ailing & Cory Co.

St. Louis, Mo Graham Paper Co.

St. Paul, Minn Wright, Barrett & Stilwell^Co,

Salt Lake City, Utah. . Lambert Paper Co.

San Francisco, Cal. . . .Zellerbach Paper Co.

Savannah, Ga M. S. & D. A. Byck Co.

Scranton, Pa Megargee Brothers

Seattle, Wash Richmond Paper Co.

Syracuse, N. Y J. & F. B. Garrett Co.

Tacoma, Wash Standard Paper Co.

Toronto, Ont The Brown Brothers, Ltd.

Troy, N. Y Troy Paper Co.

Vancouver, B. C Columbia Paper Co.

Washington, D. C R. P. Andrews Paper Co.

Winnipeg, Man Richardson &_Bishop, Ltd.

Chas. A. Esty Paper Co.

MANUFACTURED BY

AMERICAN WRITING PAPER CO.
Makers of "Eagle A” Papers HOLYOKE, MASS.

2g Mills
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This Sheet Is

WhitCy Unglazed Finishy ij x 22—No. 20

AGRADE next in quality to

Coupon Bond, and most popu-

lar among large users whose prestige

demands a high grade letter sheet.

White and Five Colors

Selling <tAgents

Albany, N. Y Hudson Valley Paper Co.

Atlanta, Ga Sloan Paper Co.

Baltimore, Md Dobler & Mudge

Binghamton, N. Y Walter E. Miller & Co.

Boston, Mass John Carter & Co.

Buffalo, N. Y R. H. Thompson Co.

Cleveland, Ohio The Union Paper & Twine Co.

Detroit, Mich The Union Paper & Twine Co.

Hagerstown, Md Antietam Paper Co.

Hamilton, Ont Buntin, Gillies & Co., Ltd.

Harrisburg, Pa Donaldson Paper Co.

Syracuse, N. Y.j

Hartford, Conn Rourke-Eno Paper Co.

Holyoke, Mass Plymouth Paper Co.

Milwaukee, Wis Standard Paper Co.

New Orleans, La E. C. Palmer & Co., Ltd.

New York, N. Y Miller & Wright Paper Co.

Philadelphia, Pa Molten Paper Co.

Portland, Me C. M. Rice Paper Co.

Rochester, N. Y The Ailing & Cory Co.

St. Louis, Mo Graham Paper Co.

San Francisco, Cal Bonestell & Co.

Springfield, Mass H. W. Carter Paper Co.

J. & F. B. Garrett Co.

MANUFACTURED BY

AMERICAN WRITING PAPER CO.
Makers of “Eagle A” Papers HOLYOKE, MASS.

2g Mills
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This Sheet Is

©©Kl©

fVhitey Regular Finishy // x 22—No. 20

AGOOD, sturdy paper in demand

among heavy users who recog-

nize the worth of substantial, repre-

sentative stationery.

White and Six Colors

Selling zyfgents

Albany, N. Y Hudson Valley Paper Co.

Allentown, Pa J. A. Rupp Paper Co.

Baltimore, Md Dobler & Mudge

Boston, Mass Arnold-Roberts Co.

Boston, Mass W. H. Claflin & Co.

Buffalo, N. Y Holland Paper Co., Inc.

Chicago, III W. D. Messinger& Co.

Cincinnati, Ohio The Chatfield & Woods Co.

Cleveland, Ohio The Union Paper & Twine Co.

Cumberland, Md Tri-State Paper Co.

Detroit, Mich Chope-Stevens Paper Co.

Hagerstown, Md Antietam Paper Co.

Harrisburg, Pa Johnston Paper Co.

Hartford, Conn Rourke-Eno Paper Co.

Holyoke, Mass Plymouth Paper Co.

Houston, Tex E. C Palmer & Co., Ltd.

Indianapolis, Ind Indiana Paper Co.

Worcester, Mass.,

Jacksonville, Fla Antietam Paper Co.

Lewiston, Me Berry Paper Co.

Minneapolis, Minn McClellan Paper Co.

New Haven, Conn New Haven Paper Co.

New Orleans, La E. C. Palmer & Co., Ltd.

New York, N. Y Miller & Wright Paper Co.

Philadelphia, Pa Thos. W. Price Co.

Pittsburgh, Pa The Chatfield & Wood-s Co.

Portland, Me C. W. Rice Paper Co.

Providence, R. I R. L. Greene Paper Co.

Richmond, Va Richmond Paper Co.

Rochester, N. Y The Ailing & Cory Co.

Springfield, Mass Paper House of New England

Syracuse, N. Y J. & F. B. Garrett Co.

Tacoma, Wash Standard Paper Co.

Troy, N. Y Troy Paper Co.

Washington, D. C R. P. Andrews Paper Co.

Charles A. Esty Paper Co.

MANUFACTURED BY

AMERICAN WRITING PAPER CO.
Makers of “Eagle A” Papers HOLYOKE, MASS.

2g Mi/it
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This Sheet Is

White
^
Regular Finish^ fg x 22—No. 20

Not quite the equal in quality of

Persian Bond. Most popular,

owing to its large and unusual line of

Colors for Interior Forms, Blanks, etc.

White and Thirteen Colors

Selling Agents

Baltimore, Md O. F. H. Warner & Co.

Boston, Mass Cook-Vivtan Co.

Buffalo, N. Y The Ailing & Cory Co.

Harrisburg, Pa Johnston Paper Co.

Louisville, Ky Southeastern Paper Co.

Minneapolis, Minn Paper Supply Co.

New York, N. Y Bishop Paper Co.

New York, N. Y Royal Card & Paper Co,

Rochester, N. Y The Ailing & Cory Co.

Toronto, Ont The Buntin, Reid Co.

MANUFACTURED BY

AMERICAN WRITING PAPER CO.
Makers of “Eagle A” Papers HOLYOKE, MASS.

2g Mills
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This Sheet Is

JAPAIM i©M©
WhitCy Regular Finishy ij x 22—No. 20

An inexpensive yet substantial

paper suitable for large Edition

Form Letters, Office, Factory Forms,

etc., where economy is paramount.

White and Six Colors

Selling zAgents

Albany, N. Y Hudson Valley Paper Co.

Atlanta, Ga The S. P. Richards Co.

Baltimore, Md Dobler & Mudge
Boston, Mass John Carter & Co.

Buffalo, N. Y R. H. Thompson Co.

Chicago, III Dwight Bros. Paper Co.

Cincinnati, Ohio The Chatfield & Woods Co.

Clarksburg, W. Va R. D. Wilson & Sons Co.

Cumberland, Md Tri-State Paper Co.

Detroit, Mich Beecher, Peck & Lewis

Harrisburg, Pa Johnston Paper Co.

Holyoke, Mass Plymouth Paper Co.

Houston, Tex E. C. Palmer & Co., Ltd.

Jacksonville, Fla Antietam Paper Co.

Lynchburg, Va Caskie-Dillard Co.

Winnipeg, Man.,

New Haven, Conn New Haven Paper Co.

New Orleans, La E. C. Palmer & Co., Ltd.

New York, N. Y Allan & Gray

New York, N. Y W. D. Harper, Inc.

New York, N. Y Manhattan Card & Paper Co.

Norfolk, Va Hampton Roads Paper Co.

Philadelphia, Pa Garrett-Buchanan Co.

Pittsburgh, Pa The Chatfield & Woods Co.

Richmond, Va Anderson-Wilson Paper Co.

St. Louis, Mo Beacon Paper Co.

St. Paul, Minn Wright, Barrett & Stilwell Co.

Scranton, Pa Megargee Brothers

Spokane, Wash John W. Graham & Co.

Tacoma, Wash Standard Paper Co.

Vancouver, B. C Smith, Davidson & Wright, Ltd.

Clark Bros. Co., Ltd.

MANUFACTURED BY

AMERICAN WRITING PAPER CO.
Makers of “Eagle A” Papers HOLYOKE, MASS.

2g Mills



This Diagram Shows How the New Letter Head

Size Cuts Out of a Double Folio Sheet

This diagram represents a sheet 22 x 34—Double Folio. As you will note, this layout

enables the printer to get one extra letter sheet from each sheet of double folio—and 500

extra letter sheetsfrom a ream, allowing a fair margin for trim on the 10% way.

“Eagle A” Bond Papers offer you the widest selection in Quality,

Color and Finish. And each is water-marked with “the Eagle and

the A” as a guarantee of the utmost paper value.

WATER -MARK
OP EXCELLENCE

AMERICAN WRITING PAPCR COMPANY
MANUFACTURCRS OF "GAGLe A” TRADG MARK WATeR-MARK€D FAPGRS

Holyoke.Massachusetts



Both sides of every sheet of CERTIFICATE BOND are right sides for

printing. This insert is a demonstration. We make this halftone print-

ing test to show you the unusual character of CERTIFICATE. It has quali-

ties altogether heyond the possihilities of most bond papers. These qual-

ities make CERTIFICATE a more printable, a more useful, and a more
valuable bond for the printer to carry in stock, and a more desirable

paper as well for the customer who uses it in his letterhead, announce-

I

ment, circular or folder.

Illustration used through courtesy. The Robbins & Myers Co., Manufacturers Electric Motors, Springfield, Ohio. Halftone made by Gatchel

& Manning, Philadelphia. Insert printed on CERTIFICATE Bond, Gray, No. 24



1

Ihe fashion illustration on this page is

printed from a "Wright Wonder Plate,”

made by the Wright Illustrating and En-

graving Company, 229 Fourth Avenue,

New York, and 216 High Street, Boston.

Cut out or silhouette halftones of this

character with an irregular outline gener-

ally look best when used with plenty of

white space.

This insert is printed on

Certificate Bond
Gray, No. 24

Both the printer and the buyer of printing find cause for unqualified satisfaction in the un-

usual pressroom performance of CERTIFICATE BOND. The job goes through the plant Avith the very

minimum of trouble, and the buyer of the printing is saved the cost of expensive additional

pressroom time, experimenting with inks and makeready.



Making Ready for Halftone Printing

on CERTIFICATE BOND
By C. R. KADDELAND

Make sure all plates are type high and even.

This will decrease the need for tissue over-

laying; tissue makes overlay spongy and causes

high lights to print with a filled up appearance.

All halftones should he 133-Iine screen, deeply

etched for use on bond paper. They should be

mounted on solid bases or on strong, rigid pat-

ent blocks, as otherwise the amount of impres-

sion necessary may cause plates to roll up, making

good printing impossible. All shallow or flat half-

tones should be eliminated when printing on

bond paper. If any of the halftones are vignetted

it is necessary to have them about a point below

type high. Be sure the form is locked up solidly,

free from spring. This will prevent slur and ex-

cessive wear on the cuts.

The cylinder should be packed bearer high, with

hard, smooth manila packing. Hard packing will

afford a rigid impression. It will lengthen the

life of the halftone and prevent that squashy

effect given by soft packing.

Take an impression on hard,smooth manila paper

for an overlay base. Take impressions on several

sheets of 40 and 50-Ib. S. and S. C. paper.

First :—Cut the solids in the halftones out of a

50-Ib. S. and S. C. and paste them on the manila

base.

Second :—Cut the solids and mediums combined

out of a 50-lb. S. and S. C. and paste them on

the manila base.

Third :—Cut the high lights and extreme high

lights out of a 40-lb. S. and S. C. and paste the

skeleton on the manila base.

Fourth :—Cut the extreme high lights out of a

40-lb. S. and S. C. and paste the skeleton on

manila base.

MR. C. R. KADDELAND
Mr. Kaddeland, who is the author of this article, is Super-

intendent of Construction for the Whitlock Printing Press

Manufacturing Company. Halftone made by Gatchel &
Manning, Philadelphia.

All these overlays should be cut and pasted

accurately. Now paste the overlay firmly and

accurately on the cylinder as near the iron as

possible.

If the cuts need further make ready another over-

lay of 2-ply, 40 or 50-lb. S. and S.C. may be used

on the solids, and solids and medium solids, ac-

cording to the effectiveness of the other overlay.

A 12-point chalk overlay may be added to bring

out detail.

If any defects show in the cut where patching is

needed, use onion skin tissue or No. 1 French

Folio. Use this sparingly and keep it off the high



Halftone used through courtesy of the manufacturers of Overland Automobiles

light screens, as, in a long run, it has a tendency

to bulk up under impression, and make the cuts

dark and dirty.

Use a good seasoned set of rollers, set so as to

just kiss the form. The ink depends entirely on

the halftones to be printed. Sharp, deeply-etched

cuts all take an ink with a good body. If black

ink is used, a good halftone blue black, finely

ground, would be advisable. Care should be taken

not to have it too blue. Try to avoid doctoring

black ink, as you may get it so thin that it won’t

dry readily, or will dry entirely too quickly for

good results.

REMEMBER the desired result cannot be ob-

tained with extra ink when impression is what is

needed.

This article by Mr. Kaddeland is reprinted from our new Make-Ready Sheet

ivhich will be enclosed in every ream package of CERTIFICATE BOND, White,

No. 20. Ifyou would like to have an advance copy of this latest Make-Ready

Sheet, send us your name and address on the return postcard we enclose in

this issue of Direct Advertising.

Crocker-McElwain Company
Manufacturers of ”C-McE ” Bond Papers

HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS

This insert printed on Certificate Bond, Gray, No. 24
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THE BEST IS WORTH ITS COST
TAKES a crisis to prove the worth of a man or to vindicate

1 idea. They are proved worthy or worthless in proportion

> their ability to stand unc/er fire rather than in times of in-

:tion. Never has there been such a stirring opportunity for

business house to prove by its own actions a firm adherence

to the basic idea of “come what may there shall be in our policy no com-

promise with the best obtainable.” The use and recommendation of Old

Hampshire Bond say just that. These troublesome times present great pos-

sibilities for contrast. Many will waver, substitute and cheapen so that their

customers’ faith in them will act accordingly. But those who are building

their business on a rock will have none of it. Remember that more than

paper and printing are you selling satisfaction^ service and worth. Price is

only relative. Value is absolute. The best is worth its cost. The best was

never worth as much as it is today. Its use and its recommendation speak a

steadfastness that will satisfy your customers—and they are watching you

—

that you can be counted on no matter what the weather. Stand firm.

Don’t compromise. The future will have ample reward for those whose

policy in a time of stress does not waver and weaken. In such times reputa-

tions are made and strengthened. It must always be so.

\

HAMPSHIRE PAPER COMPANY
Aiakers of Old Hampshire Bond

South Hadley Falls, Massachusetts

This Insert is Printed on OLD HAMPSHIRE BOND WHITE, 17 x 22, No. 24





SELLING AGENTS FOR

OLD HAMPSHIRE BOND

Albany, N. Y.

Atlanta, Ga.

Baltimore, Md.

Boston, Mass.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Chicago, 111.

Hudson Valley Paper Co.

The S. P. Richards Co.

O. F. H. Warner & Co.

The A. Storrs & Bement Co.

The Ailing & Cory Co.

Bradner Smith & Co.

Cincinnati, O. Cincinnati Cordage & Paper Co.

Cleveland, O. The Union Paper & Twine Co.

Columbus, O. The Central Ohio Paper Co.

Dallas, Tex. Southwestern Paper Co.

Dayton, O. Cincinnati Cordage & Paper Co.

Denver, Col. Carter, Rice & Carpenter Paper Co.

Detroit, Mich. The Union Paper & Twine Co.

Des Moines, la. The Western Newspaper Union

Duluth, Minn. Peyton Paper Co.

Fort Wayne, Ind. The Western Newspaper Union

Harrisburg, Pa. Donaldson Paper Co.

Houston, Tex. Southwestern Paper Co,

Indianapolis, Ind. Crescent Paper Co.

Kansas City, Mo. Graham Paper Co.

Kansas City, Mo. Kansas City Paper House

Lincoln, Neb. Western Newspaper Union

Little Rock, Ark. Western Newspaper Union

Los Angeles, Cal. Blake, Moffitt & Towne

Louisville, Ky. Louisville Paper Co.

Milwaukee, Wis. Standard Paper Co.

Minneapolis, Minn. The John Leslie Paper Co.

Nashville, Tenn. Graham Paper Co.

New York City Paul E. Vernon & Co,

Oklahoma City, Okla. Western Newspaper Union

Omaha, Neb, Western Paper Co.

Philadelphia, Pa, Megargee-Hare Paper Co.

Pittsburgh, Pa. The Ailing & Cory Co.

Portland, Ore. Blake, McFall Co.

Reading, Pa. M, J. Earl

Richmond, Va. Richmond Paper Co., Inc.

Rochester, N. Y. The Ailing & Cory Co.

Salt Lake City, Utah Western Newspaper Union

San Francisco, Cal. Blake, Moffitt & Towne
Scranton, Pa. Megargee Brothers

Seattle, Wash. American Paper Co.

Sioux City, la. Western Newspaper Union

Spokane, Wash. Spokane Paper & Stationery Co.

St. Louis, Mo. Graham Paper Co.

Tacoma, Wash. Tacoma Paper & Stationery Co.

Troy, N. Y, Troy Paper Co.

Washington, D. C, Mathers-Lamm Paper Co.

Wichita, Kan, Western Newspaper Union

HAMPSHIRE PAPER COMPANY

South Hadley Falls, Massachusetts

We are the only Papermakers in the World making Bond Papers Exclusively.

This insert is printed on Old Hampshire Bond Substance No. 24, White
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for
Letterheads, Announcements, Folders, Cir-

culars, and all Good Printing Purposes

This insert is printed on Tokyo Bond, Primrose, No. 24



Tokyo Bond A Demonstration

Halftone loaned by Robbins ist Myers Co., Springfield, Ohio

Tokyo is the bond paper plus. This is so because Tokyo is a pole,

loft-dried, rag bond paper, medium in price, but with charac-

teristics of the highest grade bonds. In addition to all this, Tokyo has

some new and altogether unusual qualities in a bond paper. These

new and additional qualities, or plus characteristics, are: First, a

printing surface on both sides of the sheet which makes it a practi-

cal paper for printing engravings of nearly every character, and,

Second, an improved treatment of the sheet which makes Tokyo

lie flat under the printing impression, without wrinkling, curling or

buckling on the press, as other high grade bonds do. The workability

and printability of Tokyo Bond are the result of our forethought

in the manufacturing process, which saves trouble in the printshop.

You can make no mistake in using Tokyo, the bond paper plus.

We have recently prepared a new sample book entitled, Illustrated

Fetterhead, See the announcement on the last page of this insert, and

send us your name and address today for a copy.



Tokyo Bond A Demonstration

Halftone loaned by the Yawman & Erbe Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y,

O UR halftone printing test demonstrates the truth of what we

say about the unusual printing qualities of Tokyo Bond. It’s

one thing to claim your bond paper is better, but entirely a different

matter to prove it is better. This insert proves the better printing

quality of Tokyo. It shows the increased possibilities for delivering

a more satisfactory letterhead, announcement, circular, or folder,

when you are favored with a good printing paper, like Tokyo Bond.



Tokyo BoND A Demonstration

The Illusliated Letterhead

Being a Demonstration Sample Book of the
Ditfct Halftone Printing Possibilities ofToKVDfef^BoND
for Illustratod Letterheads, Announcements, Circulars,

Folders. Booklets <5c Catalogs—and Showing
Can fse Duplicatedon^ob Press or Qytinder try arrp Printer

V'bo u.vs Tokto which is made by tlie'C-McE’ Process

Crocker-McElwain Company
Holyoke, Mass.

T his is our new Tokyo Bond demonstration sample book. It is

a business producer for every printer, and a valuable advertising

help for every buyer of printing. It shows the direct, halftone print-

ing possibilities of Tokyo Bond for illustrated letterheads, announce-

ments, circulars, folders and other forms of advertising literature.

There are some new ideas in letterheads in this book that will prove suggestive.

One specimen of halftone and color treatment for a letterhead is demonstrated on

each of the twelve colors and the white of Tokyo Bond. Each letterhead specimen

shows a new method of arrangement for handling the illustration of a letterhead

for a different line of business.

Use the return postcard enclosed in this issue of Direct Advertising to send us

your name and address for a copy of “The Illustrated Letterhead.”

Crocker-McElwain Company
Manufacturers of Tokyo Bond

HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS

This insert is printed on Tokyo Bond, Primrose, No. 24



NOTE THE TEAR AND WEAR
AS WELL AS THE TEST

BONDS AND LEDGERS MADE WITH THE SINGLE PURPOSE
OF BEST SUPPLYING BOND AND LEDGER NEEDS

THIS INSERT IS OLD COUNCIL TREE BOND, SUBSTANCE No. 24
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OUR PAPERS REQUIRE NO EXPLANATIONS

NEENAH PAPER COMPANY
LOFT DRIED BONDS AND LEDGERS ONLY

NEENAH, WISCONSIN

THIS INSERT IS BUFF STONEWALL LINEN LEDGER, SUBSTANCE No. 32
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DISTRIBUTING DEALERS
Albany, N. Y Hudson Valley Pai)6r Co.
Baltimore, Md The Whitaker Paper Co.

Smith. Dixon Division

Boston. Mass Carter, Rice Sc Co., Corp’n.

Chicago, 111 J. W. Butler Paper Co.
Cincinnati. O The Diem Sc Wing Paper Co.
Cleveland, O The Central Ohio Paper Co.
Columbus, O The Central Ohio Paper Co.
Dallas, Texas Southwestern Papw Co.
Des Moines, Iowa '. Carpenter Paper Co.
Detroit, Mich Bermingham, Seaman, Patrick Co.

The Union Paper Sc Twine Co.

Grand Rapids, Mich Central Michigan Paper Co.
Holyoke. Mass - Judd Paper Co.
Houston, Texas. Southwestern Paper Co.
Indianapolis, Ind . J. W. Butler Paper Co.
Kansas City, Mo Missouri-Interstate Paper Co.

Los Angeles. Cal Sierra Paper Co.
Ix)ulsvllle, Ky J. C. Parker Paper Co.
MUwaukee, Wis Standard Paper Co.
Minneapolis, Minn J. W.’Butler Paper Co.

The John Leslie Pai>er Co.

New Haven, Conn The Chatfleld Paper Co.

New York, N. Y J. E. Linde Paper Co.
Lasher Sc Lathrop, Inc.

Holden Sc Hawley, Inc.

Beekman Paper & Card Co., Inc.

Omaha, Neb Carpenter Paper Co.
Philadelphia, Pa D. L. Ward Co.
Richmond, Va .The Whitaker Paper Co.

Smith. Dixon Division

San Francisco, Cal Pacific Coast Paper Co.

Scranton. Pa Negargee Bros.

Seattle, Wash ' Mutual Paper Co.
Spokane, Wash American Type Founders Co.

St. Louis. Mo Mississippi Valley Paper Co.

Toledo. O ; The Central Ohio Paper Co.
Troy, N. Y Troy Paper Co.

i



MAXIMUM BULK
with

MINIMUM WEIGHT
Advertisers, Publishers, and Printers will do well to bear in mind
that the present-day call for economy, both in the production and

distribution of printed advertising material and periodical publi-

cations, need by no means entail the sacrifice of quality or a curtail-

ment in substantial appearance and character.

On the contrary, by specifying and using WHEELWRIGHT’S
'< B.P.F.,” a very appreciable saving is secured on a weight and bulk basis

— which
_

permits the sending out of fully io% more matter fora given

postage expenditure per piece, and also offsets increased paper costs fully

io%, while at the same time maintaining quality and artistry of effect at a

high degree of excellence.

H ow this economy can be effected, and the superior results to be obtained

through its accomplishment, is significantly pointed out in the following

pages— touching upon and demonstrating, as they do, but a single branch

of utility from among the

versatility of

WHEELWRIGHT’S
BEST PLATE FINISH

AN UNCOATED HALFTONE PAPER WITHOUT GLOSS

many practical uses made possible bv the unusual

This Signature is printed on Wheelwright’s ** B. P.F. ” — 25 x 38 — 60



ONE OF THE MANY FORMS OF USE TO WHICH WHEELWRIGHT’S
“B.P.F.” CAN BRING EXCELLENCE OF RESULT WITH ECONOMY

A severe test and

eloquent proot of

the halftone print-

ing qualities of

•‘B.P.F."

XANGIERIDEA
VOL.XX FEBRUARY* 1918 NO. 3

A SOLDIER
OF 1776

WASHINGTON’S BIRTHDAY NUMBER

Two-color halftone

effect secured with

I 3 3
- line halftone

of black and benday

line tint of color.

Used in the production of long-run booklets, house-organs or publications of moderate size. “B.P.F.” gives a singularly

substantial and highly desirable body, great durablility, impressive dignity, and reduces postage cost to a minimum

The firm, soft, velvety printing surface ot this uncoated half-

tone paper suggests the rich effect of an expensive dull coated.

Yet in every one of its substances it is ten per cent lighter than

ordinary halftone papers of equal bulk— or ten per cent

bulkier than ordinary halftone papers of equal weight— which

means that, either way, the user of “ B.P.F.” gains a distinct

economic advantage. Wide range of stock sizes and substances

makes it economically adaptable to almost every size and shape

of printed production.

For over a quarter or a century the activities of an entire big

mill have been concentrated upon the development and man-

ufacture of this one brand of paper. Every machine tender in

this mill is a veteran, grown up with “ B.P. F. and a

specialist in our special finishing process that gives a perfect

halftone surface with the least possible crushing and thinning.

As a result, the certainty ofQUALITY and UNIFORMITY
ofproduct is assured to an unusually absolute degree. “B. P. F.

”

is as thoroughly dependable as it is possible to make a paper.

The cover design reproduced above is from a 24-page house organ (4 x 5^, self-cover.) Ordinarily it is not an easy

matter to keep a booklet of this size well within ounce weight and at the same time avoid all suggestion of flimsiness.

“ B. P. F.” accomplishes both.



Photo Cop)'right by Underwood a7id Under^vood

FRENCH CAVALRY PATROL
STARTING ITS NIGHTLY HUN-HUNT

A patrol of French Lancers starting on its

nightly hunt for boches on mischief bent where

the battle lines stretch along the Aisne.

These troops are among the one-time almost

obsolete mounted forces now coming into

prominence with the latest developments of the

great War.

BUY WAR SAVING STAMPS —
an easily made, profitable investment and a

patriotic duty combined. Nothing safer in

the world.

EXTREME OPACITY AND
FREEDOM FROM GLARE

Note the type page shown at right. As a

rule, small pages of this style, set close in

double column, present a problem in se-

curing legibility. As is demonstrated here,

however, when “ B.P.F. ” is used its soft

dull finish and the absence of all trans-

parency ( a feature seldom found in light-

weight papers) make the solid type matter

very clear and pleasing to the vision.

The plates reproduced in this Si^ature are used
by courtesy of the Angier Chemical Company,
of Boston, Mass.

TEXT PAGES ON “ B. P. F.”

Halftones of the most delicate subjects

print well on “B.P.F.” even when backed

up with solid type matter. Its surface does

not crack. If wet, the leaves of a catalog or

book made ot “B.P.F.” will not stick

together. It also possesses great permanencv

of color and body ; the earliest specimen

in our possession showing no discoloration

or deterioration.

THE ANGIER IDEA

artificial subterfuges for con-

cealing military positions and
movements, and leading ene-

my observers— particularly air-

men— astray. Their work
ranges from the construction
and coloring of coverings that
make artillery pieces invisible

against surrounding land-
scapes, to the planning and
painting of the most ebaborate
kind of perspectives as decoys.
We are told how artificial can-

non have been set up to draw
the enemy’s fire — belching
smoke and recoiling like the
genuine article, while the
actual guns, carefully hidden
in pits some distance away,
continued their work unmo-
lested. Stories come to us of

long stretches of road roofed
over with canvas painted to

represent woodlands, while,

underneath, men and supplies
moved in safety. Another of

how, when such deadly bom-
bardment was kept up against
a certain important river bridge
that its use became impossible,
a covering was erected further
down stream, painted to re-

semble the river so exactly
that a new bridge could be
built beneath it and troops
moved across, under the
enemy’s very eyes— unseen.
The “emergency magic” of

the Camonfieur makes itself

apparent— or rather, ttnappar-

ent— in many vividly interest-

14

Back to the days of

the Trojan Horse

i The Campujlage )

History repeats itself.

Reaching back into the
time of fair Helen and beyond:
—to the caveman scout dis-

guised with foliage to lead

his enemy or prey into think-

ing him a casual and neutral

bush ;— modern warfare has
now brought forth what the
French term Camouflage as

an important part of its in-

tricate machinations.

Camouflage means liter-

ally “faking,” and the military

Ca?nouflenr to-day is one of

thousands of artists, engineers,

scene painters, theatrical pro-

perty men, carpenters and
others of technical and imag-
inative genius, organized and
employed in the Great War
for the purpose of devising



“B.P.F.” SUBSTANCE NUMBERS
SIZES IN STOCK

WHITE “B.P.F.”

'25 X 38 40 45 48
1

50 56 : 60 65 7 0 80 90

28 X 42 50 — — 62 — 74 — 87 99 —

29 X 52 — — — — — 95 — — — —

32 X 44 — — — — — ’ S9 — 104 119

32x46 62 70 - 78 93 — 109 — —

INDIA “B.P.F. ”

25 X 38 50 60 70 ' SO

2S X 42 — 74 — 99

29 X 52 — 95 — —

32 X 44 — S9 104 119

GRAY “ B.P.F.”

25 X 38 60 70 80

28 X 42 74 — —

32x44 89 — 119

See first columns for base weights.

Grav is not made lighter than No. 6o, India Tint not lighter than No. 50.

White is made down to No. 40, but anything lighter than 25 x 38 —
45 carries an extra price of 5 cents per 100 lbs. for each pound or fraction

below 45. Special sizes or special weights cent extra unless ordered in

5,000 lb. quantities or mote.

GEO. W. WHEELWRIGHT PAPER COMPANY
95 MILK STREET ;; :: :: BOSTON, MASS.



UDOJ

abancL de' v^ubad)

We are indebted to The Griffith-Stillings Press, Boston, Mass.,

for this excellent demonstration of the superiority of

BLACK and WHITE COATED TWO SIDES,
as a medium for the reproduction of a most difficult class of subjects.

The paper is the same as that used in the commercial editions of the catalogs from
which these pages were selected.

DILL & COLLINS COMPANY
^TiCakers of

HIGH GRADE PRINTING PAPERS—With and Without a Coated Surface

PHILADELPHIA, PA.



Printed on
DILL & COLLINS CO.’S

BLACK & WHITE
25 X 38— 80 lbs.

FLEXIBLE
SOLE

Stock. No. 290
BLACK VICI LACE
ARMY LAST
FLEXIBLE SOLE
D 6-12

E 6-12



I

i

Stock No. 293
BLACK VICI BLUCHER
HINDU MODEL
SINGLE SOLE
D 6-11

E 6-12

Primed on

DILL & COLLINS CO.*S

BLACK & WHITE
25 X 38— 80 lbs.



V Sfioe Co.cJe Cubcb.

No. de Referenda 805 C

Borcegm Estilo Brodequino de Color

“T U F Tan” de 16 pulgadas de alto

Modelo Dash
Ancho E numeros 5-9 J4

Lo mismo que el numero 805 pero con

Canas algo mas Livianas

Borcegui Estilo Brodequino de Color,

Viscolizado, de 16 pulgadas de alto

Modelo Dash
Ancho E numeros 5-9 J4

No. de Referenda 806 C

Printed on

DILL & COLLINS CO.’S

BLACK & WHITE
25 X 38— 80 lbs.



tir

Cal‘^a()o para UijDmSres

No. de Referenda 207 C
Borcegui de Color “Cordo Tan”

Modelo Plaza

Ancho D numeros 43-2-934

No. de Referenda 205 C

Borcegui Estilo Brodequino de Color

Modelo Court

Ancho D numeros 6-10

Printed on

DILL & COLLINS CO.’S

BLACK & WHITE
25 X 38— 80 lbs.



litApc

Stocl^ No. 603
PATENT BUTTON
BLACK CLOTH TOP
RITZ MODEL
FLEXIBLE SOLE
C 5-10

D 5-11

J

Stock No. 406
GUN METAL LACE
DOVER MODEL
SINGLE SOLE
B 6-10

C 5-11

D 5-11

Printed on

DILL & COLLINS CO.'S

BLACK & WHITE
25 X 38— 80 lbs.

m



Stock, 959
U. S. ARMY SHOE
BLACK ARMY LEATHER
REGULAR ARMY PATTERN
MUNSON LAST
B 6-10

C 5^-10

D 5-H

Printed on
DILL & COLLINS CO.’S

BLACK & WHITE
25 X 38 - - 80 lbs.



Dill & Collms Co.’s Business was

Founded Years Ago on Confidence

Confidence on their part that honest goods and fair dealing would be

appreciated. Confidence on the part of their customers that Standards

would be maintained at all costs and a “square deal” given to every one.

Under the present unsettled conditions now general in the paper industry, this mutual

confidence is our most valuable asset and our customers’ best protection.

One of the serious developments in connection with the present shortage of paper is a

tendency to ignore quality, and thereby gradually to lose the ability to distinguish

between the relative value of various grades.

Good papers are still obtainable, and today there is the same relative value between the

various grades as existed before the war developed the present extraordinary situation.

In spite of the unfavorable and threatening conditions which now prevail, we are still

striving to maintain the quality and service which have earned for us our enviable

reputation, and we trust that our customers will share with us the confidence with

which we face the future.

DILL & COLLINS CO.
ylctual and Direct Distributors

HIGH GRADE PRINTING PAPERS

1 40 North Sixth Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

NEW YORK WAREHOUSE
419 Lafayette Street

BALTIMORE OFFICE
1119 Munsey Building

BOSTON WAREHOUSE
161 Pearl Street

Central IVestern Agents

Union Paper & Twine Company

Cleveland

IVestern Agents

The Paper Mills’ Company

Chicago

Central Western Agents

The Chatfield & Woods Company

Cincinnati

Blake. Moffitt & Towne

San Francisco. Cal.

Pacific Coast Agents

Blake. McFall Co. American Paper Co.

Portland. Ore. Seattle. Wash.

Blake, Moffitt & Towne

Los Angeles, Cal.
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c^ recipient

iSee^ ButONE
k^^HE RECIPIENT of a niece of

^P ^ A printed matter does not know
J how many thousand booklets

were mailed, nor does he care.

He receives but one. By that one he
judges the product and the man or

company sending it.

Do not go on the assumption that it

is a book, but the book, or whatever / //
class of direct- by -mail advertising it / /may be. The thought of a promiscu-
ous number of books produces crowd
stuff and not individual pieces.

ff Think of the paper you are going to

use. Ask yourself if this is the kind
that would really help your advertising.

Individualize your paper, and you will

make an expressive piece of advertising.*r
' ~ ''

STRATHLAID BOOKLET PAPER
1

will be a big help to you for many

1
classes of advertising literature. It will

make your printing individual pieces

fl and not crowd stuff.

Haphazard distribution of mediocre
booklets is waste ; it is not a war meas-
ure. Prune your mailing list, and indi-

vidualize your direct-by-mail advertising.

You will help yourself, and Uncle Sam
too.

STRATHMORE PAPER CO.
Mittineague, Mass.

This is Strathlaid Booklet, Tan, Bookvveight, 25^ x 40.
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Strathlaid Booklet Papers

You may want a sample book of STRATHLAID
for your permanent file. Bertsch and Cooper of Chi-

cago, who designed this book, have ably suggested

the wide range of Strathlaid’s possibilities. It is a

paper which fits exactly into many quality requirements.

STRATHLAID BOOKLET PAPERS
are manufactured in thefollowing items:

Size:—25^ x 40.

Colors:—White, India, Tan, Green, Blue.

Weights:—Bookweight and Coverweight.

Deckle edges, marking and grain run the 40
inch way of each sheet. 500 sheets to a ream. Book-

weight wrapped 250 sheets to a package; Coverweight

packages contain 125 sheets.

Selling Agents

Albany, N. Y. . . . Hudson Valley Paper Co.
Atlanta, Ga. . . Sloan Paper Company
Boston Stone & Andrew, Inc.

Buffalo, N. Y R. H. Thompson Co.
Chicago .... The Paper Mills’ Company
Cincinnati, Ohio . . Diem & Wing Paper Co.
Cleveland, Ohio . The Central Ohio Paper Co.
Denver, Colo. Carter, Rice & Carpenter Paper Co.
Des Moines, Iowa . . . Pratt Paper Company
Detroit Seaman-Patrick Paper Co.
Indianapolis . . . C. P. Lesh Paper Company
Montreal, Can. McFarlane, Son & Hodgson, Ltd.

Newark, N. J J. E. Linde Paper Co.
New York J. E. Linde Paper Co.

Beekman & Cliff Sts.

Harlem, 148-150 E. 129th Street

New York .... Miller & Wright Paper Co.

65-67 Duane Street

Ogden, Utah . . . Scoville Paper Company
Omaha, Neb. . . . Carpenter Paper Company
Philadelphia .... Charles Beck Company
Portland, Ore. . . . Pacific Paper Company
Rochester, N. Y. . . . R. M. Myers & Co.
St. Louis . . . Mack-Elliott Paper Co., Inc.

St. Paul, Minn. . Wright, Barrett & Stilwell Co.
Salt Lake City . . Carpenter Paper Company
San Francisco . . Zellerbach Paper Company
Spokane, Wash. . John W. Graham & Co.
Springfield, Mass. The Paper House of New England
Tacoma, Wash. . . Standard Paper Company
Toronto, Ontario . . . The Brown Bros., Ltd.
Troy, N. Y. ... Troy Paper Company
Vancouver .... Columbia Paper Company
Winnipeg, Manitoba . John Martin Paper Co.
Worcester, Mass. . . Charles A. Esty Paper Co.

Send the post card located elsewhere in this issue.

This is Strathlaid Booklet, Tan, Bookweight, 25*^ x 40.
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This Insert Shows the Printing Possibilities of

(rocker’s

J^ahadoxT (Jovers
This stock is Crocker’s Paradox Cover, White, Smoott^J^inish, 20 x 25 —80 lb.



(^rocker’s

J^ahadoxT (Jovers

Trade Mark Of Excellence

Give it Life and Decent Dress

4 S a famous editor phrases it, “The right

/% picture will tell a better story than a

JL ^ page of print.”

Crocker’s Paradox Covers, Smooth Finish,

furnish the material with which Printers can give

Direct Advertising— printed matter— life and

decent dress; can produce advertising that will

bring home the bacon.

With Crocker’s Paradox Cover, Smooth

Finish, half-tone effects can be obtained which will

impart Character and Individuality to the covers

of Booklets, House Organs and Catalogues.

The reproduction on the reverse page of the

famous Houghton Herald and The Clyde Line

Booklet Cover opposite demonstrates the adapt-

ability of Crocker’s Paradox Cover, Smooth

Finish, for high class color work.

But Crocker’s Paradox Covers possess more

than just a good printing surface
;
they possess

a quality— a long fiber, substantial durability

—

which preserves the work put upon them, so that

Catalogues, House Organs, Booklets, etc., arrive

in the pink of condition at the other end of

the line.

Specify Crocker s Paradox

It will produce results Fourteen Beautiful Colors

Ask us or the nearest Selling Agentfor a Paradox Cover Sample Book

MANUFACTURED BY

American Writing Paper Company, Holyoke, Mass.

Makers of ‘‘Eagle A” Papers

This stock is Crocker’s Paradox Cover, PThite, Smooth Finish, 20 x 25)^—80 lb.



(rocker’s

Pj^RADOlC

0OVERS

Crocker’s Paradox Covers

Smooth Finish

Are made the following Sizes and Weights

20X — 50— 60— 80

22 X 28K— 60— 75— 100

Colors
Primrose, India, Neptune Green, Azure,

Tan, Buff, New Brown, French Gray, Seal

Brown, Olive Green, Drab Gray, Fibril

Granite, Du Barry Red, White.

Crocker’s Paradox Covers

Are also made in

Rough Finish

Same Sizes, Weights and Colors

as above, and

Fabric Hand-Made

Finishes

20 X 25
^

22 X 28

Same colors as above

List of Selling Agents on Fourth Page
Illustration used through courtesy of Arthur W. Pye, Passenger Traffic Manager.

Clyde Steamship Co. and Mallory Steamship Co., New York

This stock is Crocker’s Paradox Cover, White, Smooth Finish, 20 x 25^—80 lb.



(Jrocker’s

J^ahadoxT (Jovers

Trade Mark Of Excellence

Selling Agents

Baltimore, Md., Henry D. Mentzel & Co.

Boston, Mass., Carter, Rice & Co.

Buffalo, N. Y., Holland Paper Co., Inc.

Chicago, III., Moser Paper Co.

Cleveland, Ohio, Cleveland Paper Mfg. Co.

Denver, Colo., Carter, Rice & Carpenter Co.

Harrisburg, Pa., Donaldson Paper Co.

Harrisburg, Pa., Johnston Paper Co.

Hartford, Conn., Rourke Eno Paper Co.

Holyoke, Mass., Judd Paper Co.

Vancouver, B. C., 5

Los Angeles, Cal., Blake, Moffitt & Towne

Louisville, Ky., Southeastern Paper Co.

Nashville, Tenn., Graham Paper Co.

Newark, N. J., J. E. Linde Paper Co.

New Haven, Conn., New Haven Paper Co.

New York City, J. E. Linde Paper Co.

Richmond, Va., Richmond Paper Co., Inc.

Seattle, Wash., Lowman & Hanford Co.

St. Louis, Mo., Graham Paper Co.

Toronto, Ont., Brown Bros., Ltd.

i, Davidson & Wright

MANUFACTURED BY

American Writing Paper Company, Holyoke, Mass.

Makers of “Eagle A” Papers

\

1
This stock is Crocker’s Paradox Cover, White, Smooth Finish, 20 x 25^—80 lb.
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INTERNATIONAL©VER
23 X 29-80

c/C

WHITE
GREEN
INDO GRAY
STUCCO GRAY

CAFE
COBALT
MADURO
HORIZON BLUE

NEW line of Cover Paper recently put on the market by the makers
of CHEMCO Service Lines. Moderate in price and yet adaptable to all uses,

the bright, attractive colors lend themselves to practical demonstrations of

what the printer can do with the usual ink combinations on a harmonious
background. It is as suitable for the small printer with his modest press, as it

is practical for the publisher with his elaborate and high speed equipment

We heartily recommend this cover paper for the Big Editions, those that run

up into the hundred thousands for the following reasons: First, and most im-

portant of all, the initial cost is low and yet the stock is strong enough to with-

stand the wear and tear that the wholesale handling of enormous editions

makes necessary for economic distribution. Second, INTERNATIONAL COVER
has a smooth, velvet like finish; that means the maximum number of im-

pressions with the minimum amount of wear upon your plates. A coarse,

rough finished cover paper spells destruction to the fine lines on your electros,

and decreases the number of your impressions. Volume in printing large

editions is economical only so far as your lines continue to be clear cut If it

becomes necessary to renew your plates before the job is complete, an item of

increased cost, on which you perhaps did not figure, is added, with the resulting

decrease in profits, besides causing delays and loss of production in the plant

^yMade by '

Chemical Paper Manufacturing Company
Holyoke , Massachusetts

MAKERS OF SERVICE LINES

This sample shows Antique Finish, Green, 23x29—80



The new standard
catalog size recently

adopted by the Pur-
chasing Agents As-
sociation is 7^ X 10^.

times and conforms to

the dimensions of the

HYPOTENUSE OB-
LONG, which can be

folded and yet always

maintain the same
proportions.

mittkrnaimilCjciva']& arrtedm one size: 23x25
In these times of saving and the discontinuing of non-essentials wherever possible, and in

view of the fact that the average sale of cover paper is, at best, a small item, it seems more
economical to carry International Cover in the one size and weight—23 x 29—80, from

which size can be cut almost every booklet or catalog cover that is now in use. To be sure

there is bound to be waste on some of the sizes, but taken as an average, there is less waste

in cutting from this size than any other.

The Conference held in Chicago last May by the Purchasing Agents Association to discuss

catalog standardization resulted in the adoption of a catalog size of 7/4xlOH which cuts

three out of 23x29. The evidence showed that 6x9 and 8x 11 sizes were also largely used.

The adoption of the 7/^ x lOH size will mean, no doubt, a decline in 6x 9 size and this, of

course, will lessen the demand for 20x26.

In regard to the one weight, 80 lb., we have found after a careful study of the sales by weights

on our other cover lines that this is by far the most popular. Both from the jobber’s as well

as the manufacturer’s point of view, this standardization of one size and weight permits the

carrying of a large stock with the minimum amount of space occupied and money invested.

Therefore, a generous supply of all colors is available for immediate delivery which, during

these troubled times of transportation, is of greatest importance.

For list of distributors see next page

This sample shows Antique Finish, Cafe, 23x39—80



List of Distributors for

INTEKNATIONAL©VER
ALBANY, N. Y
BALTIMORE, MD
BOSTON, MASS
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. .

BUFFALO, N. Y
CHICAGO, ILL
CINCINNATI, OHIO . .

.

CLEVELAND, OHIO . .

.

DETROIT, MICH
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH
HOLYOKE, MASS
KANSAS CITY, MO
LANSING, MICH
LOUISVILLE, KY
LYNCHBURG, VA
MILWAUKEE, WIS
NEW HAVEN, CONN..

.

NEW YORK CITY
NEW YORK CITY
NEW YORK CITY
OMAHA, NEB
PHILADELPHIA, PA...
PHILADELPHIA, PA...
PITTSBURGH, PA
PROVIDENCE, R. I

ST. LOUIS, MO
ST. PAUL, MINN
SYRACUSE, N. Y
TORONTO, ONT
WASHINGTON, D. C.. .

.

Fischel Paper Co., Inc.

Henry D. Mentzel & Co.

John Carter & Co., Inc.

. . The Phelps & Lasher Paper Co.

Holland Paper Co.

James White Paper Co.

The Chatfield & Woods Co.

. . .The Union Paper & Twine Co.

Bermingham-Seaman-Patrick Co.

E. R. Lee Paper Co.

Judd Paper Co.

Benedict Paper Co.

The Dudley Paper Co.

Southeastern Paper Co., Inc.

Caskie-Dillard Co., Inc.

The E. A. Bouer Co.

New Haven Paper Co.

The Milton Paper Co.

Vernon Bros. & Co.

Whitehead & Alliger

. Field-Hamilton-Smith Paper Co.

Lindsay Bros., Inc.

D. L. Ward Co.

The Chatfield & Woods Co.

Providence Paper Co.

Acme Paper Co.

. . .Wright, Barrett & Stilwell Co.

J. & F. B. Garrett Co.

.The Buntin-Reid Co.

. . .

.

Baum Paper & Stationery Co.

Write to the nearest distributor for samples andprices; or, ifyou prefer,

use the enclosed postcard

— ^yifade by

Chemical Paper Manufacturing Company
Holyoke, Massachusetts

MAKERS OF SERVICE LINES

This sample shows Antique Finish, Cafe, 23 x 29—80

Picture of Swordsman on first page reprinted through courtesy, Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, Ohio
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You can get the unusual effect

you desire to make your advertis-

ing forceful and distinctive with
Alhambra Covers.This insertwhich
shows a Calkins Holden folder

design on the front cover is a dem-
onstration. _l
Ask your artist to make up the dunP?
my on Alhambra Cover There is so

much similarity in the great mass of

our printed advertising that you
must getnew cover effects, ifyou are

going to win attention for your ad-

vertising, and put your advertising

message across.

KAMARGO MILLS [FOUNDED 1808]

Knowlton Bros.,Inc
WATERTOWN, N. Y.

This insert is printed on Alhambra Cover, Chocolate, 20 z 26— 65. Also stocked in 23 z 29— 150



Alhambra covers are
receptive to new and unusual color

treatments entirely beyond the pos-

sibilities of other cover papers.Write
us today on the return post card we
are enclosing in this issue of Direct
Advertising for complete samples of

Alhambra Covers. If you will give

the size ofthe booklet or catalog you
have in mind, we will be glad to„

cut the covers for your dummy jfrom

an assorted selection of Alhambra
colors. But be sure to specify
whether you want a single or a
double thick cover.

Knowlton Bros, Inc,

KAMARGO MILLS [FOUNDED 1808]

WATERTOWN, N. Y.

THE MARK

KAMARGO MILLS [FOUNDED 1808]

This insert is printed on Alhambra Cover, Chocolate, 20 x 26— 65. Also stocked in 23 x 29— 150



ALBANY, N. Y4, Hudson VaUey Paper Co,

BALTIMORE, MD.,.Dobler & Mudffe

BOSTON, MASS., A. Storrs & Bement Co.

BUFFALO, N. Y., The Ailing & Cory Co.

CHICAGO, ILL., James White Paper Co.

CHINA AND JAPAN, U. S. Paper Export Ass’n, New York o

CLEVELAND, OHIO, The Union Paper & Twine Co.

DALLAS, TEXAS, West-CuUum Paper Ca
DES MOINES, IOWA, Carpenter Paper Co.

DETROIT, MICH., Beecher, Peck & Lewis

HARRISBURG, PA., Donaldson Paper Co.
,

KANSAS CITY, MO., Kansas City Paper House
‘ '

LONDON, ENGLAND, Henry Lindenmeyr & Sons
CONTINENTAL EUROPE AND BRITISH COLONIES

LOS ANGELES, CAL., Blake, Moffitt & Towne
bMANILA, P. I., J., P. HeUbronn Co.

MEMPHIS, TENN,, Teimessee Paper Co.

MILWAUKEE, WIS., Standard Paper Co.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., The John Leslie Paper Co.

MONTREAL, CAN., W. V. Dawson & Co.

NASHVILLE, TENN., Graham Paper Co.

NEW ORLEANS, LA., Graham Paper Co.

NEW YORK, N, Y., Lasher & Lathrop, Inc,

OMAHA, NEB., Carpenter Paper Co.

PHILADELPHIA, Pa!, Riegel & Co., Inc.

PITTSBURGH, PA., The Ailing & Cory Co.

PORTLAND, ORE., Blake, McFall Co.

PROVIDENCE, R. I., R. L. Greene P^per Co.

RICHMOND, VA., Richmond Paper Co., Inc.

ROCHESTER,^N. Y., The AUing & Cory Co.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Carpenter Paper Co. of Utah"

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Blake, Moffitt & Towne
SCRANTON, PA., Megargee Brothers

SEATTLE, WASH., American Paper Cbi* ’

;

SPAN..AM. COUNTRIES, Nat. Paper & Type Co.

SPOKANE, WASH., Spokane Pap«' & Stationery Co.

ST. LOUIS, MO., Graham Paper Co.

SYRACUSE, N. Y., J. & F. B. Garrett Co.

TACOMA, WASH., Tacoma Paj^ and Stationery Co.

WASHINGTON, D. C„ R. P. Andrews Paper Co.



MARSHALL FIELD
COMPANY



This stock is

Largest Selling •

Brand of Cover

PaperintheWorld

This sheet is Double Thick Buckeye Cover, French Qray^ ^Antique Finish^ 20x25 and 22x28^



AMAN’S SIZE BOOKLET
HE first sheet of this insert is a

reproduction, considerably reduced

in size, of the cover of an extraordi-

nary booklet published recently by

Marshall Field & Company, Chicago.

Probably no one advertisement of

recent years has attracted more attention or been the

subject of more comment than this book; and we
therefore feel fortunate in being able to present to

the readers of Direct Advertising, through the

courtesy of Mr. R. A. Brown, Advertising Manager
of Marshall Field & Company, first-hand information

as to the reasons for and the details of its publication

and distribution.

The Store for Men booklet represented a radical and

interesting departure from conventional department

store practice, in that it contained neither prices nor

descriptions nor illustrations of merchandise, although

its pages were enriched by many broadly-treated and

impressive “atmosphere” pictures.

The purpose of the book was not to make sales

directly, but rather to make friends and customers for

This sheet is Buckeye Cover, White^<iAntique Finish^ 20x25 — 50 and 22x28^ — 60.



the institution, by setting forth in a comprehensive

way the grounds for public confidence in its working

principles and merchandising policies.

The book consisted of forty pages and cover, size

11X16 inches.

One hundred thousand copies were issued; and

practically the entire edition was distributed from

motor trucks by uniformed messengers to customers

and selected prospects in Chicago and vicinity.

The expenditure involved was approximately twenty-

five thousand dollars— an investment that is an im-

pressive testimonial to Marshall Field & Company’s

confidence in the stability and soundness of business

conditions, no less than to their belief in the immediate

power and ultimate economy of good advertising.

Whether regarded as an expression of forward-looking

merchandising principles, or as a demonstration of the

possibilities that inhere in intelligent co-operation

between advertiser, artist, engraver, and printer. The
Store for Men booklet is easily the outstanding

advertising achievement of the year.

It is an inspiration and an encouragement to good

merchandising and good craftsmanship.

This sheet is Buckeye Cover, White^ ^Antique Finish^ 20x25 — 50 and 22x28^ — 60.



BUCKEYE COVERS
OR the cover of The Store for
Men booklet, thirty-six thousand

pounds of stock was required.

This was a cover-paper order of un-

usual size; but in all other respects,

save color, it followed what is now
the recognized standard practice:

The stock selected was BUCKEYE COVER— of a

special color, but of the same weight and finish as the

cover of this insert.

We are proud to have had the opportunity of furnish-

ing the cover paper for this remarkable booklet, not

only because of the endorsement involved, but also

because we were able, as few mills would have been,

to meet unusually exacting demands as to deliveries.

BUCKEYE COVER was found “best regardless of

price” for The Store for Men booklet, and so it is

for the majority of Direct Advertisements for which

high-grade cover papers can be used.

A comprehensive and convincing assortment of

“Proofs” will be sent free of charge on request.

This sheet is Buckeye Cover, White^’iAntique Finish^ 20x25 — 50 and 22x28^ — 60.



BUCKEYE COVER DEALERS
ATLANTA The Whitaker Paper Co.

BALTIMORE . Smith, Dixon Co., Division

BILLINGS, MONT. . . Carpenter Paper Co.

Western Newspaper Union

BIRMINGHAM . . The Whitaker Paper Co.

BOSTON The Arnold-Roberts Co.

BUFFALO The Ailing & Cory Co.

CALGARY . . John Martin Paper Co., Ltd.

CHARLOTTE, N.C.West’n Newspaper Union

CHICAGO J. W. Butler Paper Co.

James White Paper Co.

CINCINNATI . The Chatfield & Woods Co.

The Cincinnati Cordage & Paper Co.

The Diem & Wing Paper Co.

The Whitaker Paper Co.

CLEVELAND . The Central Ohio Paper Co.

The Union Paper & Twine Co.

COLUMBUS . . The Central Ohio Paper Co.

DALLAS Southwestern Paper Co.

DAYTON,The Cincinnati Cordage& PaperCo.

The Keogh & Rike Paper Co.

DETROIT . The Union Paper & Twine Co.

DES MOINES Carpenter Paper Co.

DENVER The Peters Paper Co.

EDMONTON, John Martin Paper Co., Ltd.

FARGO, N.D. . . Western Newspaper Union

GRAND RAPIDS, Central Michigan PaperCo.

HOUSTON Southwestern Paper Co.

INDIANAPOLIS Indiana Paper Co.

C. P. Lesh Paper Co.

KANSAS CITY Graham Paper Co.

LINCOLN Lincoln Paper Co.

LITTLE ROCK . Western Newspaper Union

LOS ANGELES . . . .Zellerbach Paper Co.

LOUISVILLE Louisville Paper Co.

MEMPHIS Tayloe Paper Co.

MIDDLETOWN, O. Sabin Robbins Paper Co.

MILWAUKEE .... The E. A. Bouer Co.

Standard Paper Co.

MINNEAPOLIS .... McClellan Paper Co.

MONTREAL Federal Paper Co., Ltd.

NASHVILLE Graham Paper Co.

NEW ORLEANS ... E. C. Palmer & Co.

NEW YORK . . Henry Lindenmeyr & Sons

The Paper House of New York
OAKLAND Zellerbach Paper Co.

OKLAHOMA CITY . . Western Newspaper
Union

OMAHA Carpenter Paper Co.

PHILADEPHIA . . . Garrett-Buchanan Co.

D. L. Ward Co.

PITTSBURGH .... The Ailing & Cory Co.
The Chatfield & Woods Co.

PORTLAND, ORE Pacific Paper Co.

RICHMOND, VA., Epes-Fitzgerald Paper Co.

ROCHESTER ... The Ailing & Cory Co.

ST. LOUIS Graham Paper Co.

ST. PAUL . . Wright, Barrett & Stilwell Co.

SALT LAKE CITY . . Carpenter Paper Co.
of Utah

SAN ANTONIO . . . San Antonio Paper Co.

SAN FRANCISCO . . Zellerbach Paper Co.

SEATTLE Richmond Paper Co.

SIOUX CITY . Western Newspaper Union

SPOKANE . . American Type Founders Co.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS. . The Paper House
of New England

TOLEDO .... The Central Ohio Paper Co.

TORONTO . The Wilson-Munroe Co., Ltd-

VANCOUVER, B. C. . . Columbia Paper Co.

WICHITA . . . . Western Newspaper Union

WINNIPEG .... John Martin Paper Co.

FOREIGN SELLING AGENTS
Henry Lindenmeyr & Sons, London, England

The nearest of these Buckeye Cover dealers will gladly furnish sample sheets

for dummies, and can fill your Buckeye Cover orders promptly, from stock.

THE BECKETT PAPER COMPANY
f^yfCaJ^ers of (food ’Idaper

in Hamilton, Ohio, since 1848

This sheet is Buckeye Cover, White., (^Antique Finish., 20x25 — 50 and 22x28^^ — 60.



This Slock is

Largest Selling

Brand of Cover

Paper in theWorld

This sheet is Double Thick B UCKEYE CovzK^ French Qray^<tAntique Finish^ 20 x 25 22X28^.



BUCKEYE
COVERS#

THE BECKETT PAPER CO.
MAKERS OF GOOD PAPER

IN HAMILTON, OHIO, SINCE 1848
‘

1^

This sheet is Double Thick Buckeye Cover, French Qray^ <iAntique Finish^ 20x25 and 22x28^.
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This is BROADCLOTH COVER, India, Double-Thick





THE SAVINGS BANK
OF BALTIMORE

T T

ONE HUNDRED YEARS
OF SERVICE
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BALTIMORE AND CHARLES STREETS
BALTIMORE MARYLAND

MARCH 16-1918





FromEveryStandpoint
ROM the standpoint of appearance, of a surface unusu-

ally pleasing to the sense of touch; of excellent printing

and folding qualities; of a choice in colors offering an

exceptional opportunity for the production of effective

advertising material; and by no means of the least im-

portance, from the standpoint of moderate price.

BROADCLOTH
COVERS AND TEXT

should be your choice for your standard stock items in the cover and

text lines. They will invariably please your customer, they will not

“run up” the cost of the job; they will “fit in” with practically any

scheme or design. Broadcloth dummies generally bring back the

order. Use them as well for the creation of new business. A new

idea worked out with Broadcloth papers will be difficult to resist.

ADVERTISERS PAPER MILLS
zdhCakers in Holyoke offine ‘Printing Papers

HOLYOKE MASSACHUSETTS

This is BROADCLOTH TEXT, India, 25^ X41—80
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Broadcloth

Cover

-Text

has

many

uses

—

for

light-weight

deckle-edged

covers,

for

wee

booklets,

folders

and

announcements

it

is

especially

adaptable.

For

large

catalogs,

where

straight

text

pages

are

used,

or

even

where

the

text

pages

have

halftone

illustrations

interleaved.

Broadcloth

Cover-Text

is

the

ideal

paper.





BROADCLOTH PAPERS

THE LINE

BROADCLOTH COVERS

SINGLE-THICK: 25>^ x — 65 lbs. Deckle-Edge on 20^-inch sides

*25>^x41 — 130 lbs. Deckle-Edge on 41 -inch sides

E)OUBLE-THICK: Viyi x 20^4— 130 lbs. Deckle-Edge on 203^- inch sides

*The double size, 25 1 .may have to be orderedfrom the mill where it is stocked for prompt shipment.

BROADCLOTH TEXT

253^ X 41—80 lb., deckle -edge on 41-inch sides. Put up in one -half ream packages

WHITE INDIA BUFF PEARL GRAY DRAB SEAL BROWN

The six colors. Covers and Text, are alike; that is. there is a corresponding color in Text for each

color in Covers, and vice versa

Selling Agents for BROADCLOTH PAPERS, COVERS and TEXT

New York Lewerth & Culbertson Los Angeles Zellerbach Papier Co.

New York P.oyal Card & Paper Co. Louisville Louisville Paper Co.

Philadelphia Carrett-Buchanan Co. Milwaukee Standard Paper Co.

Boston John Carter & Co. Inc. Memphis Tayloe Paper Co.

Springfield The Paper House Minneapolis McClellan Paper Co.

Albany Hudson Valley Paper Co. Nashville Graham Papier Co.

Atlanta Sloan Papier Co. New Orleans Graham Paper Co.

Baltimore 0 . F. H. Warner & Co. Oakland Zellerbach Paper Co.

Buffalo The Ailing & Cory Co. Oklahoma City Western Newspaper Union

Chicago J. W. Butler Paper Co. Omaha Western Paper Co.

Chicago James White Papier Co. Pittsburgh The Ailing 82 Cory Co.

Cincinnati The Diem & Wing Paper Co. Portland, Ore. Pacific Paper Co.

Cleveland The Cleveland Paper Mfg. Co. Richmond B. W. Wilson Papier Co.

Columbus The Central Ohio Paper Co. Rochester The Ailing &2 Cory Co.

Denver The Peters Paper Co. St. Louis Graham Paper Co.

Detroit Bermingham-Seaman-Patrick Co. San Diego Zellerbach Papier Co.

Harrisburg Donaldson Papier Co. San Francisco Zellerbach Paper Co.

Indianapolis C. P. Lesh Papier Co. Seattle Richmond Paper Co.

Kansas City Graham Paper Co. Toledo The Central Ohio Paper Co.

ADVERTISERS PAPER MILLS
Makers in Holyoke of fine Printing Papers

HOLYOKE MASSACHUSETTS

This is BROADCLOTH COVER, India, Double-Thick '4.



RELY ON THIS LABEL
This label on each i oo-sheet package of Bristols guarantees

that the contents were made by the originators of Mill

Bristols, and consequently the most experienced manufac-

turers in this branch of paper making. A complete sample

book showing eight grades of White and two grades of

Tinted Bristols and Index Card will be sent to any advertis-

ing man or printer who applies on his business stationery.

GEO WHEELWRIGHT PAPER CO'
OF BOSTON

Sample x 28^—120 lbs.

Dove Mill A ntiq-ue No. x White



THE FOLLOWING

DOVE MILL BRISTOLS
ARE CARRIED IN STOCK BY US

AND MAY BE OBTAINED THROUGH YOUR JOBBER

Dove Mill Superfine White— 22^ x 28^—100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200 lb.

Dove Mill Superfine White Antique— 22^ x 28|— 120, 140 lb.

Dove Mill No. 1 White— 22^ x 28-^— 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200 lb.

Dove Mill No. 1 White Antique— 22J x 28^— 100, 120, 140, 160, 180 lb.

Dove Mill No. 1 Tints— 22^ x 28^— 120 lb. — Blue, Dark Blue, Fawn, Gray, Green,

Lilac, Light Rose, Moss Rose, Nile Green, Pearl, Rose, Salmon, Straw, Yellow.

“BPF” Post Card— 22^ x 28^— 130 lb.— Buff, White.

Dove Mill No. 2 White— 22^ x 28J— 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200 lb.

Dove Mill No. 2 White Folding— 22| x 28|— 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200 lb.

Dove Mill White Sample Card— 22^ x 28^ — 100, 120, 140, 160, 180 lb.

Dove Mill No. 3 White— 22^ x 28^— 100, 120, 140, 160, 180 lb.

Dove Mill No. 2 Tints— 22^ x 28^— 100, 120 lb.— Amber, Blue, Fawn, Green,

Lilac, Gray, Rose, Salmon, Yellow.

Dove Mill No. 1 Index— 25^ x 30^— 110, 140, 170, 220 lb.

20-^ X 24|— 70, 90, 110, lb. — White, Salmon, Buff,

Blue, Green, Cherry.

Dove Mill No. 2 Index— 25^ x 30^— 110, 140, 170 lb

20^ X 24f— 70, 90, 110 lb. — White, Blue, Buff, Salmon.

Dove Mill Vigilant White Index— 25^ x 30^— 110, 140, 170 lb.

20^ X 241— 70, 90, 110 lb.

the assurance of this unusually varied and versatile

selection always at your service, in fixing upon DOVE
MILL as your standard source of supply you gain utility and

dependability in a measure that is far beyond the ordinary.

GEO. W. WHEELWRIGHT PAPER CO.
OF BOSTON

MAKERS
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Sample of 22^ x 28^—120 Ihs.

Dove Mill A ntiijue No. / White
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POST CARD

Knowlton Brothers, Inc.

Watertown, New York

POST CARD

ADVERTISERS PAPER MILLS

Holyoke, Mass.

y ) . > > ) j ? : 5 5 s t 7 .y y y y . j • . j y 3 9 i y - »

POST CARD POST CARD

Mountain Mill Paper Co.

Lee, Berkshire County, Mass.

On International Service

Chemical Paper Manufacturing Co.

Holyoke, Mass.

Attention Sales Dept.

1

1

< > *1
. ^ . ' » t •> 3 J ® ^

POST CARD POST CARD

Neenah Paper Co.

Neenah, Wisconsin

Crocker - McElwain Company

Holyoke, Mass.

> ' > V . * >> t i } > y 3 3 9 7

POST CARD POST CARD

Strathmore Paper Company

Mittineague, Mass.

Hampshire Paper Company

South Hadley Falls, Mass.



ENTLEMEN : We are interested in Broadcloth

Papers. Please send us prices and sample book

showing the complete line of colors.

Name

Company

Address

We have used Broadcloth Papers for

Knowlton Bros., Inc.

Watertown, New York

WE are going to issue a booklet or catalog approxi-
mately .... X ...

.

inches and would appreciate your
cutting some Alhambra Cover paper for our dummy. We
shall use single-thick (. .

. ), double-thick (. .
) cover

paper, and prefer something in a shade.

Name

Company.

Address

ON INTERNATIONAL SERVICE

Chemical Paper Meg. Co.
Holyoke, Massachusetts

C
N ENTLEMEN : Kindly send sample book and infor-

J raation relative to INTERNATIONAL COVER as

advertised in DIRECT ADVERTISING, Vol. V, No. 2

Name

Company

Mountain Mill Paper Co.

Lee, Massachusetts

ENTLEMEN : Please send us a sample book showing

the different finishes in which you make Mountain

Mill Snowdrift, also portfolio of Letterheads.

Name

Crocker-McElwain Company
Holyoke, Massachusetts

I I
Please send us your new Tokyo Sample Book, " The

Illustrated Letterhead.”

Q Please send us a copy of your latest Make-Ready Sheet,

printed on Certificate Bond, and carrying an article by
Mr. C. R. Kaddeland on " How to Makeready for Half-

tone Printing on Bond Paper.”

Firm Name

Your Name

Address

Hampshire Paper Co.

South Hadley Falls, Mass.

ENTLEMEN: Please send us your Portfolio of "Better Business

Letters” together with your plan for placing new customers on

our books. It is understood that the Portfolio and plan will come to

us without obligation on our part.

LOFT DRIED

SEND samples of Old Council Tree Bond, White oi

Colors. Stonewall Linen Ledger, White or Buff.

(Check grade, color and specify weight desired.)

Name

Company

Address

a
Date

Please send the Strathlaid Booklet sample book an

Prof. Parsons’ brochure.

Name

Address

Name

Company

Address...

Signed by Position

Business

Direct Advertisings Vol. 5 , No. 2

r



Government Regulations

Governing
vlanufaeture of Index Bristols

These regulations from the War Industries Board provide/^That

I

all Index Bristols be run to substanee numbers in three weights,

namely, No. 52, 68 and 84, the latter, being a maximum weight,

and the eolors be redueed to three, exelusive of white, namely,

buff, blue and salmon.”

These cards here are printed on

CROCKER-McELWAIN’S buff ledger
INDEX BRISTOL, 22^x28.i,NO. 84 (144 LBS.)

For further information regarding this paper,

address the manufacturers

INDEX BRISTOLS now made in the following

sizes and substance numbers

Size Substance Number
No. 52 No. 68 No. 84

20i X 24f 704 92 114
22i X 28J 89 116.4 144

25^ X 30^ 108 1414 1744

Crocker-McElwain Company
HOLYOKE, MASS.

TICONDEROGA PULP & PAPER CO.

200 Fifth Avenue, New York City

ENTLEMEN : Please send me printed specimens

of Ticonderoga Papers as advertised in DIRECT

ADVERTISING.

Name

Company

Address

George W. Wheelwright Paper Co.

95 Milk Street, Boston, Mass.

GENTLEMEN: Please send me Dove Mill Sample

Book
Send me B. P. F. Sample Book and dummies as indicated

of White India Gray

Dummy Pages Size of page . .

Bulk Limit on postage cents.

Name

Company

Address



Government Regnlations

Governing
Mannfaetnre of Index Bristol

These regulations from the War Industries Board provide,”That

all Index Bristols be run to substanee numbers in three weights,

namely. No. 52, 68 and 84, the latter, being a maximum weight,

and the colors be reduced to three, exclusive of white, namely,

huff, blue and salmon.”

t j « t < « I O < ( *

Ticonderoga Pulp & Paper Co. :

200 Fifth Avenue i

o

New York City

These cards here are printed on

CROCKER-McELWAIN’S buff ledger

INDEX BRISTOL, 22^x28^, NO. 84 (144 LBS.)

For further information regarding this papt

address the manufacturers

I < - « ? * fc r * t f f » < u 0 o

Geo. W. Wheelwright Paper Co.

95 Milk Street, Boston, Mass.

INDEX BRISTOLS now made in the following

sizes and substance numbers

Size

No. 52

Substance Number

No. 68 No. 84

20i X 24J 70^ 92 114

22i X 28^ 89 116^ 144

25J X 301 108 141i 174|

Crocker-McElwain Company
HOLYOKE, MASS.





PAPER MAKERS’ ADVERTISING CLUB
MEMBERS AND THEIR TRADEMARKS

ADVERTISERS PAPER MILLS
HOLYOKE, MASS.

DILL & COLLINS CO.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

D

MARTIN & WM. H. NIXON PAPER CO.

FLAT ROCK MILLS, PHILADELPHIA
DILL & COLLINS CO., Successors

HAMMERMILL PAPER CO.

ERIE, PA.

AMERICAN WRITING PAPER CO.

HOLYOKE, MASS.

STRATHMORE PAPER CO.

MITTINEAGUE, MASS.

HAMPSHIRE PAPER CO.

SOUTH HADLEY FALLS, MASS.

THE BECKETT PAPER CO.

HAMILTON, OHIO

TICONDEROGA PULP & PAPER CO.

NEW YORK CITY

KNOWLTON BROTHERS, INC.

WATERTOWN, N. Y.

CHEMICAL PAPER MFG. CO.

ROLYOKE, MASS.

TILESTON & HOLLINGSWORTH CO.

BOSTON, MASS.

MOUNTAIN MILL PAPER CO.

LEE, MASS.

CROCKER-McELWAIN CO.

HOLYOKE, MASS.

NEENAH PAPER CO.

NEENAH, WISCONSIN

GEO. W. WHEELWRIGHT PAPER CO.

BOSTON, MASS.

Printed on Buckeye Cover, Light Gray, Ripple Finish, Double-Thick, made by The Beckett Paper Company, Hamilton, Ohio



AND SAMPLE BOOK OF MILL-BRAND PAPERS
PUBLISHED By

PAPER MAKERS’advertising CLUB
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DIRECT ADVERTISING
AND SAMPLE BOOK OF STANDARD MILL-BRAND PAPERS

Edited by Brad STEPHENS

Published Quarterly, by the Paper Makers' Advertising Club, Box 2828, Boston, Massachusetts

VOL. V, No. 3 Subscription $1.00 per year 1918

CONTENTS
Frontispiece, Men Who Direct Government’s Direct Advertising During the War
Editorial, How Government Got Results from Direct Advertising

White Paper and the War, by George Creel, Chairman, Committee on Public

Information

Portraits of Judges Who Will Confer " Certificates of Award”
” The Certificate of Award ”

Where We Are At Today in the Printing Business, by J. Horace McFarland
In Case of Fire Save Our Mailing List First

Men Wanted with Ability to Sell Goods Direct by Mail

A Government War Poster

Why It Pays to Handle Well-Advertised Goods, by S. RoLAND Hall
" Every Customer Was First a Prospect

”

Will American Business Be Prepared for Peace ?

A Broadside by JOHN CoTTON Dana
Using Printing to Advertise Retail Clothing Business

Display Racks for Circulars, by Henry Lewis JOHNSON 25,

Cooperative Calendar Publicity

Julian Wetzel Writes About Mr. Pell

3 and 4

5

6 and 7

8

9, 10 and 11

12

13 and 14

15

16 and 17

18

19 and 20

22

23 and 24

26, 27 and 2 8

29 and 30

31

MEMBERS OF THE PAPER MAKERS’ ADVERTISING CLUB

Advertisers Paper Mills
Holyoke, Massachusetts

American Writing Paper Co.
Holyoke, Massachusetts

Beckett Paper Co.
Hamilton, Ohio

Chemical Paper Meg. Co.
Holyoke, Mass.

Crocker-McElwAIN Co.
Holyoke, Massachusetts

Dill & Collins Co.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Hammermill Paper Co.

Erie, Pennsylvania

Hampshire Paper Co.
South Hadley Falls, Massachusetts

Knowlton Brothers. Inc.

Watertown, New York

Mountain Mill Paper Co.
Lee, Massachusetts

Neenah Paper Co.
Neenah, Wisconsin

MARTIN & WM. H. NIXON PAPER CO.

Dill & Collins Co., Successors
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania

Strathmore Paper Co.
Mittineague, Massachusetts

Ticonderoga Pulp & Paper Co.
New York City

Tileston & Hollingsworth Co.
Boston, Mass.

Geo. W. Wheelwright Paper Co.
Boston, Massachusetts

Printed on Bl.\ck and White, Co.vted Book, 35 x 45 — 133 lb. Made by Dill & Collins Co.. Philadelphia. New York, and Boston
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'T^HESE men directed the Direct Advertising of the Government during the war- They are: George Greet, chair-

man, Gommittee on Public Information; Harvey J. O'Higgins, associate chairman; Gharles Dana Gibson, director.

Division of Pictorial Publicity; Edgar G. Sisson, director. Foreign Division; Edward S. Rochester, editor, "Official Bui-

letin.’’^ the Government’s daily newspaper ; Henry Atwater, ivho had charge of the production and distribution of all

Government literature ; and Dr. Guy Stanton Ford, director. Division of Education.
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How the Government Got Results From

Direet Advertising During the War

Mr. GEORGE CREEL, chairman

of the Committee on Puhlie In-

formation, makes an exclusive

statement to DIRECT ADVERTISING
' on page five of this issue. He replies to

the critics who have censured the Gov-
I

eminent for wasting paper during the

war. When private business was being

restricted in the use of white paper,

many people thought the Government

ought to he more economieal also. They

did not approve the waste that resulted

from the Government’s policy of print-

ing and distributing circulars, pam-

j)hlets, posters, and house organs with

unquestioned prodigality.

j

As Mr. Creel explains, however, vast

j

quantities of gunpowder and bullets

:
were wasted in France. Some of the

statistieians say that modern warfare re-

j

quires a ton of lead to kill one man. But

because ammunition was being wasted,

the Government could not restrict its

soldiers in the nnmber of rounds they

should fire. The Government had to get

results in the shortest possible space of

j

time. It could not allow questions of

eeonomy to limit the use of gunpowder

abroad, or to interfere with the use of

white paper at home in keeping the

people informed about the war.

Incidentally, Mr. Creel’s explanation

gives us a testimonial from the very

highest souree on the value of Direct

Advertising. The Government classified

it as one of the most important essen-

tials to the successful prosecution of the

war. His article also tells us how to get

the largest measure of returns from ad-

vertising Direct by Mail. The Govern-

ment saturated its field, whieh is the

United States of America, with infor-

mation about food conservation, gar-

dening, German propaganda. Liberty

Bonds and all other subjects on which

the people needed to be informed to

cooperate more intelligently in the work

of winning the war. Business men who
wish to accomplish similar positive re-

sults in inereasing the sale of their prod-

ucts will do well to consider the Gov-

ernment’s advertising methods.

Not being subjeeted to the same pres-

sure the Government was under for im-

mediate aetion, regardless of expense,

most business men can saturate their

I 3 1
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field with information about their busi-

ness and their product, without any

waste whatever. They can prepare a care-

ful mailing list of all the buyers and

prospective buyers in their field and

use Direct-by-Mail Advertising. A cor-

rect mailing list eliminates all duplica-

tion and other circulation waste. The

only other possible source of waste in

advertising Direct is that which results

from the failure of the advertiser to put

out attractive and interesting literature.

But the mailing pieces, booklets and cat-

alogs must be put out at frecjuent and

regular intervals. The trade must he sat-

urated with the necessary information.

And the advertiser who allows questions

of economy to rule, either in the pro-

duction of his printing or in the fre-

(juency of his mailings, will not get the

results he is after.

Final Announcement of the

^Certificate of Award”

account of the uncertainties of

the war and the paper situation last

fall, it was thought best by our Execu-

tive Committee to put over the an-

nouncement regarding the first series

of ” Certificates of Award” for fine print-

ing until a later number. Most happily

for everybody concerned, the war is over

now and all paper restrictions have been

lifted, but the good news did not come

in time to alter our plans for this issue.

The delay has been utilized to advan-

tage in working out all the details for

handling this most important matter,

and we can positively report that the

names of the first printers to receive

the award will be published in the next

quarterly number of DIRECT ADVERTIS-

ING. Many beautiful specimens of print-

ing have already reached us from vari-

ous sections of the country, and also

from Canada. The contestants have fur-

nished, as requested, seven copies of

each piece of work submitted for an

award, and all specimens so far received

are now in the hands of our judges.

Portraits of the seven men who have

agreed to act as our permanent com-

mittee of Judges are published on pages

six and seven following. The exception-

ally high character of the membership of

this committee is the best assurance we

can offer of the success and standing

of an undertaking that is generally

ackowledged to be one of the most im-

portant ever attempted in the printing

and advertising business. These men will

put the emphasis on quality in the

production of printing that it is our

ambition to attain through the institu-

tion of a series of authoritative "Certifi-

cates of Award.”

A reproduction of the "Certificate of

Award,” which was designed by Mr. W.

A. Dwiggins, is shown on page eight.

Every " Certificate ” issued will be signed

personally by all of the judges. Some

of those who read this final announce-

ment here will no doubt have an indi-

vidual copy of their own for framing

before the next number comes to hand.

[ 4 ]



White Paper and the War
An Exclusive Statement Written for Direct Advertising’^

by Mr. George Creel

Chairman, Committee on Public Information

0E
HE United States had only one essential industry and

that was the war industry. It was making nothing but

war. It was producing nothing hut victory. All industry

and all production were subservient to that one industry

and nothing was essential except as it aided that one great end.

This meant much hardship for many people. Men gave up their

lives. Wives gave up their husbands, parents their children. Busi-

nesses were being closed, industries abandoned, fortunes sacrificed,

incomes curtailed. That was necessary and inevitable in order that

the war should go forward and victory be assured. The war program

absorbed the lives, the industries, the businesses, the incomes of

us all, in whole or in part. And the government, directing that war

program, took everything that it wanted and had to have everything

that it wanted, in order to carry out its program as the war dictated.

The government had to have men and money and raw materials and

manufactured goods to the limit of the nation’s strength to supply

the war program. It had to have also white paper and advertising,

pamphlets and house organs to support that morale of the people

on which the actual war program depended. These were war needs.

It was not the government that asked for them— it was the war. And

the men in the government service who were using them were not

using them for their personal satisfaction, any more than the soldiers

in France were firing off their rifles simply to make a noise in the

world. Some men in the publicity service may now and then have

shot wildly and there may have been American bullets on the West-

ern front that went wide of the mark, but the publicity was almost

as necessary as the bullets, and the men in government publicity

could not with safety he skimped in their weapons and their am-

munition any more than could the men at the front.



^/ '^HESE are the judges who will

A. confer '•‘•The Certificate ofAward,

shown on the following page, for work

of exceptional excellence in the produc-

tion of fijie printing. The first awards

will be announced in the next number

of “ Direct Advertising.” They will

be issued quarterly thereafter. The

judges are as follows : George G. Ado-

meit. The Caxton Company, Cleveland

;

Earnest Elmo Calkins, Calkins & Hol-

den, New York; yohn Cotton Dana,

librarian, Yhe Free Public Library of

Newark,N . 'J Henry Lewis yolmson,

Boston; Norman T. A. Munder, Nor-

man T. A. Munder & Co., Baltimore;

Benjamin Sherbow, yo Union Square,

New York, and EdwardDeWitt Tay-

lor, Taylor zs Taylor, San Francisco.

I
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A CERTIFICATE OF AWARD
tc) Jm 111(01 A Oi/iij)iiiii/

FOR EXCELLENCE IN THE CRAFT
OF PRINTING

T II F. Committee of Judges actitig for the Riper Makers Adx ertising Club

certify by their names subscribed that llic Ca/aio'^ jot Sjiniu^ iii‘^

made for Tfti Jiiumulioiial C. onuinnuil CoifJoial(uii

is of a high standard of workmanship and that the work is especially commended

for excellence m /^ruhork and L /hkh and l/aiiamDu/it oj Jlhiilnriwiis
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The ''Certificate of Award.” Designed by Mr. fV. A. Dwiggins, Reduced from 18 by 15 Inches

The Paper Makers’ Advertising Club has voted to confer a series of medals, or certificates,

on printers who produce work of exceptional quality. A committee composed of some of the

foremost authorities on printing in this country tvill judge the specimens and make the

awards. Awards will be made on the merits of all specimens submitted, and as there will

probably be thousands of specimens sent in, the winners will necessarily have to submit work

of unusual excellence.

The Artcraft Printing Company is going after some of these certificates in real earnest, and

we mean to get some. Every piece of work that goes through our shop will have behind it the

hope of winning a prize.

While the announcement is made primarily to printers, it has deep significance and interest

for advertising men, for they will benefit by getting better printing than they ever did before.

Of course, all good printers always try to turn out good work, but where there is an extra

incentive there is always an extra effort, and recognition of ability is bound to spur on all

men who have any pride in their tvork.

From The Artcraft Magazine, the house organ of The Artcraft Printing Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
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"Where Are We At” Today

In the Printing Business?

An Examination in Three Chapters of Present-Day Conditions in Printing

Trade— '"The Printer as an Idea-Maker,” the Subject of This First

Chapter— Says That Printer Who Is Mere Taker and

Not a Maker of Business Is Doomed—By J. HORACE McFarland

T
he printer in these days may well express

himself as did the congressman whose visits

to the cloakroom in the old days had been

too frequent and too bibulous, and who when in

trouble as to whether he had voted yes or no on an

important pending measure, said, “Mr. Speaker,

where am I AT?”

The printer finds himself restricted in his vari-

ous trade relationships to a material and embarrass-

ing degree. He is not mentioned as conducting one

of the essential industries which are to have coal

with which to heat and run, or transportation with

which to move materials and product. His best

workers have either been conscripted by the gov-

ernment or by munitions employers who can com-

pete favorably for their services with higher wages

and work of essential character.

Yet the printer rubs his eyes as he sees the fed-

eral government a gigantic user of direct advertis-

ing in all its forms; “57 varieties” and a good

many more of posters and posterettes, of pamph-

lets and brochures, of cards and pages, beset him

at every corner, all falling as the famed leaves in

Vallombrosa from the few printing presses which

are deemed essential to its propaganda.

The printer is just as much perplexed as to

where he is AT in the commercial relationships

involved. He sees that in periodical advertising the

government is a mendicant and has availed itself

of the generosity of great business concerns which

have contributed space for its benefit. Then he sees

the same government sloshing around printed mat-

ter produced at the great government shop in Wash-

ington or at several score of related competitive

shops to the extent that the editors of periodicals,

including newspapers, confess themselves as in

despair to know what is important enough to pub-

lish, the whole flood being so unco-ordinated, un-

related and semi-hysterical that it is hard for the

patriotic editor who cannot comfortably give all

his space to the productions of the various bureaus

of publicity to know where to stop.

But the printer may at least comfort himself

with a sort of Job’s reflection as he sits in sack-

cloth and ashes—those of him who are outside the

government flood—that at last the previously non-

advertising, non-propaganda government of which

he is himself a part has recognized the value of

both indirect and direct advertising, with the em-

phasis on the latter. He may feel hopeful, conse-

quently, that sometime his great industry, third

in overturn, will be regarded as essential, and that

his fellow citizens who are in governmental rela-

tions will come to realize that without the click

of the typemaking machines, without the revolu-

tion of the printing press cylinders, neither tlie

world nor the war could long continue.

I need not discuss, because I do not know how,

the relationship of the few printers who have hap-

pened to be under the overflow from the Govern-

ment Printing Office to this war emergency pub-

licity. I do want to discuss the printer himself,

who ought to be constructing for himself in the

way of making his business quite definitely essen-

tial even in wartime.

It is true that national frugality is not only de-

sirable but imperative. It is also true that where

millions were spent five years ago, billions are be-

]
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ing spent all through the broad land of the United

States in the purchase of all sorts of things raised

on the land, dug out of its heart, or produced by

the hands of man. The expenditure of this money

is not confined to any state or any city. It touches

every farm and every factory directly or indirectly.

Wages for work people are paid as never before.

They have money to spend and they are spending

it. John Barleycorn, who has served in all previous

wars as the first and most continuous beneficiary

for all surplus funds of the laboring class, is

scared, and not by any means so blatant in his

propaganda. He is not getting nearly so much of

the money. It is being spent in channels which put

it into general trade.

Now if the printer can become in relation to

his customers a constructive force instead of a

mere human means for disseminating the conjoined

result of the operation of typemaking machines,

papermaking machines and printing machines, he

can do real service to mankind, become a profit-

making and therefore constructive part of the

great earning throng of business men, and place

himself in an impregnable position for the great

things that must be done when mankind’s chief aim

ceases to be the killing of each other.

As I see the situation, there never was an hour

in the world’s history in which the capable printer

needed more to become the constructive business

promoter. There is no restriction, governmental,

financial or ethical, on the development of ideas.

The Kaiser had an idea of world domination, and

he is rushing his nation to ruin in its development.

The United States has had an idea of its own de-

mocracy which has come to be an idea of world

democracy, and President Wilson is leading our

increasing hosts toward making the conditions fair

for acceptance of that sort of living by all the

world fit to exist in a democracy.

So ideas are important whether they relate to the

sale of a new sort of keyhole or to the develop-

ment of a dreadnaught. Speaking in the language

of the shop, they become efficient only as they are

developed and sold, and when the printer can think

himself through an idea to the point of selling it,

he has become a constructive force in the world.

- -

If I might in some moment of super-egotism

imagine myself the schoolmaster of the printers of

America, and if they were before me, compelled

to submit to my hectoring, I would enforce upon

them with whatever vehemence I possessed the

first item in this idea development campaign—that

of becoming actually acquainted with the details of

their own great art-industry in better knowledge of

its facilities, materials and possibilities.

These printers would have to listen to lectures

on how paper is made, and whether it is made in

certain weights. They would have to get themselves

all fussed up about how many pages could be

mailed, under the present ancient congressional

means of deterring business transactions, for one

cent and for other cents.

These printers would then be asked to study the

effect on themselves of certain pages, each of which

carried or did not carry an idea from its human

brain source to many human brains.

These printers would be asked to consider that

the customers, a few of whom they love, many of

whom they have reason to hate, and with all of

whom they are in a less satisfactory relation than

is possible, are just like themselves, usually, and

are reasoning hiunan beings buying printing under

the conditions the printers themselves have pro-

vided to accomplish a definite result, and that re-

sult usually one involving a profit for the customer.

All this hectoring and lecturing to this body of

master printers, who might be held before my ego-

tistical scoldings, would urge them to just hug

tight to the thought of an idea and its development

in a constructive way. Every printed page, whether

it is in a Bible or in an automobile catalog, is

intended to put something over. It includes the

showing of an idea either in picture or in words.

It brings that idea into the light of attention, or

it covers that idea with the smoke of sales stupidity.

As a matter of inquiry, how many printers ever

scan each page of the matter which passes through

their presses on this vital fundamental basis of its

ability to put things over? How many of them

constantly construe the productions which pass

under their eyes from the standpoint of the custo-

mer—or, what is more intimately accurate, from

[ 10 ]
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the standpoint of the customer’s customer? Print-

ers, then, to have a better relation with their cus-

tomers, to become more constructively effective,

ought to be students of publicity. With direct

advertising they ought to be on terms of close and

expert intimacy. Their knowledge of paper and type,

of postage and presswork, of color and effect, of

proportion and page, of effectiveness and diffusion,

ought to bear all the time, every day, on every

job, upon the publicity relationship which will

make the product upon the profit of which they

live more valuable to the customer.

Someone may say that I am reading out of use-

fulness the old-time printer who printed what was

put before him; who followed copy, even out of the

window; who expected layout, proofreading, brains

and planning from the customer.

But I do not put this printer out of relation to

the world’s work. He does it himself. He is all

through as an important factor. He is a mere taker

of business, and not a maker of business. He belongs

to and with the customer who is headed away from

the success of direct advertising of all sorts, be-

cause he holds a penny up as his luminary.

Nothing is more economically definite at the pres-

ent moment than that this sort of printer is on the

toboggan, and that the splash at the bottom of

this toboggan is into the deep waters of bankruptcy.

To be continued

The Helpful Halftone

The invention of printing from movable type gave civilization a big boost. But for four

hundred years after the invention of printing, not a single important new idea got into the

business. The first—and to this day the last—radical improvement in the printing business

was the application of photography to the production of printing plates; and especially im-

portant in this field is the modern halftone engraving.

The halftone plate, mounted ready to print, is only an inch high in linear measurement;

but in influence it is miles and miles bigger than any other single element of the graphic arts.

At the same time, it is the least expensive element in the entire range of advertising effort.

A halftone plate to fill a full page in the “Saturday Evening Post” can be bought for

about twenty-five dollars. Hand composition of an average page in type alone will cost about

the same amount. The copy to fill such a page will—and should—cost very much more than

twenty-five dollars. The art work—if any—cannot be thought of as costing less than twenty-

five dollars. It is apparent therefore, that a halftone plate is not only one of the most im-

portant elements of modern publicity, but is also one of the least expensive, if not absolutely

the least expensive from the standpoint of effect and utility.

The halftone plate has reduced the size and weight of the salesman’s sample case. For

many salesmen, it has provided the only possible way to show what the goods look like. A
man who is selling buildings or gas engines cannot carry his samples with him, but he can

pocket a catalog illustrated with halftone plates and get by in great shape.

The halftone plate in colors has made it possible for a salesman to make an intelligent

exhibit of rugs, carpets, fabrics, goods, machinery and countless products that do not lend

themselves to normal modes of sampling. It has also made it possible for the manufacturer

to cover far more ground than his salesmen can reach, by means of the mail.

A good halftone does most everything but talk; in a book it travels at the lowest rate

of fare; it has no expense account; it tells the truth; it doesn’t forget details, and it is the

next best thing to the product itself.

Aside from the illustration of news, the halftone is a great power in the sale of merchan-

dise. Are you using the inexpensive halftone as thoroughly as you can in your business?

Think it over. We can show you many good ways to make engravings do a lot of work that

has often been done less effectively and at a higher cost.

From The Pocket Book, a house organ published and copyrighted by the Art Engraving & Colortype Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

.[ 11 ]
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”In Case of Fire Save Our Mailing List First”

^T^HIS is the standing order of the president of the company in a large Pennsylvania factory. This
-*• manufacturer realizes that his mailing lists are the most important assets of his business. He has

put years of effort into them, and they contain data worth many thousands of dollars. They carry

complete and accurate lists of all the people in the country with the money and the need to buy his

product. With these mailing lists and effective Direct Advertising, mailed regularly every month, this

manufacturer keeps his plant busy all the year round. Without these lists and persistent, carefully

planned Direct Advertising, the plant would soon have to close down.

[ 12 1
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Men Wanted with Ability

To Sell Goods Direet by Mail

Putting Salesmanship into Letters and Printed Literature the Great Need

of the Hour— Goods Today Bought More than They Are Sold—
And the Reasons That Lead Business Men to Buy Can Be

Put on Paper— Mail Selling More Efficient than Personal Salesmanship

T
here is a very wide demand today for

men who know how to do business by mail.

There is going to be a much greater demand

in the immediate future. Men who can put sales-

manship on paper are needed everywhere to carry

on American business now and after the war, and

are also wanted to develop and hold business in

South America, Australia, Russia and many other

foreign countries.

Greater efficiency in advertising and selling is

one of the vital needs of the hour. Men like Charles

M. Schwab, Andrew Carnegie, Marshall Field and

other great American business men succeed not be-

cause of what they were individually able to do

themselves but because they were able to extend

their ideas and their policies through a great or-

ganization. And so it should be with a great sales-

man. He should be able to put his salesmanship on

paper. He should be able to put the policies of the

house, the merits of the goods, and the methods of

doing business of his concern in letters and printed

literature, and to thus extend himself and his sell-

ing talk all over the country.

The great business of Sears, Roebuck & Company

was foimded on the ability of Mr. Sears to put

salesmanship on paper. Mr. Sears was not only a

great salesman, but he was able to put his sales-

manship in writing. He began by selling watches

by mail through the aid of circulars. These circu-

lars were so successful that he soon began to sell

other products besides watches. Within a very short

space of time he was able to issue a catalog. And

in a very few years the great business of Sears,

Roebuck & Company was established, the largest

institution of its kind in the world. But the Sears

style of copy and of selling was always maintained.

Although many other men had to be employed to

write the vast amount of copy needed for the mam-
moth Sears, Roebuck & Company’s catalog, it was

always held true to the ideals and principles of Mr.

Sears. It was straightforward, honest copy. And
the goods were never misrepresented.

What Mr. Sears did in the mail-order business

can be done in other lines of business where it is

necessary to sell through salesmen, jobbers or re-

tailers. All that is needed is a meritorious product

and the man with the genius to put salesmanship

into letters and printed literature.

So many false ideas about selling and advertis-

ing are in circulation that many business men are

afraid to make any serious attempt to sell their

products through Direct Advertising. Superior

goods, square methods of doing business, and

above-board policies are all that are needed to

sell customers Direct-by-Mail. And these things

can be put into letters, circulars, booklets, catalogs

and house organs. It is not necessary to have a

salesman call and see the prospect to convince that

prospect of the superior merits of the products the

house has to sell, or of the better treatment and

service the house has to offer. This can all be done

through letters and printed literature.

Of course salesmen are necessary. The actual

closing of most important orders call for the

services of a salesman. But the old idea that the

only way business can be secured is through hav-

ing a salesman call again and again, through per-

haps a long period of years; that customers must

]
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be hounded into buying, and that there is no other

way; that salesmen must be employed to play men

personally, is gradually losing out.

The main idea of a vast number of salesmen

is to sell goods by playing up to customers per-

sonally. They get business by entertaining custo-

mers. They find out what a customer’s likes and

dislikes are personally, and what his weaknesses

are also. If the customer is a hunter, they read up

on guns and hunting, and when they go to see that

customer they beguile him into telling of his

mighty deeds as a hunter. For the time being they

sit at the feet of a mighty Nimrod.

But this idea of selling does not prevail as much

as it did formerly. And this idea of selling cannot

be carried out through the use of printed adver-

tising. Through letters a salesman or the president

of a business can play to the particular personal-

ity of the man he is trying to sell, but success for

the most part in Direct Advertising is not based

on getting business through personal friendship.

Men who do business together for a long period

of time are bound to have a certain friendship

for one another. That friendship may become a

personal one. But the business they do was estab-

lished on strict business principles—better goods

for the purpose or better methods of doing busi-

ness, or on some other hard and fast principle.

Goods today are bought more than they are sold.

Big, capable business men feel it their duty to find

out for themselves all about the various products

they buy. They have a distinct aversion to being

' —

^

sold. When they get ready to buy they send for a

salesman, but the salesman who comes in, hat in

hand, does not sell them. They made up their mind

to buy long before. And the reasons that lead

these big men to buy can be put on paper.

To really finesse in selling today, you must do it

on paper. The cat is always out of the bag when

the salesman calls. The prospect knows the sales-

man is there to sell him. And the prospect is on

his guard. He knows that the asking of a single

question gives the salesman an advantage over him.

And as a result, the wise buyer has to wear a mask.

He must fend off the salesman, because the de-

cision to buy is always made when he is alone.

But the buyer can show further interest in the

reading of a letter, a circular or a catalog, and

not hetray himself—not let down his guard for

the further importunities of a salesman. The buyer

can read the printed literature in the privacy of his

office or his home. The ideas the seller wants to

convey, the impressions and the convictions he

wishes to achieve can all be secured through the

printed word. As a result of a series of printed

advertisements, many a prospect can be brought to

buy who would never take the time to listen to a

personal salesman, or who would not dare betray

himself by listening to a salesman.

Every seller of printing should keep these ideas

clearly in mind. Goods today are bought more than

they are sold. And printed Direct Advertising lit-

erature is the greatest means and the most efficient

means for leading prospects to buy.

Like the farmer who raised more corn to feed more hogs to get more money to buy more

land to raise more corn to feed more hogs: every American now is trying to raise more

money to buy more Liberty Bonds and will keep it up as long as necessary. The good print-

ing we are doing here is helping more firms to get more business to make more money.

The Marchbanks Press, New York.
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Read the

Oflicicil Bulletin
PUBLISHED DAILY UNDER
ORDER OF THE PRESIDENT
OF THE UNITED STATES

BY COMMITTEE ON
PUBLIC INFORMATION
GEORGE CREEL chairman

WAR
Information
Save writing to Washington for what you

want to know about

The Fuel Administration

Trading with the enemy

The Army and Navy

The Red Cross

The Selective Draft Laws The War Labor Board

The Food Administration The War Industries Board

The Railroad Administration

and all the other permanent or emergency governmental

departments, boards, commissions, committees

and administrations at the Capital and elsewhere.

ASK FOR IT HERE
MYKANMAirr omcs %-fft OKMilof

Here is a testimonial from our Government as to the value of a house organ. The Government finds that thousands of
people are writing to IFashington every day to get further information about matters that are fully explained in its daily
house organ, "The Official Bulletin.” And so the Government puts out this poster to ask people who are constantly seeking
information to read "The Bulletin,” and to save writing to Washington.

The poster is shown here reduced from 19x25 inches. It was printed in red and black ink on brown paper, and was one of
the very best type posters put out by the Government during the war.
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Why It Pays to Handle

Well-Advertised Goods
How Successful Advertising Broadens Market for a Product— Makes More People Familiar

with Its Name and Merits— Cost of Unsuccessful Advertising Comes Out ofManu-

facturer’s Capital, and Manufacturer, Not Public, Stands the

Bill—By S. Roland Hall, Adv. Mgr., Alpha Portland Cement Company

T
here are several false notions about ad-

vertising. The most common one probably

is the idea that manufacturers advertise

largely for the purpose of creating a little hot air

about themselves and just tack on the cost of the

advertising to the price of their goods. Consequent-

ly, retail dealers are often heard to say: “I’d

rather you would cut out all the advertising and

give me a better profit.” This notion is helped

along considerably by salesmen representing non-

advertised lines or brands who drop around and

say: “We don’t advertise and so we can make you

a price lower than that of the advertised brands.”

Without realizing it, the man who offers to make

a low price on his product because it isn’t adver-

tised, is paying a great compliment to the power

of advertising.

Now, the truth is that well-planned advertising

does not increase the cost to the user or consumer,

nor does it lower the dealer’s profits. It simply

broadens the market for the product and broaden-

ing the market means lowering the costs, instead

of swelling them—means a more rapid turnover

of the dealer’s capital. If advertising is not well

planned, if it is mere noise, the cost of it simply

comes out of the manufacturer’s capital, and he

—

not the public—stands the bill. It is not produc-

tive, the public does not buy and obviously pays

none of the cost.

There are many products that can be sold at a

reasonable price only when made known to the

public generally and a large sale has been built

up. If Henry Ford sold only one-tenth of the ma-

chines he does sell, he could not sell them at the

I

price he offers them today. Spreading information

about a meritorious product means spreading the

sales, and spreading the sales lowers both the

manufacturing cost and the selling cost, that is,

unless one concern controls the output of all goods

in that certain class, and that is very unusual.

Another false notion about advertising is one

for which some manufacturers are responsible.

This second false notion is the idea that adver-

tising immediately causes a long procession of new

buyers to flock into the dealer’s door. Dealers who

have been persuaded to put in large stocks of

goods on the argument that their doors would be

battered down by delegations of new buyers have

suffered disappointment and perhaps have lost

the faith in advertising that they should possess.

This conception of advertising is as erroneous as

the one previously mentioned.

The object of real advertising is to make the

people who can use the product familiar with its

name and merits. All of us prefer to buy goods

that we are familiar with. Possibly there are plenty

of manufacturers able to make wagons as good as

Studebaker’s and shirts equal to the Manhattan

brand, but the public prefers the familiar brands

that they feel they know. You may be able to per-

suade buyers that something else is just as good

but when you try it you have your work cut out

for you, and here and there a suspicion will be left

that the unknown article wasn’t quite as good

after all.

Some years ago, when the Gillette safety razor

was the only article of its kind that was thoroughly

known, a large concern that wanted to give a safety
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razor as a premium to people who were rendering

it some service, asked a hardware store for prices

on a new safety razor that had some striking fea-

tures. The prospective buyer had thought of the

Gillette razor but concluded that it had been sold

and used as a premium so extensively that it had

lost its strongest appeal.

“Why don’t you buy the Gillette?” was the first

question of the hardware man. On being told why

the Gillette had been dropped from consideration

he said: “Would you be interested in my views?

All right. Well, then, I make as much on one of

these razors as on the other, so it makes no differ-

ence which one I sell you. But when a man comes

in here for a good safety razor, he knows what the

Gillette is as soon as you mention it. He regards

it as a standard article, and its value is already

fixed in his mind. We don’t, as a rule, have to do

any selling of the Gillette. It’s just an exchange of

a $5 bill for a safety razor. But whenever we put

the other razor forward, we find that, though it

is a good article, it isn’t known. We always have

to sell it, have to take our time to explain it, to

prove that it really and truly is as good as a Gil-

lette, and then some people don’t believe us. Final-

ly, the demand for the Gillette is such that we buy

a gross at a time; we buy the other outfit in lots

of six at a time. Does that mean anything to you?”

It did mean something—meant that the buyer

chose the Gillette razor for his premium; he didn’t

want something that he had to explain, something

whose value he had to prove.

=3fb
This little razor story illustrates the power of

good advertising. Good advertising will bring you

some new customers, but don’t expect people gen-

erally to lay down everything and rush to your

place of business as soon as they read an adver-

tisement. Very likely all that will happen will be

that they will read enough of the advertisement or

notice enough of the illustration to get a favorable

impression of the article and to be influenced to

prefer it and to buy it at your place of business

when they are again in need. The impression will

be there even when the advertisement has been for-

gotten; people daily buy well-advertised goods

without being conscious of any advertisement.

The gist of the whole matter is that people pre-

fer the goods whose names and merits are familiar.

A busy dealer hasn’t time, nor is it his business, to

make known the names and merits of all the many

products he handles. If this burden is thrown on

him his labor is greatly increased. He can’t make

as many sales; he can’t turn his capital quickly.

The manufacturer of non-advertised goods is

lucky indeed to get a good dealer to take on this

big burden of making the product known to the

community, for it requires time, work and patience.

Good advertising will always bring some new

customers. But usually its greatest value is that it

paves the way for the dealer’s work, by making the

consumer familiar with the product and making

him willing to receive it without question.

Advertising standardizes goods in the public

mind. It makes turn-overs instead of left-overs.

”If I Were a Manufacturer”

If I were a manufacturer selling my products through the retailer, and found that my sales

had greatly decreased, instead of trying to crowd the dealers’ shelves, 1 would confine my
efforts to helping him empty them. Vd plan selling and advertising campaigns for him, send

him copy and cuts for his local advertising, supply him with all the advertising literature he

could use, including window and store cards. Then, as soon as his sales began to increase,

mine would increase likewise as a matter of course.

From Graphica, the house organ of The Herald Press, Montreal and Toronto.
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Every Customer Was First a Prospeet
By JOHN R. MCCONNELL

T is a true business saying that "Every sale that was ever made
developed from a prospect. All purchases were prospects be-

fore the sale was made.”

Now get that
—"Every -sale that was ever made developed from

a prospect. All purchases were prospects before the sale was made.” Be-

lieve me, there is food for thought in those two little sentences.

Prospects are the future bread and butter of the average business. It is this

year’s crop of prospects that will swell next year’s sales, so that they will

show an increase over your sales for this year. They should be cultivated

intensively and extensively.

All prospects should be listed, carded,

indexed and filed, then kept up to date

by constant revision. Put someone in

charge of this file who is competent to

take care of it, and impress upon him or

her the idea that these are next year’s

customers and are consequently of great

importance.

With a given list of prospects the best

method of intensive cultivation is by let-

ters and direct advertising matter. Plan

a campaign covering a period of say six

months and follow it. The type of cam-

paign and character of each mailing must

necessarily vary with different kinds of

business, so it would be impossible to at-

tempt to lay out a single campaign that

will fit every case uniformly.

But if the prospects are new ones and

have never been worked on your propo-

sition, it is advisable to start your cam-

paign with weekly mailings for the first

two or three weeks, then bi-weekly for.

say six weeks, and finally monthly mail-

ings for the balance of the six months.

This is because the "memory curve” falls

off sharply at first and in order to retain

a thought or idea the memory must be

refreshed more often at that time.

On the other hand if your list of pros-

pects has been worked before and they

are familiar with your proposition, then

monthly mailings should be sufficient

throughout the entire campaign.

Planning a campaign to convert pros-

pects into customers is no small task. It

requires sales ability as well as a thorough

knowledge of advertising. Our Service

Department has had a great deal of expe-

rience in planning and executing such

direct-by-mail campaigns, even to writing

the copy, attending to the illustrationsand

handling the addressingand mailingwhen
desired. We would be very glad to co-op-

erate with you and lay out a tentative

campaign to cover your particular needs.

Reprinted from "The Straight Line,” the house organ of the C. T. Bearing Printing Co.,

Louisville, Kentucky
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Will American Business

Be Unprepared for Peace?

Concerns that Discontinued Advertising During the War Imperiled Their Most Valuable

Asset—The Loss They Experienced in Good-Will Must Now Be Overcome by

Extensive Advertising—An Appeal to American Business Men in This

New Era in Merchandising—From a Folder Put Out by The Barta Press, Boston

W ILL American business be as unpre-

pared for peace as it was for war?

We hope not. If we have learned our

lesson, we know now that we must in time of war

prepare for peace. Already English, French and

even German business men are preparing.

It is useless to deceive ourselves into thinking

we can easily drop back into the old trade routine.

There never will be a return to before-the-war con-

ditions. War is changing markets even as it is the

old international boundary lines. New wants are

developing; old customs are giving way; luxuries

become necessities and necessities luxuries.

Already a new era in merchandising has begun.

American business is approaching, if indeed it is

not already in, its most critical period. War orders

will stop coming, and peace orders must take their

place if the factory wheels are to keep turning at

normal speed.

What are you doing to make sure that you will

get those peace orders? They will not come with-

out effort; you must earn them. You cannot reap

where you have not sown. Begin now, today, this

very minute, to put your house in order. At the

present time your advertising matter should be

going out to keep alive the good-will you have

created in the past. Your distributers, your custo-

mers, are looking to you; they must know your

plans before they can make theirs. Take them into

your confidence; tell them your purpose. Show

your jobbers and dealers that you are alive. If ever

there was a time when it was necessary to adver-

tise, now is that time. Here is the opinion of W. B.

Colver of the Federal Trade Commission:

“ Discontinuance or even sharp curtailment of

advertising because of temporary war conditions

would seem to imperil the most valuable asset that

any business has, namely, its good-will. No more

faulty logic can be found than that which would

impel a manufacturer to cease building for the

future by means of advertising, simply because the

output of his factory is, for the time being, re-

stricted; or because diversion of his facilities to

war work has operated to withhold his goods from

accustomed markets. In modern business there can

be no sufficient-unto-the-day policy.

“ In advertising the business man has built up

the intangible or spiritual side of his business, if

such it may be designated as distinct from the ma-

terial side. It is the spiritual side, as represented

by good-will, that is slower of growth and that

is the more seriously jeopardized by neglect—
neglect which could take no more disastrous form

than an interruption to advertising.

“ There is scant justification, it would seem, for

the misgivings of the advertiser who is prone to

allow his investment in good-will to go by default

merely because he suspects that popular demand

or the conditions of distribution may undergo some

radical change after the war. If a business man b
basing his expectations upon an unworthy product,

he might as well abandon it once and for all. For

the manufacturer, however, who has faith in his

product there is every reason to have faith in the

future and every incentive to take out insurance in

the form of persistent advertising.”

Never before in history has so great an opportu-

nity presented itself to American business. But you
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must seize the opportunity before it is too late. A
few months from now and every one will be

hustling for business. You can get a flying start if

you act now.

Procrastination raises its ugly head to ask,

“ Why advertise when we can’t deliver the goods? ”

Beware, lest when you can deliver the goods it may

be too late to advertise them at all. Advertising

and publicity are the forerunners of sales; they

must be always far ahead of sales in point of time.

The present demand for any article depends not so

much on this year’s publicity as it does on last

year’s and the years before that.

Here and there we hear the ultra-conservative

whisper, “ I’m going to wait and see just what con-

ditions will be.” Some, of course, will wait until

the very conditions they wait for will roll them as

'
' ^

flat as a tank does a nest of machine gims. Men,

real men, make conditions, and that is the reason

why they control trade.

If you are going to be in step with the new era,

now is the time to learn to march. If you would

have a growing crop of peace orders, now is the

time to sow the seed of advertising. Your catalogs

and trade literature should be planned now so as

to be available as soon as you need them. If you

read the signs of the times as we do, you will need

them very soon.

The Barta Press has no ready made publicity

plan for after-the-war business, no idealistic cure-

all for all evils. Just as your tailor makes your

coat fit you, so Barta Service makes your publicity

fit your business needs. We design, create and pro-

duce printed matter.— The Barta Press, Boston.

<3

SPECIAL OFFER
Presenting the Coupon ivith 15c. will entitle you to a can ot

Lucas Velvo-Tone FinUh (Regular Price 20c.); also give

you FREE a well-made Brush, especially suited to apply this

New, Classy finish.

ELVO-TONE if a wondertul new prodnia that tlamf, vaniiflief and producef a rich, hand-nibbed efie<a m one operanon. Il^m
the beautiful, velvety effect which if fo popular today on most all eitpemive furniture and lyi-to-date wood-worL Velvo- tom
if unlike any other product It takef the place of the old, dow. laborioui and eyenave metM of producing this nch. velvety tosh,

which required staining the wood, varnishing it then rubbing it down by hand. Velvo-Tone m one operation does all three.

Velvo-Tone fim'a/i dries hard and ffim over any proper tuiface.
. , , „ t l l •

Velvo- Tone Finish can be used on all interior woodwork and on furniture, both old and new. If you are buildmg a new home, byu^
Velvo- Tone Finish on the woodwork you can get the rich, hand-rubbed effer*. which, to the person of ordinary means is alimifl prohibitive

m coft. If your furniture has the out-of-date, highly varnished or mission efferff, you can easffy and quickly give it the modem appearance with Velvo-

Tone Finish. U you have a piece of furniture that does not harmonize wth other Pi«es. you can rearUy ch^e it to the fame

expensive-looking style with Velvo-Tone. Wherever you use Lucas Velvo-Tone Ftnuh you produce a beautiful, amilic surface at very

Velvo-Tone is madem eight attractive wood colors, fuch as Golden Oak. Fumed Oi Old Oalq WMther^ Oak. Dark Mahogany.

Zarina Green. Rich Mahogany. Black nemish and Natural Come in and examme fome paneb that have been finished With it.

This is a reproduction of one of a series of 6 by 9 advertisements bearing a coupon and put out for its dealers by John
Lucas & Co., Inc. These advertisements were printed on cards and distributed from house to house. They were also inserted

in the newspapers. A comparison of returns on the same basis of circulation showed that the cards distributed from house
to house pulled approximately 25 per cent greater returns than the advertisement in the newspapers, and cost less money.
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The Printer’s Duty as We See It

This house rebels against the apathetic state of indifference toward printing. Our duty, as we see it,

is to do as well as we can, not as cheaply as we can, each commission entrusted to our care. We aim to

have each piece of work, no matter how trifling it may be, in good taste, eminently suited to its purpose,

and possessed of simple beauty. We are trying in our work to be governed by an ideal. Our constant

striving in this direction, we believe, has resulted in a steady improvement of our every-day output; for

with us one piece of work is just as tall as any other piece of work; we do not aim alone to do the oc-

casional thing well, but we aim to do everything well.

Taylor & Taylor, San Francisco.

The Warde Press Style”

I believe that the average person never thinks of a printer as being an artist. I suspect it is because

so many printers are not artists. It is really regrettable that the less scrupulous members of a craft or

profession are responsible for so large a measure of the criticism and ridicule that fall upon the more
sincere and capable workers in the same line. Art is a type of honesty, because it insists on having things

done right. The average printer sets type; the good printer composes it. The average printer thinks

about nothing more than following copy; the good printer follows copy creatively and doubles the ap-

peal to the reason by pleasing the eye also. There are infinite possibilities of composition with type and
a few discreet elements of decoration, so that printing never needs to be monotonous. Take it as a fact,

that when printing is ordinary, it is not the fault of the copy, nor the paper, nor the place, nor the

subject, but of the printer. When your printing looks as if it had been run through a machine, believe me,

it has been—through a human machine that is innocent of the capacity of thought. Such printing has no
justification whatever—not even for shipping tags, or the most matter-of-fact job you can think of.

The Warde Press, Pittsburgh.

Good Taste Means Simplicity

The finest equipped printing office in the world may not do good printing. Good taste alone can do
that. Good taste means simplicity. Look over the letterheads and other examples of printing that you
may have on hand, and note what a large percentage of them could be greatly improved by leaving out

a rule here and an ornament there. You w’ill find very few specimens to which you would care to add
anything. Many of them are overdone. Nearly all of them resemble the palatial residence. Ornaments
should be appropriate if used at all. It is far better to leave the white space than to attempt decorative

effects that resemble a bed of daisies in a desert. Beauty is always in good taste. As Emerson puts it,

“We ascribe beauty to that which is simple, which has no superfluous parts, that exactly answers its

end.” Good taste in printing is simplicity and appropriateness.

James, Kerns & Abbott Co., Portland, Oregon.

Good Work Implies Above All, Good Men
Let none believe that machinery has made the craftsman superfluous. There is something wonderfully

impressive in the spectacle of wheels going round, or in the effect of the touch of a hand on a lever—^but

men still do count. Perhaps you have noticed that in talking about The Herald Press we don’t dwell much
on our mechanical equipment. We could talk about marvelous machinery and astonishing mechanical proc-

esses, for we have the best of these for our particular kind of work that money can buy or that science

has produced; but these things do not necessarily mean good work. Good work implies, above all, good
men—men of native ability and specialized skill—and in the human part of our organization we excel.

Today we introduce a craftsman from the far South—Charley Haynes—the superintendent of our com-
posing room. “Type,” he says, “can not only look nice; type can express.” When you have seen how he

will take a piece of copy and lay it out for the printer, you realize better than can be told here exactly

what he means. He never attempts to make such a layout until he has steeped himself in the copy. He
asks himself: “What is the purpose of this particular arrangement of words? What are the practical

results aimed at by the man who is to pay for this printing?” Having studied the copy with this question

in mind, he makes his layout, and the result is that he produces not simply a piece of printed matter,

but gives to the printed work something akin to what the salesman gives to words—life and meaning.

The Herald Press, Montreal and Toronto.
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/ OUR NOBLE ART /

ND THIS OUR
noble art ofPrints

ing is the very fos^

ter Mother of all

Learning; for though the few

had Books before Gutenberg

gaveus our art, not until Prints

ing came could Learning, yes

6? Wisdom also, knock at ev"

ery man s door. J. C. D.

"Our Noble Art” is reproduced actual type size from a small broadside or poster, 914 xl2yi inches, and printed on hand-

made paper. It teas written by John Cotton Dana, Librarian, the Newark Free Public Library, Newark, N. J. The
poster was set in 36-point Kennerley, and printed by F. W. Goudy, New York,
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Using Printing to Advertise

a Retail Clothing Business

Successful Methods of Dealers of Kahn Tayloring Company Described— Odd-

Shaped Advertising Cards Used as Posters and as Mailing Pieces—
Letters to Specialized Classes of Trade—from the '^Kahn

Messenger,” House Organ, Kahn Tailoring Co., Indianapolis

WE have time to tell just three tales

this month, each the story of a dif-

ferent method of advertising: First,

by printed circular; second, by personalized letter;

and, third, by means of the show window. Each of

the plans has actually been used by a Kahn dealer

and each has won success. Therefore, it will pay

you to give heed to them! First comes the story of

the clever pieces of printed matter used by Harri-

son Waite, of Iowa, by means of which he has been

able to more than double his tailoring business

within a given period over the same period of the

preceding year. Of course, he used newspaper pub-

licity, too, but it is his opinion, and ours, that the

principal reason for the acceleration in his sales is

the clever manner in which he makes his local

printer’s press work for him.

Every so often he comes out with a novelty

dodger or card, each of which has a real reason

back of it. Take for instance the little triangular

card shown in reduced form on this page. In actual

size it was six inches wide at the top and eleven

inches long. It was used to tack on posts and other

prominent locations about the town, but principally

as a mailing card. Mr. Waite simply puts a 1-cent

stamp on the back of the card, in the upper comer

of the large end, and writes his prospect’s name

and address a bit to the left below it. Since he does

his own addressing at odd times he is able to write

a personal message to the customer down toward

the point when the occasion warrants. However,

when he tacks one of these personal messages onto

a card of this shape he must use a 3-cent stamp

—

as it is then considered first-class mail by the post-

office. He says that these cards are exceptionally

good for mailing purposes, as their shape makes

them protrude from the rest of the mail, and they

are therefore, bound to get attention. Another odd-

ity of his is the circular card, illustrated on page

13, which in actual size is 3^/^ inches across the

center. These he has printed on various colored

cardboards, with a different message on front and

back, and distributes them about town. He finds

that local merchants are glad to give him the

privilege of sticking a card in the front door,

so that the message will be seen coming and going.

Another plan which he uses is a long, narrow

strip 3% by 22 inches in size, the reading matter

running the long way. These he uses to put in auto-

mobiles, to paste on sidewalks along the curb, and

to fasten to the steps of down-town buildings,

where the proprietors will give him the privilege

to do so. They are good, also, to fasten to the

crossbars of screen doors in the summer time. A
card of the same shape, but printed so it can be

tacked up vertically, he uses to fasten on posts and

down the side of barber shop mirrors. And because

he is acommodating to others, he seems to have

no difficulty in securing permission from non-com-

peting business men to place his advertising cards

in the places he selects for them.

He also is a firm believer in the use of “reminder

slips” in the laundry and haberdashery packages

that go out of his store and, as he changes the color

combinations and the reading matter, as well as the

size and shapes of his dodgers and cards from

time to time, he keeps people on the lookout for

what he has to tell them.
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Oh, yes, one very important thing—the message

is always short, snappy and to the point.

And now for the story of the personalized let-

ter. It has come to us all the way from Texas.

One of our live accounts in that thriving state

conceived the idea of sending letters to specialized

lists of names, a different letter for each class of

men to be reached, as follows: Physicians, real

estate men, liunber men, attorneys, auto salesmen,

insurance men, architects, retail salesmen, me-

chanics. To give you an idea of just how these

letters hit home to the class of men for whom

each is intended, we reproduce on page 14 the

letter sent to physicians. The one addressed to

architects starts out, “We’re ready now to start

work on the blue-prints for your new Fall suit

and overcoat,” while that for auto salesmen com-

mences, “The 1917 models in Kahn Made-to-Meas-

ure Clothes are now on the floor—12 cylindered

with style, and right to the smallest accessory.”

The letters all have the advantage of brevity and

each, in addition to getting under the skin of the

prospect, contains real selling arguments. Kahn

dealers who are interested in seeing the entire

series may secure them by writing for the set.

The third tale we promised to tell is from Smith

& Smith, of Illinois. As stated in the beginning, it

has to do with a show window.

T-'-' ".

Smith & Smith secured the services of a young

man from the local high school who was quick at

drawing and installed him in the show window to

give “chalk talks” on a black-board. In order to

attract the attention of a crowd he would sketch

in the caricature of local celebrities, interspersing

these with information as to how to identify the

various oflScers and branches of service in the

American army by the insignia worn by them. He

used as his basis for this part of the “stunt” the

Kahn chart of insignia which was mailed a couple

of months ago to all Kahn uniform dealers.

In between these stunts, which were done purely

to attract attention to the window, he would write

short messages on the board concerning merchan-

dise carried in stock by Smith & Smith. Of course,

the tailoring department came in for its share in

these talks, typical messages being as follows:

“The Kahn fabrics for Fall are in. Won’t you

come in, too, and make plans for you getting into

one of them?” Another read: “If Diogenes had

looked for an honest fabric instead of an honest

man, he would have come straight here and found

it in Kahn Made-to-Measure Clothes.”

Wherever possible these merchandise talks were

illustrated with cartoons. A large crowd gathered

each day while the stunt lasted to watch the young

man put on and erase his various messages.

Impossible

No printer can be a Profiteer. There is too much competition in the business. The only vari-

able in the price of printing is the price of quality. Paper, ink and labor have been raised on

all printers alike. Rent, fuel and power have cut our profits equally. And as always before,

the only difference in printers’ prices is the difference in the quality area. It is axiomatic that

if you want good things you’ve got to pay for them, and our trade insists on having good

things. We insist too.

The Ward Press, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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A counter rack for circulars from Chandler & Barber’s hardware store, Boston

Display Racks for Circulars

Sell Goods in Retail Stores

Proper Display and Distribution of the Circular Now Recognized as Important Aid in

Increasing Retailer's Sales — Hoiv Best Dealers Use Millions of Finely Made

Circulars Furnished by Manufacturers of Electrical Goods,

Hardware, Drugs, Photographic Supplies— by Henry Lewis Johnson

H OW to get the retailer to use the dealer lit-

erature furnished free by the manufacturer

is no longer the problem it used to be five

and ten years ago. Successful retailers everywhere

have learned that the circulars and other literature

supplied by the manufacturer will make over-the-

counter sales. The display racks for circulars shown

with this article are being used by the best retail

stores throughout the country.

Where the goods are displayed you will also find

the circulars in most high grade retail establish-

ments. To make it convenient for the customer to

select for himself, if necessary, the particular cir-

cular that gives full details about the goods he is

thinking of buying is one of the first principles of

the new method of retail selling.

Small counter or wall racks for circulars are

placed at various points about the store. In each

[

of these racks will be grouped the circulars that

describe the merchandise displayed in that immedi-

ate vicinity. As shown by our photographs taken

in prominent Boston retail stores, most of these

racks have been especially designed and made for

the retailer at considerable cost.

The sales people in the store are also given thor-

ough instructions regarding the use of the circulars

with the trade. They invite the attention of the cus-

tomer to the circulars. They suggest that the custo-

mer take any of the other circulars in the rack that

describe products which he or she may want to buy

later. And in most stores the clerks are under posi-

tive instructions to enclose one or more circulars

in each package of merchandise.

For example, if a woman buys an electric flat-

iron and the clerk finds that she hasn’t an electric

toaster, or washing machine, he is instructed to

Printed on Bl.\ck and White, Coated Book, 35 x 45— 133 lb.

Made by Dill & Collins Co., Philadelphia, New York, and Boston
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This is a specially designed, revolving display rack

for circulars from the sales room of the Walworth

Manufacturing Company, Boston. The circulars

and other dealer literature displayed here are de-

voted to plumbing, piping, steam traps and heavy

hardware supplies.

slip into the flatiron box or package a circular de-

scribing this article which she may buy later.

Keeping the display rack full of the right assort-

ment of circulars is also important. To provide for

this, special storage for the circulars has to be de-

vised. We show one or more large cabinets with

rows of circulars on the outside, reaching from the

floor to the top of the cabinet. The inside of the

cabinet contains shelving where the supply of cir-

culars is stored. In other cases, the circulars and

catalogs are stored in the basement. In one estab-

lishment, that of Chandler & Barbeiy hardware

dealers, it requires a double row of deep shelving

reaching to the ceiling to keep the large supply of

circulars. Each shelf is covered with a flap door

and on the outside of the door to each shelf is

pasted all of the literature stored in that particular

shelf. This makes it convenient for the clerks to

obtain a new supplv of any particular circular.

In the hardware store of Chandler & Barber

Company, Boston, are four distinct special racks

of circulars advertising goods sold by the store. At

the right of the cashier’s desk is a rack containing

circulars of electrical goods and lighting supplies.

At the left of the desk is a rack full of circulars of

toilet, cutlery and similar hardware.

At the rear of the store is a large grouping of cir-

culars on automobiles, and another on paints. Re-

garding these displays of circulars Mr. Barber says:

“ For vears I have been urging manufacturers to

take advantage of the sales influence of circulars.

For a long time we have had individual displays

of catalogs and circulars such as those supplied by

the Eastman Kodak Company, but now I have had

these special display racks made to keep general

circulars in order and displaved in such a manner

as to be immediately in reach of the customer.

These racks are also convenient to counter spaces

on which salesmen do up small packages. It is a

requirement here that suitable circulars, according

to the interest of the customer, be placed in each

package, thereby providing an automatic and timely

distribution. These racks also provide for season-

able display, Christmas goods, garden tools, seeds,

in keeping with the immediate interests of our

trade at any particular time of the year.”

[ 26 ]
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^T^HIS large wall cabinet stands in the Ben Franklin Electrical Shop of the A. P. Merchant Company.
Avery St., Boston. The first view shows the cabinet closed with the circulars displayed in the parallel

rows of racks across the front door. The second view shows the cabinet open with the shelving for the

storage of the circulars. This cabinet is made of mahogany to match the fine interior finish of the store.

It illustrates the most common method of combining the display and storage of circulars in one cabinet.

In retail stores selling electrical devices particularly throughout the country many similar cabinets will

be found. The electrical manufacturing and selling business requires a vast number of circulars to de-

scribe to the public its many appliances.

[ 27 1
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This is one of the flap doors over one of the shelves for the storage of circulars in the store of Chandler & Barber, hard-

ware dealers, Boston. It consists simply of a board hung with screw eyes and hooks over each shelf. There is a double row

of this shelving in a gallery in the store e.xtending clear to the ceiling, where all circulars are kept in stock. This is pic-

tured here to show how the circulars stored in each shelf are pasted on the cover to the shelf, so that a clerk can easily

find the particular piece of literature he ivants to replenish the display racks downstairs. And oj course the flap doors have

further advantages in that they are convenient to open, close automatically, and protect the dealer literature from dust.

One of the most pronounced developments in ad-

vertising and printing during the last five years, is

the great increase in the use of circulars. The ma-

jority of these are not of the price list or hand hill

variety, but are produced with high craftsmanship

in design, color work and illustration, with good

paper and fine press work. A few circulars are

miniature catalogs, but most of them are individual

salesmen for some specific merchandise.

When a new utensil is placed on the electrical

or hardware counter of the large department stores,

these goods are now generally accompanied by well

made circulars. In furniture stores, the various

lines, rattan goods, floor coverings, ice chests and

other goods are advertised by individual circulars.

These are much more economical than the large

catalogs and more practical for the customer. The

same situation. Direct Advertising by circulars

holds true in foods and clothing. There are several

conclusions to be drawn from this situation. The

advertiser who wants intensive sales work on his

goods must provide circulars. The retailer must

supply adequate racks, well located. The designer,

engraver and printer must recognize in circular

making an opportunity for the best craftsmanship

and for substantial business.

It would take a long story to describe the in-

genious variety in the making of circulars. These

[

range from the simplest four-page uprights and

oblongs to folded forms with double-page spreads

for tbe first opening, and four-page spreads for the

next, and so on until impressive broad-sides are

reached; then there are accordion forms which

save the cost of binding and give a panorama of

various goods or of the ways in which to use some

particular utensil. I

There are also interesting possibilities in paper.

Sometimes it is an advantage to use attractive col-

ors of light weight cover stocks. Antique book

papers and white and tinted coated all have their

particular uses. For some descriptive and testi-

monial forms, writing papers make good circulars.

The photographs that accompany this article

show something of the high grade quality of the

present-day dealer circular. Single editions of these

finely made circulars actually run into the millions,

while the combined long runs on circulars of sea-

sonable goods count up to a large factor in print-

ing plant output.

The function of circulars from an advertising

standpoint is in itself a large subject, but this text

and the accompanying illustrations are for the

distinct purpose of emphasizing the importance of

circulars in Direct Advertising and to show that

dealers recognize their sales value and are no

longer allowing valuable literature to go to waste.

]
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Cooperative Calendar Publicity

of the General Electric Company
Maxfield Parrish Design Reproduced in Twelve Colors for Agents and Central Electric

Lighting Stations Selling Edison Mazda Lamps — Calendars Imprinted with

Dealer’s Name and Supplied to Him at One-Half Cost— Announcement

Reprinted from ’’The Edison Sales Builder,” House Organ, Edison Lamp Works

O LR cut cannot do justice to the painting

which has been reproduced on our 1919

calendar. No black and white illustration

can begin to reproduce the wonderful charm and

magic in Parrish’s colors. The painting this year

represents “The Spirit of the Night” which is a

suitable companion piece to our 1918 calendar by

the same famous artist.

This year’s design is offered on a cooperative

basis. Realizing the extensive possibilities in a

wide and effective distribution of these calendars,

we are offering them to you at 50 per cent of our

cost. Orders will be accepted for imprint in quan-

tities of one hundred or more at $6.20 per 100 .

There will be no additional charge for imprinting,

and the calendars will be delivered express pre-

paid. This price is made possible by reason of our

large quantity order, and because the order was

placed many months ago. This price is about one-

quarter the cost of a cheaper design and inferior

quality furnished and sold by tbe stock calendar

houses in large quantity. Today we could not buv

this same calendar at twice this price, and you

could not buy such quality in the open market in

the quantity you will use for less than ten times

this price.

The size is 81/2 in. by 19^ in. reproduced in

twelve colors by the lithograph process on heavy

offset stock, and packed individually in fiat mailing

cases. Orders will be imprinted and shipped within

one month from date of receipt, and all orders

should be received by November 1st so that agents

and central stations will have the calendars in their

hands no later than December 1st. It is important,

however, that orders be placed as soon as possible

so that we can distribute the handling of such a

large number of calendars over several months

instead of being overloaded the last few weeks.

If everyone delays, and the orders come in all at

once around November 1st, this overloading may

make it impossible for us to live up to our promise

of four weeks’ delivery after receipt of order.

The illustration will show how the agent or

central station’s imprint is featured on this calen-

dar. The ample space allowed for this imprint is

given a most prominent position, and this fact,

added to the special type and ink which will har-

monize with the whole design, will give the gen-

eral appearance that the calendar is the exclusive

design of the distributor whose name it bears. Of

course, these calendars will only be offered to

Edison agents.

With the prestige of the 1918 calendar which

created such extremely favorable criticism, and

was so gladly welcomed on every band, there will

be a greater demand than ever for the 1919 de-

sign. We might go on and use all the superlatives

in the dictionary in honest description of this won-

derful design, which is probably the very best

thing that was ever done exclusively for any branch

of the electrical industry, but such a course seems

hardly necessary. Our promises for the 1918 cal-

endar were more than fulfilled, and in every case

exceeded expectations, and we know that you will

believe us when we say that the 1919 design

will be more popular, if anything, than the one

we offered last year. It is better that you see

it for yourself, rather than read a description

[ 29
]
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which at best could not do such a painting justice.

It is also unnecessary for us to make any further

mention of Maxheld Parrish and his standing

among American artists. Undoubtedly he is the best

decorative artist in the L nited States today, if not

in the world, and he is likewise the most popular

artist that we have. Paintings of his sell in the

stationery and art stores at from one to live dollars

each. He is in a class by himself, and that a high

class. His work is symbolic of quality, beauty, and

delicacv. It appeals to the better taste, and as such

is a fitting medium for picturing Edison IMazda

light and for representing Edison Mazda agents.

It is above the ordinary advertising; it carries that

quality thought and appeal not only for Edison

Mazda lamps but for the dealer whose name is

most prominent on the calendar. It is fitting that

the best decorative artist in the countrv, and the

best printing possible should be utilized to present

the best thought about the best incandescent lamps

-
—

" 1^
and the agents who handle them. Full information

about this calendar can be obtained from your dis-

trict lamp sales office, from one of tbe lamp sales-

men, or from the Publicity Department, Edison

Lamp ^ orks, Harrison, N. J. A sample calendar

will be sent you upon request, or vou may see one

by asking the salesman who looks after vour lamp

business to bring a sample calendar with him next

time he calls on you.

Keep in mind the following facts:

1. Size 0X^2 by inches.

2. Lithographed in twelve colors on heavv off-

set stock and packed individuallv in flat corru-

gated mailing containers.

3. $6.20 per hundred in lots not less than 100.

4. Orders should be ])laced as soon as possible

in order to insure early delivery. However, all

orders received by November 1st will be filled bv

December 1st, so that the calendars will be in your

bands in time for distribution before Christmas.

Look Here and Look There

The easiest thing in the world—next to running into debt—is to pick to pieces an adver-

tisement. The office boy, the stenographer—anybody around the office can do it with one
hand—while chewing gum with the other.

Most advertising and printing publications run a bombing department, where the feeble

children of tho admen s brains can be violently blasted asunder, without the slightest danger

of reprisals. So far the game is safe and under cover. But ivhen reconstruction is boldly es-

sayed, and we are treated to the deadly parallel of before and after resetting—ye gods!

then we have the baby-killers out in the open and their exact range fixed to a decimal.

Frankly, friends, do you know of anything more pathetic, in its earnest purpose of

being really helpful, than those reset specimens? The printing journals fairly dote on them,

with smug complacency, fondly believing that they are uplifting the unregenerated rough-

necks of the craft.

Now, the brutal truth about their reset specimens is that the last state is usually a dang
sight worse than the first—depending, of course, on the purpose for which the printed adver-

tisement was employed. It is true that the original specimens are often crude, coarse, bold

and eminently unladylike. But they arrest the attention and so accomplish the first and most

difficult task of printed publicity.

Now glance at the reset stuff—all nicely toned down and turned in and squared up and
white-spaced and reduced to a perfectly proper nonentity. Gone vigor, vitality and vim; abso-

lutely unable to stand on its own attenuated shanks and sell its goods amid a page of regu-

lar-run rough stuff.

Type should be made to ballyho the business of the advertiser, and not to express the

hollow-chested personality of some type-sticking artist. And no man, or medium, living or

dead, is a final authority on proper uses of types. {Printing journals and consulting typog-

raphers please be advised.)

Marcus Strong, in Xtra, published by C. H. Dexter & Sons, Inc.

I 30 ]
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Julian Wetzel, of The Keystone Press, Writes

About Mr. Pell, Who Has Gone

to Join the Colors

S^5S^EPTEMBER 1st, Harry A.

(n O c) temporarily (

I

O ^ hope, temporarily) sever

his connection with us and

enter an officer’s training ,

camp at Atlanta, Georgia.

The lure has been strong

in him all the while, hut,

being somewhat over age

and the support of a wid-

owed mother, he smothered

his desire to serve his coun-

try until the recent service

law was framed.

And now he will he lost to the Key-

stone Press.

I shall not attempt to fill his place

—

it would be useless to make such an

effort. He grew up in this institution-

—

his whole business career has been

spent here— he is a part, a very vital

part, of this concern— its success has

been due to his efforts as much as to

mine—he has been the staff upon which

I confidently leaned in the trying hours

of sickness and the stress of business

difficulties.

It is idle for me to say that the busi-

ness will go on as well as before— but

it will go on. I shall work harder and

longer. Will Humphries will do like-

wise and Harry’s sister,

Nell, who has been our

office mainstay for several

years, will enter the sales

department. We shall do

the best we can—and you

can help us in a thousand

ways— by cooperation, by

mailing us your orders and

proofs, by coming to the

office for consultation, by calling for

goods and by simplifying orders with

complete specifications at the start.

You’ll do these things, won’t you?

You’ll help us bridge the breach caused

by this sacrifice of the seventh Key-

stoner out of ten male employees, on

the altar of our Country’s Liberties and

for the Freedom of Mankind. This is

the hardest rap The Keystone Press ever

received, but we’ll "Carry On’’—with

your indulgence. — Cordially yours,

Julian Wetzel, The Keystone Press.

Be human! In writing advertising or in writing novels, there is no one thing that

counts more for success than just being human. This announcement by Julian

Wetzel from the house organ of The Keystone Press, Indianapolis, is an excellent

example. Julian Wetzel has the human touch. That is why his house organ is always

interesting and is always good advertising. The sincerity and human quality in

the notice telling of the lo'^s of Mr. Pell carries conviction to every reader.



You’d Startle Your Tailor
if, when you wanted a suit of clothes, you asked him to

submit a bid in competition with a dozen other tailors.

“Why,” he would say, “this is ridiculous. This man
knows what kind of a suit of clothes I give him. He
knows he can depend on the quality of the material, the

make, the fit. He knows me, and has proved my w'ork.

Some fellow around the corner may underbid me— but

what will he deliver?”

You don’t buy tailoring that way. No man does. You

know your tailor, you rely on him, you trust him, you

give him your work just as long as he turns out good work

at prices that are fair.

Do you buy your printing as intelligently r Do you make

it your business to find a good printer, as you do a good

tailor, and then rely on his experience, his ability, his

judgment ?

Men who do, get good printing. Men who buy printing

here and there, wherever the price is shaved closest, are

the ones who have printing worries.

Carry your standardization one step farther— add de-

pendable paper to a dependable printer— and you will

have made good printing almost automatic.

The Pulp and Paper Division of the War Industries Board
has authorized us to resume the manufacture of our full line

of colors, and Hammermill Bond is now made in White
and twelve colors, and in three finishes, which produce a

bond, a ripple, and a linen effect. Hammermill Bond pro-

vides the right medium for every purpose, and a distinctive

color for each office form.

Your printer knows Hammermill Bond, and most likely

he stocks it. He will be glad to show it to vou, and will

welcome your instructions to use it for all your forms.

The Hammermill Portfolios contain a variety of time-

saving, system-creating office forms, printed on Hammer-
mill Bond. Write us on your letterhead and we will send

you the one that will help you.

HAMMKRMILL PAPER COMPANY, ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA
Look for this watermark— it is our word of honor to the public



Sample Book

Showing Standard

MILL BRAND PAPERS

of the

Paper Makers’ Advertising Club

Printed on Herculean Cover, Coffee, Antique, 22ix28i— 120 lb., made by the American W'riting Paper Co., Holyoke, Mass,
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MOUNTAIN MILL PAPER COMPANY

Demonstrate
your own process of making I^KTTERHEADS
on your OlVN letterheading.

A Suggestion from the Old Mountain Mill^ Lee,

in the County of Berkshire, Massachusetts, to

printers, lithographers, steel engravers and photo-

gravure printers, concerning the appropriate use of

their letterheads,

—

To wit:

All good printers should use a letter-press printed let-

terhead, printed from type or from a zinc etching of

an artist’s drawing.

Lithographers should use only a lithographed letter-

head; and Offset Printers should use only a letterhead

that has been produced by the offset process.

Steel Engravers should use only a steel engraved let-

terhead. Photogravure Printers should use a letter-

head that shows a photogravure picture.

MOUNTAIN MILL PAPER COMPANY
Lee, Berkshire County

Massachusetts

L



7;^^ MARCHBANKS 'Press

DESIGNERS • ENGRAVERS • PRINTERS
telephone Stuyvesant 1197

114 East 13^ Street New York

Whatever the process for producing the letterhead, Mountain Mill

Snowdrift will give the most satisfactory results.

This insert in "Direct Advertising" is a demonstration of printers'

letterpress printed 1 e t terheadings on Mountain Mi 1 1 Snowdrift-
laid velvet finish.

Note the whiteness of Mountain Mill Snowdri f t — super ior in the

purity and beauty of its color to all other white writing papers. '

This with the receptive quality of the Mountain Mill finish for

either type or typewriting makes it a most desirable paper for

let t erheads

.

Distinctive letterheadings can only be produced on a distinctive

letter paper.

Letterheads reproduced through courtesy, Marchbanks Press, The
Printing Crafts Building, and Frank Mabin, Plymouth, England.



FOR THE ECONOMIC GROUPING OF PRINTERS, ENGRAVERS, ELECTROTYPERS
BINDERS, PUBLISHERS, AND ALLIED INTERESTS

ADVISORY BOARD
WALTER M. BACON H. PERCY MACOMBER
ALBERT M. DAVIS ARTHUR D. ROGERS CROCKER S’DUTCH, COUNSEL
LUaUS B. FOLSOM EDGAR B. SHERRILL *45 TREMONT BUILDING
EDGAR E. NELSON HARRY A. WHEELER

HENRY LEWISJOHNSON, DIRECTOR, 516 ATLANTIC AVENUE, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

DERBY 6f ROBINSON, ARCHITECTS
30 BEACON STREET

We make only white paper for letterheads and announcements. In

the long run, white envelopes and letterheads are always the most

sat i s fac t ory— i f they are Snowdrift white and not blue white, like

most so-called white papers.

There is no secret about the formula we use in making Mountain

Mill Snowdrift. The quality and color of our paper are due to rags.

Mountain Mill spring water, filtered three times, and pole drying.

Mountain Mill Snowdrift is made in six finishes. Wove Velvet,

Wove Plate, Wove Linen Web, and Laid Velvet, Laid Plate, and Laid

Linen Web. You should have samples of these papers always on hand.

Use the return postcard we are enclosing in this issue of "Direct

Advertising" to secure them.

Printed on Mountain Mill Snowdrift, Laid Velvet, 22 .*• 34 , No. 24 ,



THE HOUSE FOR GOOD PRINTING. ESTABJ.ISHED IN 1883. I YIELD TO NONE IN LOVE FOR
MY ART. I - THEREFORE LABOUR AT IT WITH REVERENCE. AFFECTION. AND INDUSTRY

FRANK MABIN : PRINTER & PUBLISHER
ADVERTISEMENT DESIGNER & CONSULTANT
THE DEVONIAN PRESS : BESSANA BUILDING

DUKE STREET 6? COMPTON STREET
PLYMOUTH

Our Snowdrift Portfolio, showing selected letterheadings printed
on the various weights and finishes of Mountain Mill Snowdrift, is

a beautiful piece of sample book literature.

You can secure a copy by sending us your name and address on the

return postcard we are inclosing in this issue of .‘‘Direct

Advertising , '

'

Indicate also on the card whether or not you would like to have
some assorted specimens of Mountain Mill Snowdrift, cut to letter-
head size, for proving up your own letterheading.

MOUNTAIN MILL PAPER COMPANY

Lee, Berkshire County

Mas sachuse 1 1 s

Printed on Mountain Mill Snowdrift, Laid Velvet, zz x 34, No. 24.



Printed on CERTIFICATE Bond, Canary, No. 20 [Page 1]

Illustration used through courtesy Kryptok Co., Boston '

ASPECIAL box of gentleman’s stationery will be given every printer who
answers this question correctly. While we have no douht that most printers

will be able to tell the difference between the felt side and the wire side of a sheet

of Certificate Bond, we do not believe there are many printers who could dis-

tinguish any difference between the two surfaces in so far as the printing results

are concerned.

Crocker-McElwain Company
HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS

Which are the

FELT and WIRE SIDES of this

Certificate Bond Insert?



Which are the

FELT and WIRE SIDES of this

Certificate Bond Insert?

Illustration used through courtesy Kryptok Co., Boston

I
N so far as the printed results are concerned, it is difficult to tell the difference

between the two surfaces of a sheet of CERTIFICATE BOND. Both sides of the

sheet are made for printing type and engravings of nearly every character. Bond

paper as well as other paper should, he made to print. Our forethought in the

manufacturing process, saves trouble for you in the print shop, when you use

Certificate Bond.

Crocker-McElwain Company
HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS

[Page 2] Printed on Certificate Bond, Canary, No. 20



Illustration used through courtesy Kryptok Co., Boston

WE are giving a handsome box of gentleman’s stationery to those who answer

this question correctly because we want to direct your attention in a striking

way to the fact that both sides of CERTIFICATE BOND are made for printing. This

unique quality of Certificate gives it superior utility and value to every printer,

because it prints well and works well on both the felt side and the wire side of

the sheet.

Crocker-McElwain Company
HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS

Which are the

FELT and WIRE SIDES of this

Certificate Bond Insert ?

Printed on Certificate Bond, Canary, No. 20 [Page 3]



Illustration used through courtesy Kryptok Co., Boston

There is a return postcard enclosed in this issue of DIRECT ADVERTISING for

your convenience in submitting us the right answer to this question. Since the

War Industries Board has withdrawn all its rulings on paper we are now able to

manufacture CERTIFICATE BOND in white and the 12 regulars colors, buff, prim-

rose, gray, blue, golden rod, salmon, green, cafe, opaline, canary, pink, russet, just

as these are shown in our sample books.

Crocker-McElwain Company
HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS

Which are the

FELT and WIRE SIDES of this

Certificate Bond Insert?

[Page 4) Printed on Certificate Bond, Canary, No. 20



The LETTER
^'^The Greatest Advertisement of ThemAlV’

The letter has always been acknowledged to be the most efficient

way to advertise. The only difficulty has been to make letters carry

pictures and printed matter to serve more advertising needs.

A variety of new ways of using letters to carry more information and

more advertising of the house and its products are illustrated or des-

cribed in this four-page insert, printed on Tokyo Bond.

In passing these ideas on to customers, printers should remember that

it is only with bond paper like Tokyo, which prints on both the felt side

and the wire side of the sheet, that most of the advantages shown here

can be utilized by buyers of printing.

For further information about Tokyo Bond, we direct your attention

to the announcement of our new Tokyo Sample Book, The Illustrated

Letterhead^ on the fourth page of this insert. Write us for a copy.

Printed on TOKYO BOND, Buff', No. 20



How Letters can be Made to Carry

More Information and More Adver-

tising of the House and Its Products

First Printing a Halftone Picture of the Store or Factory, or of the Products of

the Store or Factory, on the Letterhead;

Second Printing Similar Pictures with Type Matter on the Reverse Side of the Let-

terhead;

Third Using a Four Page Letter, Typewriting the Personal Letter on Page One, and

Printing Pictures and Type Matter on Pages Two, Three and Four;

Fourth Ry Using with Each Letter That Is Sent Out a Printed Circular or Letter En-

closure.

E
verybody admits first place in advertising to the

personal letter. Every business man gives first

attention every day to the letters that are ad-

dressed to him or to his firm. A man’s mail will reach

him when nothing else will. These are facts that every

advertiser will do well to remember at this time. If he

wants to make sure that his advertising will reach each

prospect personally, he must use letters. Letters travel

first class. They hold the right of way everywhere.

Special Advantages in Using Letters

In addition to all the regular advantages in the use of

letters, there are also special advantages further that can

be secured, if the advertiser uses TOKYO BOND, which

prints halftones and other engravings on both the wire

side and the felt side of the sheet. This insert illustrates

or describes some of the exclusive advantages in using

letters printed on TOKYO BOND.

We have already published an elaborate sample book,

“The Illustrated Letterhead,” which shows 14 interesting

examples of attractive letterheads that carry halftone

pictures. Each of these examples is printed on a different

weight or color of TOKYO BOND. We are also using

a similar letterhead ourselves, which is shown opposite.

Our own letterhead on the opposite page also demon-
strates the first method of conserving paper and increas-

ing the advertising value of a letter. As you will note

there is no waste space on the back of this letterhead.

We have printed a picture and some advertising matter

on the back of our letterhead. In this way we have added

to the advertising value of our own letterhead. And in

a similar way all concerns can add to the advertising

value of their letters, if they use TOKYO BOND, which

prints well and works well with both type and halftones

on either the wire side or the felt side of the sheet.

The third method of increasing the advertising value

of letters is to use a four-page letter sheet of TOKYO
BOND and to print the letterhead on page one. The other

three pages can then be devoted to advertising. A page or

two from the catalog of the house, showing important

products, always makes valuable advertising matter for

such letterheads. Specialties, special features of products

or of the service, and special products designed for

different classes of trade make excellent advertising for

a four-page letter. Take for example a concern manu-

facturing machines that are used by different classes of

customers, a manufacturer of electrical devices for

example. This concern can use to advantage a four-page

letter showing an electric toaster, an electric flatiron,

an electric stove, etc, to reply to all letters that come

from the actual users of these products. For letters used

in correspondence with electrical contractors, an entirely

different four-page letterhead can be designed. And
another letterhead perhaps should be used showing

motors.

The Letter Enclosure
The fourth method of making letters better advertising

is to include with every letter an enclosure. A series of

enclosures can be designed to advantage for every large

company with each different enclosure devoted to a

different phase of the business or to a different class

of products. As it is impossible to describe fully in a

letter any of these features, the letter can be used simply

to carry the routine correspondence, and can then refer

the recipient to the enclosure which is attached to the

letter which gives complete information.

Printed on TOKYO BOND, Buff^ No. 20



L:. a. CKOCKER. Pr«»B. & Troas. ARTHUR H. HILL. Vice Prea.

R. F. MoELWAIN, V— •• ^ PHIiaP W. ORIHLEY. Asst. Treaa.

lllnstratu your Product,

Hervioe or Huildin^ on Your
Letterhead.

Forethought In tho Paper M^ill

Raves Trouble in the

Print Shop.

Crocker-McElwainCompany
MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Writing Paper
HOLYOKE, MASS.

AU quotation, are for IMMEDIATE ACCEPTANCE only, and all price, are SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

Mr. Printer,

—

How to make Direct Advertising more effective
is always one of your most important problems. Buyers of
printing look to you to advise them about their advertising,
and about the correct use of paper and printing.

For these reasons, the points brought out in this insert of

ours should prove of great interest and value to all printers
and buyers of printing.

We must exercise more care than ever before in saving paper.
And all advertising we send out, we want to make as efficient
as possible.

Advise your customers to eliminate the waste circulation in
their mailing lists, and advise them to use one or more of the

methods described in this insert for making their letters
better advertising, TOKYO BOND, which is made both sides for
printing type or engravings, is the paper best adapted for
letters that carry pictures or printed advertising matter.

Very truly yours,

Crocker-McElwain Company

Printed on TOKYO BO^B, Buff , No. 20



[' Bf' Illustrated Letterhead

Being a Demonstration Scunple Book of the
Direct Halftone Printing Possibilities ofToKYOf^C-iBoND
for Illustrated Letterheads, Announcements, Circulars, ;

Folders. Booklets dc Catalogs—and Showing
Can lie DiipliaitedonJob Pkss or Cyliriderby any Pn'ntcr

\wo i/.ier Tokto which is made by the"C-McE" Process

Crocker-McElwain Company
Holyoke, Mass.

i

. d

This is our new Tokyo Bond demonstration sample book. It

is a business producer for every printer, and a valuable ad-

vertising help for every buyer of printing. It shows the direct,

halftone printing possibilities of Tokyo Bond for illustrated

letterheads, announcements, circulars, folders and other forms of

advertising literature.
t i « r

There; are some new ideas in letterheads in this hook that will prove suggestive.

One specimen of halftone and color treatment for a letterhead is demonstrated

on each of the twelve colors and the white ofTOKYO BOND. Each letterhead speci-

men shows a new method of arrangement for handling the illustration of a letter-

head for a different line of business.

Use the return postcard enclosed in this issue of DIRECT ADVERTISING to send

us your name and address for a copy of The Illustrated Letterhead.

Crocker-McElwain Company
Manufacturers of Tokyo Bond

HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS

Printed on TOKYO BOND, Buff, No. 20



—ResoluteLedger

f
i

1

THIS INSERT IS BUFF RESOLUTE LEDGER. SUBSTANCE NUMBER 28





We Want You To Know

ResoluteLedger -

NOTE THE TEAR AS WELL AS THE TEST

FULL SHEET SAMPLES FREELY
FURNISHED UPON REQUEST

NEENAH PAPER COMPANY
LOFT DRIED BONDS AND LEDGERS ONLY

NEENAH, WISCONSIN

THI* INSERT WHITE RESOLUTE LEDGER, substance number 28
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FLEMISHBOOK

An Antique Book Paper

(watermarked) with a

uniform, even finish on

both sides.



For more than loo years we have kept the ideals of the men
who founded this business. ‘‘Whatever we do we will do well”

is as vital a principle in the conduct of our mills as it was a

century ago. And in Flemish Book paper the printer and the buyer

of printing will find evidence of the unusual quality and value that

have resulted from adherence to a fixed manufacturing policy through

several generations of papermakers.

It is easy to claim perfection for one’s product. Many manufacturers

fall into that error. We make no such claims for Flemish Book.

Absolute perfection is as unattainable in the manufacture of paper

as it is in the manufacture of any other product. But we do make

certain definite and positive statements about the paper we are sub-

mitting for your inspection in this insert. We say that Flemish Book,

at its very moderate price, maintains a higher degree of uniformity

in color and finish, both sides of the sheet, than can be found in

any other antique book paper that we know anything about today.

Although we make many other lines, we still hold an old time affection

for Flemish Book that no other paper can ever displace. It represents

the sort of paper our mills were originally established to manufacture.

In those days there were no halftones. And however numerous the

improvements may have been in the printing art during the last cen-

tury, for most of us there is no printing still that can surpass the

impression of legible type on a well-made, antique book paper.

Printers and publishers are expert judges of values in paper. We
are glad to leave with them the final decision regarding the justice

of the claims we make for Flemish Book. Keeping in mind the very

reasonable price at which this paper is sold, we ask them to make

whatever tests and comparisons they choose.



A vast amount of printing is going to be done during 1919 on an-

tique book paper. Now is the time to size up the market and to deter-

mine where to buy to the best advantage. Printed samples of Flem-

ish Book will be forwarded promptly to all who are interested. We
have some specimens of halftone printing done on this paper which

also may be of interest.



PICCADILLY
CIRCUS

FLEMISH BOOK
(Watermarked)

An Antique Finish Paper of uniform, even finish on both sides

Sizes and Weights in Stock

(j'OO sheets to a ream)

WHITE WOVE

25 X 38 — 50, 60, 70, 80 X 41 — 66, 79, 105

28 X 44 — 78, 104 32 X 44 — 74, 89, 104

INDIA WOVE GRAY WOVE WHITE LAID

5x38 — 60, 70 25x38 — 60, 70 25x38 — 60

2 X 44 — 104 3 2 X 44 — 104 3 2 X 44 — 104

MANUFACTURED BY

TILESTON & HOLLINGSWORTH CO.
''Paper Makers for More than One Hundred Tears”

BOSTON, MASS.

Printed on Flemish Book, 25 X38—80



I

A paper of l^igh flnisK adaptable

for use in tbe better grade catalogs and

booklets where fine halftone cuts are

featured and color effects prominent.

TICONDEROGA PULP & PAPER CO
200 FIFTH AVENUE NEWYORR CITY

Turin. This Wk
Printed on TiCONDEROGA SPECIAL MAGAZINE, 25 X 38 — 60 lb.

Illustrations used through courtesy of Firestone Tire and Rubber Co.





Economy in purchasing pa-

per does not mean low priced

paper, but economy is ob-

lained by the use ofpaper of

uniform manufacture, which

I
eliminates expense caused by

press standing and slow run-

ning.

TicoNDEROGA papers are

standards for uniformity.

Printed on

TICONDEROGA SPECIAL MAGAZINE
25x38— 60 lb.

, ^ALLSTRONC
For War-Time Efficiency in Paper and Printing Use Ticonderoga Special Magazine

This insert is a sample

Ticonderoga Pulp & Paper Co., 200 Fifth Avenue, New York



DISTRIBUTING DEALERS
Albany, N. Y Hudson Valley Paper Co.
Baltimore, Md The Whitaker Paper Co.

Smith, Dixon Division

Boston, Mass Carter, Rice & Co., Corp’n.
Chicago, 111 J. W. Butler Paper Co.
Cincinnati, 0 The Diem & Wing Paper Co.
Cleveland, 0 The Central Ohio Paper Co.
Columbus, 0 The Central Ohio Paper Co.
Dallas, Texas Southwestern Paper Co.
Des Moines, low'a Carpenter Paper Co.
Detroit, Mich Bermingham, Seaman, Patrick Co.

The Union Paper & Twine Co.
Grand Rapids, Mich Central Michigan Paper Co.
Houston, Texas Southwestern Paper Co.
Indianapolis, Ind J. W. Butler Paper Co.
Kansas City, Mo Missouri-Interstate Paper Co.
Los Angeles, Cal Sierra Paper Co.
Milwaukee, Wis Standard Paper Co.

Minneapolis, Minn The John Leslie Paper Co.

New York, N. Y J. E. Linde Paper Co.

Lasher & Lathrop, Inc.

Holden & Hawley, Inc.

Beekman Paper & Card Co., Inc.

Omaha, Neb Carpenter Paper Co.

Philadelphia, Pa D. L. Ward Co.

Richmond, Va The Whitaker Paper Co.

Smith, Dixon Division

San Francisco, Cal Pacific Coast Paper Co.

Scranton, Pa Megargee Bros.

Seattle, Wash Mutual Paper Co.

Spokane, Wash American Type Founders Co.

St. Louis, Mo Mississippi Valley Paper Co.

Toledo, 0 The Central Ohio Paper Co.

Troy, N. Y Troy Paper Co.

New York Office

200 Fifth Avenue

I

t

Printed on TicONDEROGA Special Magazi.ne. 25 x 38 — 60 lb.

Illustrations used through courtesy of Firestone Tire and Rubber Co.



WHEELWRIGHT’S

BEST PLATE EINISH

AN UNCOATED
HALFTONE PAPER
iviTHOuT guoss

—Ten percent lighter than ordinary halftone papers of equal bulk

— Ten percent bulkier than ordinary halftone papers of equal weight



VERSATILITY • QUALITY • DURABILITY • ECONOMY

WHERE “B P F” IS MADE. HARDWICK MILLS, WHEELWRIGHT, MASS.

F
or more than a quarter of a century the entire energies of the

above mill have been concentrated upon the development and
manufacture of this one product : — Wheelwright' s Best Plate Finish. Every

machine tender in the mill is a veteran who has grown up with “B-PT” and is

a specialist in the carefully devised finishing process that gives it its perfect halftone surface

with the least possible crushing or thinning. Thus, dependable uniformity of quality and

substance is assured. For Magazines, Books, Catalogs, Booklets, Folders, Inclosures, An-

nouncements— in fact for almost every variety of commercial printing— “B-P*F” is a most

serviceable medium. In addition to the economies it effects through giving maximum bulk

with 7ninimum weight, the combination of its beautiful firm

dull texture, harmonious shades, permanency of color and

body, opacity, freedom from glare, and velvety printing

surface— suitable either for halftone, Ben Day or line, as is

demonstrated here— has brought it into wide use for the

highest class of artistic productions. Printer, Advertiser

or Publisher could not possibly select any one paper to

standardize upon that would fulfill as comprehensive a

range of practical purposes more completely than “B-PT.”

And standardization is a vital factor in the field of print-

ing to-day.
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C^fyrighttd by jingier Chemical Co., Boston^ Mass.



“B.P.F.” SUBSTANCE NUMBERS
SIZES IN STOCK

WHITE “B.P.F.”

25 x 38 40 45 48 50 56 60 65

II

0 GO0 90

28 X 42 50 — — 62 — 74 — 1

87
j

99 —
29 X 52 — — — — — 95 —

i

—
32 X 44 — — — — — 89 104 ' 119 —

32 X 46 62 70 — 78 — 93 — 109 — —

INDIA “B.P.F.”

25 X 38 50 60 70 80

28 X 42 — 74 — 99

29 X 52 — 95 — —

32 X 44 — 89 104 119

GRAY “B.P.F.”

25 X 38 60 70 80

32 X 44 89 — 119

See first columns for base weights.

Gray is not made lighter than No. 6o, India Tint not hghter than No. 50.

White is made down to No. 40, but anything lighter than 25 x 38 —
45 carries an extra price of 5 cents per too lbs. for each pound or fraction

below 45. Special sizes or special weights % cent extra unless ordered in

5,000 pound quantities or more.

GEO. W. WHEELWRIGHT PAPER COMPANY
95 MILK STREET :: :: :: :: BOSTON, MASS.



^Rq GReaper UeRicle
isRMore Gosijy"

CT^URING the Great War, when service

and time and efficiency were factors

of paramount importance, motor trucks

replaced horse-drawn vehicles as rapidly as

they could be delivered.

The original cost per unit was larger,

but the results secured were so out of pro-

portion to the increased investment that

they greatly reduced the ultimate costs of

transportation.

Millcraft Deckle Edge Cover is a paper

which prices somewhat more than many
other possible choices, but it is in the same

class with a motor vehicle when results are

considered. As an advertising medium,

Millcraft pays large returns on the invest-

ment.

During this period of reconstruction war

lessons will not be forgotten, but will be

applied with fine effectiveness to peace-

time business campaigns. In transporting

the advertisers’ message, Millcraft is a ready

vehicle of proved efficiency.

STRATHMORE PAPER COMPANY
Mittineague, Massachusetts





Millcraft Deckle Edge Covers

MILLCRAFT offers the advertiser his choice of seven

beautiful colors, combined with the Deckle Edge feature.

The range of this paper’s usefulness embraces both the

dignified catalogue cover and a quality booklet for very

particular purposes. And its price is attractive to all who

recognize paper expressiveness.

MILLCRAFT Covers are manufactured as follows:

Sizes and Weights

26 X 40; 80 lbs., 120 lbs., and Heavyweight.

Colors

White, Blue, Gray, Brown, Green, Cream, Gold

Deckle Edge and grain run the 40 inch way of sheet. 500 sheets

to a ream. 80 lb. and 120 lb. are wrapped respectively 250 sheets and

125 sheets to a package. Heavyweight comes 100 sheets to a package.

Atlanta, Ga.

Baltimore, Md.

Boston, Mass. -

Chicago, 111 .

Cincinnati, Ohio

Detroit, Mich.

Hartford, Conn.

Selling Agents for Millcraft are:

Sloan Paper Co.

The Whitaker Paper Co.

Smith, Dixon Division

The Whitaker Paper Co.

Bay State Division

Chicago Paper Company

Whitaker Paper Co.

- Beecher, Peck & Lewis

- Rourke-Eno Paper Co.

Holyoke, Mass.

Indianapolis, Ind. -

Kansas City, Mo. -

Minneapolis, Minn.

New York City

Philadelphia, Pa. -

Toledo, Ohio

Toronto, Ont.

Worcester, Mass.

Judd Paper Company

- C, P. Lesh Paper Co.

- Kansas City Paper Co.

John Leslie Paper Co.

H. P. Andrews Paper Co.

- A. Hartung & Co.

Commerce Paper Co.

Brown Brothers, Ltd.

Charles A. Esty Paper Co.

STRATHMORE PAPER COMPANY
MITTINEAGUE, MASS., U. S. A.

This is Millcraft Cover, Gold, 8o lbs., 26 x 40.



MILLCRAFT DECKLE EDGE COVER
Gold, Antique Finish, 8o lbs., 26 x 40

S. 737; Ed. 6; i-’ip; J6630



WATER -MARK
OF EXCELLBNCB

Here They Are!

THE
water -MARK

OF EXCELLENCE

The Big- Five That Meet
Practically Every
Business Requirement
From the paper of the highest quality—“Eagle
A” Coupon Bond—to the less expensive “Eagle
A” Japan Bond, these five papers are standard-
ized in quality and reputation.

They embrace a careful grading of qualities from
a paper most suitable for the stationery of Exec-
utive Officers down to a grade best adapted to
Office and Factory Forms, each with an attractive

line of Colors.

Each product is watermarked with a quality-as-

suring “Eagle A”—the service and satisfaction

mark of the World’s Largest Makers of Fine
Writing Papers.

Send for samples of the grades in which you are interested

MANUFACTURED BY

AMERICAN-WRITING-PAPER'COMPANY
Mdikers of TAGLE-A"- Papers

Hojyoke • Massachusetts

The Big Five and
Their Adaptability

••EAGLE A"

COUPON BOND
Th€ De Luxe BaMneaa Paper

Most suitable for Executive Officers and
others, whose pride in product and achieve-
ment is reflected in the quality of their busi-
ness paper. White and Six Colors.

••EAGLE A"

AGAWAM BOND
A grade next in quality to Coupon Bond,

and most popular among larn users whose
prestige demands a high-grade letter sheet.
White and Five Colors.

•• EAGLE A"

PERSIAN BOND
A good, sturdy paper in demand aniong

heavy users who recognize the worth m
substantial, representative stationery. White
and Six Colors.

••EAGLE A"

INDENTURE BOND
Not quite the equal of Persian in quality.

Most TOpular owing to its large and unusual
line of Colors for Interior Forms, Blanks, etc.
White and Thirteen Colors.

•• EAGLE A”

JAPAN BOND
An inexpensive, yet substantial paper suit-

able for large-edition Form Letters, Fac-
tory Forms, etc., where economy is para-
mount. White and Six Colors.



This Stock is

HERCULEAN
COVER
Backed by 15 years

of Making Good
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SIXTEEN ATTRACTIVE COLORS
THREE FINISHES ^ THREE WEIGHTS

USUAL SIZES at the FOLLOWING DISTRIBUTORS

CONRQW BROTHERS N. Y. City

COOK-VIVIAN CO Boston
THOMAS W. PRICE CO Philadelphim

O. F. H. WARNER & CO Baltimore

THE AILING & CORY CO. .
Rochester, Buffalo

( and Pittsburgh

BONESTELL & CO San Francisco

BLAKE, MOFFITT & TOWNE . . Los Angeles

BEACON PAPER CO St. Louis

CRESCENT PAPER CO Indianapolis

THE UNION PAPER & TWINE CO. Cleveland

THE CHATFIELD & WOODS CO. Cincinnati

THE CENTRAL OHIO PAPER CO. Columbus
HUDSON VALLEY PAPER CO. . . Albany
THE UNION PAPER & TWINE CO. DeVoit
THE HAMPTON ROADSPAPER CO. Norfolk

THE PACIFIC PAPER CO. ... Portland, Ore.

THE AMERICAN PAPER CO. . . Seattle
This insert is PAPER MILLS CO Chicago

OLIVE GREEN, ANTIQUE 35^™^ FOREIGN PARTS Parsons Trading Co.
aoias— 6s

MANUFACTURED BY

AMERICANWRITING-PAPERCOf^PANY
Mdkers of ‘EAGLE- A"- Papers

Holyoke • Massachusetts







STANDARD
COVERS

Here » a line of coven
that should be in the

•amjide case of every printer

and of every advertising de-

partnoent. As with our AL<°
HAMBRAand LIBERTY
Coven, STANDARD Cov-

en also have distinctive ad-

vantages with which you
should be familiar. Indicate

on our card if you would like

to recove samples.

'stm-

THE mark

“Westward the G)urse of

Empire Takes Its Way”
y^ND ALfLAMBRA COVERS still remain the pathfinders of new busi-

xIL ness in home as well as in foreign markets. They lend individuality

and charm to booklet and catalog advertising.

A large paii: of the success of a catalog or booklet depends on the wisdom
used in selecting the cov^ papa*. On a question of points, the advantages

of ALHAMBRA COVERS outweigh mo:*t other oapers^^j^m?^

ALHAMBRA meant an entirely new idea m cover papers—differed in

j

finish and c<dem^and character; stout and im^ceable and with unusual]

possibilities fe^'eBwtive and beautiful treatment. Write us today for i

pies, utl^ the Tekoto ptbstoard we are enclosing, in ,tkis issue of DlRE^

i fiRQTlIEj^ilS^

‘ M.

LIBERTY
COVERS

For a high grade cover
sold at a moderate price,

it Mrill be difficult for anyone
to find anything more satis-

factory than our LIBERTY
line. There are seven distinc-

tive LIBERTY colqrs. This

cover paper shows excep-

tionalthickness for its weight

and exceptional strength

ako.

THE MARK

KAMARGO MILLS
FOUNDED laos

4

KAMARGO MILLS
rOUMDED ISM

m - Jr-





NTERNATIONAL COVER
Now made in the new 23 x 33 inch sheet which cuts

with less waste more sizes of standard booklet and cat-

alog covers than any other sheet-size of cover paper

Printed on INDO GRAY, INTERNATIONAL'COVER, 23 x 33—95 lb.. Antique Finish



I
NTERNATIONAL COVERS
are now made in the new standard 23 x 33— 95 lb, cover-paper size, which -

cuts, with the smallest amount of waste, a larger variety of booklet and cata-

log covers than any other size of cover paper. In addition to the advantage of size,

there are also other important advantages for the printer and the advertiserwho use

INTERNATIONAL COVERS.

There is first the advantage in the initial cost, which is exceptionally low for a cover

paper with the strength and quality of INTERNATIONAL COVER. There is

second the advantage in finish, as INTERNATIONAL COVERS are made with a

smooth, velvety surface which will print the maximum number of impressions

with the minimum amount ofwear upon type, plates and engravings. And there is ,

third the advantage in the choice of colors in which INTERNATIONAL COVERS
are made. The eight bright, attractive INTERNATIONAL colors should meet

.

the needs and tastes of every advertiser. These colors are Green, Indo Gray, Stucco

Gray, Cafe, Cobalt, Maduro, Horizon Blue and White.

The eleven booklet and catalog cover sizes which cut with less waste out of

INTERNATIONAL COVERS (23 x 33-95 lb.), are as follows:

Size of Booklet

or Catalog

Cuts Out of a Sheet of

International Cover

3^ X

3^ X 6%
3% x6%
37/s X 7%

3/^x7%

16 Covers

15
”

12

12

9

8

Size of Booklet

or Catalog

Cuts Out of a Sheet of

International Cover

3/2 X 7/%

554; X 10^
73/^ X 9^

( 7/2 X 10^
I 734 X 10^

8 X 11/

8 Covers

6
”

4 ”

4

4

Made by

Chemical Paper Manufacturing Company, Holyoke, Mass.

MAKERS OF aMUull SERVICE LINES

Printed on INDO GRAY. INTERNATIONAL COVER, 23 x 33—95 lb., Antique Finish



HE STANDARD CATALOG
I size adopted by the Purchasing Agents’ Association cuts best out of

JL international cover. This size is 7K x lOH
,
and four catalog

covers can be cut from every sheet of INTERNATIONAL COVER. Printers

and buyers of printing who believe in standardization and in the elimination of need-

less waste in paper in the production of booklets and catalogs will use INTER-
NATIONAL COVERS, not alone because the paper cuts most economically or

because it is sold at an economical price but also because INTERNATIONAL
COVERS are made in a wide choice of attractive colors and have besides all essen-

tial characteristics of the best cover paper.

From the table on the opposite page you will also note the 10 other booklet and

catalog sizes that cut most economically out of INTERNATIONAL COVERS,
which are nowmade in the new 23x33— 95 lb. size. The variety in booklet and catalog

sizes that can be cut with a minimum amount of waste out ofINTERNATIONAL
COVER is truly remarkable. These ten sizes should meet the requirements ofevery

advertiser who is planning anything from an envelope booklet, coatpocket booklet,

brochure or pamphlet to a large 7% x 10H inch catalog.

Use the return post card we are enclosing in this issue of DIRECT ADVERTISING
to get our sample book of INTERNATIONAL COVERS and particulars about

the larger number of standard booklet and catalog cover sizes that cut with the

smallest amount of waste out of this cover paper.

Made hy

Chemical Paper Manufacturing Company, Holyoke, Mass.

Printed on HORIZON BLUB, INTERNATIONAL COVER, 23 x 33—95 lb.. Antique Finish



List of Distributors for

INTEKNATIONAL (OVER
ALBANY, N. Y
BALTIMORE, MD
BOSTON, MASS.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
BUFFALO, N. Y
CHICAGO, ILL..

CINCINNATI, OHIO • • •

CLEVELAND, OHIO • •

DETROIT, MICH.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH,

HOLYOKE, MASS.

KANSAS CITY, MO. • •

LANSING, MICH
LOUISVILLE, KY.

LYNCHBURG, VA.

MILWAUKEE, WIS. •

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
NEW HAVEN, CONN. •

NEW YORK CITY

NEW YORK CITY ...

NEW YORK CITY

OMAHA, NEB.

PHILADELPHIA, PA. . .

PITTSBURGH, PA.

PROVIDENCE, R. I. . .

ST. LOUIS, MO.

ST. PAUL, MINN.

SYRACUSE, N. Y
TORONTO, ONT
WASHINGTON, D. C. . .

Fischel Paper Co., Inc.

Henry D. Mentzel CBi> Co.

John Carter CS, Co., Inc.

The Phelps CSj Lasher Paper Co.

Holland Paper Co., Inc.

James White Paper Co.

. . • • The Chatfield CS, Woods Co.

The Union Paper CSb Twine Co.

Seaman-Patrick Paper Co.

E. R. Lee Paper Co.

Judd Paper Co.

Benedict Paper Co.

The Dudley Paper Co.

. . . . Southeastern Paper Co., Inc.

Caskie-Dillard Co., Inc.

The E. A. Bouer Co.

McClellan Paper Co.

New Haven Paper Co.

Forest Paper Co., Inc.

Vernon Bros. CS, Co.

....... Whitehead CS. Alliger Co.

• Field-Hamilton-Smith Paper Co.

D. L. Ward Co.

• • • The Chatfield Woods Co.

Providence Paper Co.

Acme Paper Co.

• Wright, Barrett CBb Stilwell Co.

J. CS, F. B. Garrett Co.

The Buntin-Reid Co.

• • Baum Paper & Stationery Co.

Use the return post card we are enclosing in this issue of Direct Advertising

to secure samples of International Covers in all of the eight colors, with full

particulars also about the larger number of standard booklet and catalog sizes that

can be cut most economically from this cover paper.

^yiiade by

Chemical Paper Manufacturing Company
Holyoke, Massachusetts

MAKERS OF SERVICE LINES

Printed on HORIZON BLUE, INTERNATIONAL COVER, 23 x 33—95 lb.. Antique Finish



ARE CARRIED IN STOCK
BY THE FOLLOWING DEALERS:

ATLANTA The Whitaker Paper Co.

BALTIMORE . Smith, Dixon Co., Division

BILLINGS, MONT. . . Carpenter Paper Co.

Western Newspaper Union

BIRMINGHAM . . The Whitaker Paper Co.

BOSTON The Arnold>Roberts Co.

BUFFALO The AUing & Cory Co.

CALGARY . . John Martin Paper Co., Ltd.

CHARLOTTE, N.C.West’n NewspaperUnion

CHICAGO J. W. Butler Paper Co.
James White Paper Co.

CINCINNATI . The Chatfield & Woods Co.
The Cincinnati Cordage & Paper Co.

The Diem & Wing Paper Co»
The Whitaker Paper Co.

CLEVELAND . The Central Ohio Paper Co.

The Union Paper dc Twine Co.

COLUMBUS . . The Central Ohio Paper Co.

DALLAS Southwestern Paper Co.

DAYTON ,The CincinnatiCordage dc PaperCo.
The Keogh & Rike Paper Co.

DETROIT . The Union Paper 3c Twine Co.

DES MOINES Carpenter Paper Co.

DENVER The Peters Paper Co.

EDMONTON, John Martin Paper Co., Ltd.

FARGO, N. D. . . Western Newspaper Union

GRAND RAPIDS, Central Michigan PaperCo.

HOUSTON Southwestern Paper Co.

INDIANAPOLIS Indiana Paper Co.
C. P. Lesh Paper Co.

KANSAS CITY Graham Paper Co.

LINCOLN Lincoln Paper Co.

LITTLE ROCK . Western Newspaper Union

LOS ANGELES .... Zellerbach Paper Co.

LOUISVILLE Louisville Paper Co.

MEMPHIS Tayloc Paper Co.

MIDDLETOWN, O. Sabin Robbins PaperCo.

MILWAUKEE .... The E. A. Bouer Co.
Standard Paper Co.

MINNEAPOLIS .... McClellan Paper Co.

MONTREAL Federal Paper Co., Ltd.

NASHVILLE Graham Paper Co.

NEW ORLEANS ... E. C. Palmer & Co.

NEW YORK . . Henry Lindenmeyr Sc Sons
The Paper House of New York

OAKLAND ...... Zellerbach Paper Co.

OKLAHOMA CITY . . Western Newspaper
Union

OMAHA Carpenter Paper Co.

PHILADEPHJA . . . Garrett'Buehanan Co.
D. L. Ward Co.

PITTSBURGH. . . . The Ailing & Cory Co.
The Chatfield & Woods Co.

PORTLAND, ORE Pacific Paper Co.

RICHMOND, VA., Epes-Fitzgerald PaperCo.

ROCHESTER ... The AUing & Cory Co.

ST. LOUIS Graham Paper Co.

ST. PAUL . . Wright, Barrett Sc Stilwell Co.

SALT LAKE CITY . . Carpenter Paper Co.
of Utah

SAN ANTONIO . . . San Antonio Paper Co.
SAN FRANCISCO . . Zellerbach Paper Co.
SEATTLE Richmond Paper Co.
SlOUX CITY . Western Newspaper Union
SPOKANE . . American Type Founders Co.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. . The Paper House

of New England

TOLEDO .... The Central Ohio P^per Co.
TORONTO The Wilson*Munroe Co., Ltd-

VANCOUVER, B. C. . . Columbia Paper Co.
WICHITA .... Western Newspaper Union
WINNIPEG .... John Martin Paper Co.

FOREIGN SELLING AGENTS
Henry Lindenmeyr & Sons, London, England

The nearest of these Buckeye Cover dealers will gladly furnish sample sheets
for dummies, and can fill your Buckeye Cover orders promptly, from stock.

THE BECKETT PAPER COMPANY
MAKERS OF GOOD PAPER

IN HAMILTON, OHIO, SINCE 1848

ThtelheetlsDoubl. ThlcK BUCKEYE COVER, Wbfte. Antique Ftnlsh, 20 x 25 and 22 ic 28'/i



outsell all otker
brands combined,be-
cause thej* are bed%
regaidless ofprice £»
moAjobs diat can be
printed on bigb-gtade

cover papers.

The^Bnriccgw

be sent fiwe on le^pieA.
e

THE BECKETT BASER COMBAMT
MAKERS OF GOOD FAPEIt

IN HAMILTON, OHIO, SINCE 1848

This sheet Is Double ThIcK BUCKEYE COVER, Whhe. AnUque Etnlsh. 20 » S5 end 2S x 28»



RELY ON THIS LABEL
This label on each i oo-sheet package of Bristols guarantees

that the contents were made by the originators of Mill

Bristols, and consequently the most experienced manufac-

turers in this branch of paper making. A complete sample

book showing eight grades of White and two grades of

Tinted Bristols and Index Card will be sent to any advertis-

ing man or printer who applies on his business stationery.

GEO WHEELWRIGHT PAPER CO-
OF BOSTON

Sample of25\ x 3 Oi— /40 lbs .

Dotx Mill No. / Index Buff

in wnite ana me louowing coiora ; onn, ome, eaimon ana amner. ror samples, address ixteston as tlouingswortn co., 49 teaerat St., tsoston. Mass,



THE FOLLOWING

DOVE MILL BRISTOLS
ARE CARRIED IN STOCK BY US

AND MAY BE OBTAINED THROUGH YOUR JOBBER

Dove Mill Superfine White— 22^ x 28|—100, 120, 140, 160, 180, lb.

Dove Mill Superfine White Antique— 22^ x 28^^— 120, 140 lb.

Dove Mill No. 1 White— 22| x 28^— 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, lb.

Dove Mill No. 1 White Antique— 22^ x 28^— 100, 120, 140, 160, 180 lb.

Dove Mill No. 1 Tints— 22^ x 28^— 120 lb. — Blue, Dark Blue, Fawn, Gray, Green,

Lilac, Moss Rose, Nile Green, Pearl, Rose, Salmon, Straw, Yellow, Cherry.

Dove Mill No. 2 White— 22^ x 28^— 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, lb.

Dove Mill No. 2 White Folding— 22^ x 28^— 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, lb.

Dove Mill White Sample Card— 22^ x 28^ — 100, 120, 140, 160, 180 lb.

Dove Mill No. 3 White— 22| x 28^—100, 120, 140, 160, 180 lb.

Dove Mill No. 2 Tints— 22^ x 28^— 100, 120 lb.— Amber, Blue, Fawn, Lilac,

Gray, Rose, Salmon, Yellow, Green, Cherry.

Dove Mill No. 1 Index— 25| x 30^— 110, 140, 170, lb.

20^ X 24r|— 70, 90, 110, lb.— White, Salmon, Buff, Blue.

Dove Mill No. 2 Index— 25| x 30^— 110, 140, 170 lb.

204^ X 24f— 70, 90, 110 lb. — White, Blue, Buff, Salmon.

Dove Mill Vigilant White Index— 25-^ x 30^— 110, 140, 170 lb.

20^ X 24|— 70, 90, 110 lb.

the assurance of this unusually varied and versatile

selection always at your service, in fixing upon DOVE
MILL as your standard source of supply you gain utility and

dependability in a measure that is far beyond the ordinary.

GEO. W. WHEELWRIGHT PAPER CO.
OF BOSTON

MAKERS

Sample of25h x 3 Oh— Ihs.

Doot Mill No. I Index Buff







POST CARD POST CARD

On International Service

Chemical Paper Manufacturing Co.

Holyoke, Mass.

Attention Sales Dept.

Mountain Mill Paper Co.

Lee, Berkshire County, Mass.

• Z t • 1 <

POST CARD
>
>
>

>

3 POST CARD
3
3

>

>

Crocker - McElwain Company

Holyoke, Mass.

Neenah Paper Co.

Neenah, Wisconsin

* • > «

3
'« » » » j

0 POST CARD
>

t

3

3

9

3

3

3

3
3

1

POST CARD

Tj i ry n i Ticondero^a Pulp & Paper Co.
Hampshire Paper Company

i

b r r

, tt 71 m 11 It i 200 Fifth Avenue
la^outh Hadley rails. Mass. :

i New York City

3

POST CARD
3

>
3
3

3
3

3

POST CARD

Knowlton Brothers, Inc.

Watertown, New York

Geo. W. Wheelwright Paper Co.

95 Milk Street, Boston, Mass.

Printed on Mattapan Index Bristol, WRite. Made by Tileston & Hollingsworth Co., Boston, Mass. Carried in stock in 20^ x24^—70, 90, 110; in 25J^ x30J^ — 108, 140, 170.

In white and the following colors ; buff, blue, salmon and amber. For samples, address Tileston & Hollingsworth Co., 49 Federal St., Boston, Mass.



Mountain Mill Paper Co.

Lee, Massachusetts

Gentlemen

:

Please send US a sample book showing

the different finishes in which you make Mountain

Mill Snowdrift, also portfolio of Letterheads.

ON INTERNATIONAL SERVICE
Chemical Paper Meg. Co.
Holyoke, Massachusetts

Gentlemen : Kindly send sample book and infor-

mation relative to INTERNATIONAL COVER as

advertised in DIRECT ADVERTISING, Vol. V, No. 3

Name
Name

Company

.

LOFT DRIED

S
END samples of Resolute Ledger, White or Buff Sub.

No. 24, 28,'32, 36.

(Check color and weights desired.)

Name

Company

Address

Crocker-McElwain Company
Holyoke, Massachusetts

We indicate the felt and wire sides of your Certificate

Bond insert as follows

:

Page 1 Page 3

Page 2 Page 4

Q]] By marking a cross in the box that accompanies this

paragraph, we also indicate our desire to have a copy of

your Tokyo Bond Sample Book, “ The Illustrated Letter-

head.”

Firm Name

Your Name

Address

C' » w < I

TICONDEROGA PULP & PAPER CO. ^

200 Fifth Avenue, New York City ^

GENTLEMEN: Please send me printed specimens ‘

of Ticonderoga Papers as advertised in DIRECT ‘

ADVERTISING.
[
C

<

Name ‘

(.

C

Company I

c

Address “

r

Hampshire Paper Co.

South Hadley Falls, Mass.

^^ENTLEMEN: Please send us your Portfolio of "Better Business

Letters” together with your plan for placing new customers on

our hooks. It is understood that the Portfolio and plan will come to

us without obligation on our part.

Name

Company

Address

George W. Wheelwright Paper Co.

95 MUk Street, Boston, Mass.

GENTLEMEN: Please send me Dove Mill Sample

Book
Send me B. P. F. Sample Book and dummies as indicated

of White India Gray

Dummy Pages Size of page

Bulk Limit on postage cents.

Name

Company

Address

Knowlton Bros., Inc.

Watertown, New York

WE are going to issue a booklet or catalog approxi-

mately X inches and would appreciate your
i

cutting some Alhambra Cover paper for our dummy. We
are also interested in seeing samples of your Liberty

Covers Q , and your Standard CoversQ and prefer some-

thing in a shade.

Name

Company.

Address

Printed on Mattapan Index Bristol, White. Made by Tileston & Hollingsworth Co., Boston, Mass. Carried in stock in 205^ 3c24^ — 70, 90, 110 ; in 25)^ x30I^—108, 140, 170.

In white and the following colors : buff, blue, salmon and amber. For samples, address Tileston & Hollingsworth 49 Federcd St., Boston, Mass.
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PAPER MAKERS’ ADVERTISING CLUB
MEMBERS AND THEIR TRADEMARKS

ADVERTISERS PAPER MILLS
HOLYOKE, MASS.

AMERICAN WRITING PAPER CO.

HOLYOKE, MASS.

THE BECKETT PAPER CO.

HAMH^TON, OHIO

DILL & COLLINS CO.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HAMMERMILL PAPER CO.

ERIE, PA.

HAMPSHIRE PAPER CO.

SOUTH HADLEY FALLS, MASS.

MARTIN & WM. H. NIXON PAPER CO.

FLAT ROCK MILLS. PHILADELPHIA
DILL & COLLINS CO., Successors

STRATHMORE PAPER CO.

MTITINEAGUE, MASS.

TICONDEROGA PULP & PAPER CO.

NEW YORK CITY

MOUNTAIN MILL PAPER CO.

NEENAH PAPER CO.

NEENAH, WISCONSIN

Printed on Herculean Cover, Coffee, Antique, 22ix28i— 120 lb., made by the American Writing Paper Co., Holyoke, Mass.
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